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Summary
A large number of functional materials have layered structures yielding anisotropic physical proper-
ties and an exciting physics of extended defects. For the understanding of both phenomena extensive
computational methods are necessary for calculating anisotropic physical properties in an ab-initio ap-
proach. Calculating high-energy electron scattering is essential to yield quantitative results on defect
structures by electron microscopy and spectroscopy. In this thesis superconducting ReBa2Cu3O7-x (Re-
BCO, Re=rare earth) coated conductors and thermoelectric Bi2Te3-related device-relevant materials were
analyzed in detail. For both compounds various computational methods were applied to yield a quan-
titative structure-property correlation. The microstructure and the chemical composition of a material
affecting its macroscopic physical properties is referred to as structure-property correlation.
Coated conductors consist of multilayer thin film structures and are high-temperature superconducting
(HTS) wires of the second generation. The analyzed coated conductors were grown by two methods:
(i) chemical solution deposition (CSD) and (ii) inclined substrate deposition (ISD). In this work both
materials were analyzed and compared to each other, yielding a structure-property correlation.
The analysis of Bi2Te3-related materials focused on thin films and bulk materials. Bi2Te3-related ma-
terials have the highest thermoelectric figure-of-merit ZT at room temperature and are used in energy
conversion devices. Additionally, these materials are topological insulators, a hot topic in current re-
search. Alloying reduces thermal conductivity by enhancing phonon scattering and yields an enhanced
ZT value for the alloys as compared to the binary compound.
Electron microscopy is the method of choice to establish a structure-property correlation. In this thesis
a combination of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
was applied to cover a broad range of length scales. Several quantitative analytical methods that require
computational methods have been implemented for device relevant analytics: (i) quantitative energy-
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis in the SEM including quantitative EDX spectrum simulation and (ii)
aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) analysis including the corre-
sponding image simulation.
Film thicknesses directly relate to critical currents and are therefore crucially important for coated con-
ductors. In this work a method for determining the film thickness based on thickness calibration curves
was developed. For electron energies of up to 30 keV electron scattering was calculated in the excita-
tion volume by a Monte Carlo approach, which allowed also to implement quantitative EDX spectrum
simulation. Simulation of electron trajectories and X-ray intensities on the micrometer scale also yields
optimized acquisition conditions with respect to lateral resolution, precision of quantitative analysis,
and minimum detectable mole fractions. Furthermore, Monte Carlo simulations for the electron trajec-
tories was used to calculate the electron penetration depth and to rule out stray radiation generated in
the substrate of thin films. This method was applied for high-precision wavelength-dispersive X-ray
spectrometry (WDX) determining antisite defect densities in Bi2Te3-related thermoelectric materials.
High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM imaging is the method of choice to reveal the nanostruc-
ture of materials, since it provides easily interpretable, quantifiable atomic number (Z) contrast images.
In aberration corrected STEM the probe diameter can be reduced to less than 1 Å and single atomic
imaging and spectroscopy is simultaneously possible. Simulation of e.g. HAADF images allow confirm,
discard, or modify structural and chemical models for extended defects. Atomically resolved HAADF
images of Bi2Te3-related thermoelectric materials as well as of DyBa2Cu3O7-x (DyBCO) coated conduc-
tors were simulated for different sample thicknesses and compared to experimentally acquired images. It
was shown that alloying can be imaged in real space on the atomic scale. In case of the DyBCO coated
conductors atomic resolution could be proven at various interfaces.
Structure-property correlations are of key importance for improving material or device relevant perfor-
mances by tailoring the microstructure and the chemistry. Ab-initio density functional theory (DFT)
calculations implemented in the Wien2k code yield the band structure for electrons depending on the
crystal structure of a material, which in turn can be determined by the analytical methods used here.
With the band structure, temperature-dependent electron transport coefficients were calculated by solv-
ing the linearized Boltzmann equation. The Wien2k and the BoltzTraP simulation packages were setup
and yielded the transport properties for various modifications of the crystal structure.
For Bi2Te3, transport coefficients were calculated depending on the chemical potential and temperature,
the chemical potential being directly related to the charge carrier density. The calculated thermopower
strongly depended on the charge carrier density and satisfactorily fitted to experimental values obtained
in bulk and thin films.
In summary, the computational methods implemented in this thesis treat scattering of Bloch waves for
different electron energies. For simulating electron microscopy data, high electron energies have to be
used, primary energies are in the 5-300 keV range. For calculating transport coefficients in crystals
electron energies are in the eV range and below. The computational methods applied in this work yield
an enhanced, quantitative understanding of the physical phenomena being involved and an important
contribution to the structure-property correlation of materials.
CSD coated conductors were grown from liquid precursors under ambient pressure. These films were
analyzed by SEM and TEM methods to reveal their microstructure. It was found that the layers in CSD
coated conductors yield strongly varying film thicknesses, large film roughnesses, and an inhomogeneous
chemical composition on the micrometer scale.
For coated conductors prepared by ISD biaxially-textured MgO buffer layers can be deposited on un-
textured Hastelloy substrates by electron evaporation. The biaxial texture of the MgO buffer layer is of
crucial importance for achieving high critical currents in the superconducting layers and was quantita-
tively measured by electron diffraction in cross-section for MgO films revealing strong and poor texture
depending on the deposition conditions. These measurements are the key for controlling the texture and
understanding the physics of texture formation by the ISD method.
Growing superconducting layers with thicknesses exceeding 1 µm yields a dramatic reduction in critical
current densities for all applied technologies except the ISD technology. In contrast, an almost linear
increase of the critical current with the DyBCO film thickness was observed in ISD grown coated con-
ductors due to a highly biaxially-textured film at all thicknesses. A record value of the critical current
of 1018 A cm-1 was measured for a DyBCO film with 5.9 µm thickness. Therefore, the ISD technology
offers a unique possibility to overcome thickness limitations in coated conductor technology.
This thesis clearly documents the limitations of CSD grown coated conductors: (i) the film thickness is
poorly controlled due to the large surface roughnesses yielding a limitation for the critical current of such
films; (ii) biaxially-textured YBCO films can only be grown to thicknesses significantly smaller than 1
µm, in thicker films the biaxial texture is lost in the top part of the film. Very different to these findings
ISD films yield (i) very smooth surfaces and (ii) biaxial texture up to more than 6 µm film thickness.
The surface smoothness is a direct consequence of the biaxial texture that yields low-energy, small-angle
grain boundaries with large critical current densities.
Zusammenfassung
Eine große Anzahl funktioneller Materialien hat eine Schichtstruktur, welche eine Anisotropie der phy-
sikalischen Eigenschaften und eine spannende Physik ausgedehnter Defekte ergibt. Für das Verständnis
beider Phänomene sind umfangreiche Rechenmethoden notwendig, um die anisotropen, physikalischen
Eigenschaften in einem Ab-initio Ansatz zu berechnen. Die Berechnung hochenergetischer Elektronen-
streuung ist essentiell, um mittels Elektronenmikroskopie und -spektroskopie quantitative Ergebnisse zu
Defektstrukturen zu erhalten. In dieser Dissertation wurden supraleitende SeBa2Cu3O7-x (SeBCO, Se =
Seltenerd) Bandleiter und Bi2Te3-basierte, bauteilrelevante, thermoelektrische Materialien im Detail un-
tersucht. Für beide Verbindungen wurden verschiedene Rechenmethoden angewendet, um quantitative
Struktur-Eigenschaftsbeziehungen zu erhalten. Die Mikrostruktur und die chemische Zusammensetzung
eines Materials beeinflusst seine makroskopischen, physikalischen Eigenschaften, dies wird als Struktur-
Eigenschaftskorrelation bezeichnet.
Bandleiter bestehen aus einer Multilagenstruktur und sind supraleitende Drähte der zweiten Generation.
Die untersuchten Bandleiter wurden durch zwei Methoden hergestellt: (i) Chemische Abscheidung aus
der Lösung (chemical solution deposition, CSD) und (ii) Elektronenstrahlverdampfung bei gleichzeiti-
ger Schrägstellung des Substrates (inclined substrate deposition, ISD). In dieser Arbeit wurden beide
Materialien analysiert und mit Hinblick auf Struktur-Eigenschaftsbeziehungen verglichen.
Bei der Analyse der Bi2Te3-basierten Materialien lag der Fokus auf dünnen Filmen sowie Volumenma-
terialien. Bi2Te3-basierte Materialien haben bei Raumtemperatur den höchsten thermoelektrischen Gü-
tefaktor ZT und werden deshalb in Energieumwandlern verwendet. Des Weiteren sind Bi2Te3-basierte
Materialien topologische Isolatoren, welche gerade ein hochaktuelles Forschungsfeld sind. Legieren re-
duziert die Wärmeleitfähigkeit durch Erhöhung der Phononenstreuung, was einen höheren ZT-Wert der
Legierung verglichen zu binären Verbindungen zur Folge hat.
Elektronenmikroskopie ist die Methode der Wahl, um eine Struktur-Eigenschaftsbeziehung zu erhal-
ten. In dieser Arbeit wurde eine Kombination aus Rasterelektronenmikroskopie (REM) und Transmis-
sionselektronenmikroskopie (TEM) verwendet, um einen weiten Bereich an Längenskalen abzudecken.
Verschiedene quantitative Analysemethoden, die Rechenmethoden benötigen, wurden zur Analytik von
Bauelementen angewendet: (i) Energiedispersive Röntgenmikroanalyse (EDX) im Rasterelektronenmi-
kroskop in Kombination mit quantitativer Simulation von EDX-Spektren, (ii) aberrationskorrigierte Ras-
tertransmissionselektronenmikroskopie (STEM) mit zugehöriger Bildsimulation.
Für supraleitende Bandleiter stehen Filmdicken in direkter Beziehung zu kritischen Strömen und sind
deshalb von entscheidender Bedeutung. In dieser Arbeit wurde eine Methode zur Filmdickenbestimmung
basierend auf Dickenkalibrierungskurven entwickelt. Dafür wurde die Elektronenstreuung im Wechsel-
wirkungsvolumen für Elektronenenergien bis 30 keV mit Hilfe eines Monte Carlo Ansatzes berechnet,
welcher ebenfalls quantitative EDX-Spektrensimulation erlaubt. EDX-Spektren konnten so für komplexe
Probengeometrien berechnet werden und in einer einfachen Weise mit experimentell erhaltenen EDX-
Spektren verglichen werden. Die Simulation von Elektronentrajektorien und Röntgenintensitäten auf der
Mikrometerskala ergibt optimierte Akquisitionsbedingungen mit Hinblick auf die laterale Auflösung, die
Genauigkeit der quantitativen Analyse und der Nachweisgrenze. Des Weiteren wurde die Simulation von
Elektronentrajektorien verwendet, um die Eindringtiefe der Elektronen zu berechnen und Störstrahlung
mit Ursprung im Substrat bei den Dünnfilmen auszuschließen. Diese Methode wurde für hochpräzise
wellenlängendispersive Röntgenspektrometrie (WDX), welche eine Bestimmung der Substitutionsatom-
defektdichten (antisite defects) in Bi2Te3-basierten Materialien ermöglicht, angewandt.
Dunkelfeldbilder, erhalten mit großen Streuwinkeln, (HAADF) im STEM ist die Methode der Wahl,
wenn die Nanostruktur von Materialien abgebildet werden soll, da sie einfach zu interpretierende und
quantifizierbare Z-Kontrastbilder liefert. Bei aberrationskorrigierten Rastertransmissionselektronenmi-
kroskopen kann der Sondendurchmesser auf weniger als 1 Å reduziert werden und gleichzeitige atomar
aufgelöste Bildgebung und Spektroskopie erreicht werden. Die Simulation von z. B. HAADF-Bildern
ermöglicht die Struktur- und chemische Zusammensetzung ausgedehnter Kristalldefekte zu bestimmen.
Atomar aufgelöste HAADF-Bilder von Bi2Te3-basierten Materialien sowie von DyBa2Cu3O7-x (DyB-
CO) wurden für verschiedene Probendicken simuliert und mit experimentell aufgenommenen Bildern
verglichen. Es wurde gezeigt, dass das Legieren im Realraum auf atomarer Ebene abgebildet werden
kann. Im Falle von DyBCO-Bandleitern wurde die atomare Auflösung an verschiedenen Grenzflächen
gezeigt.
Struktur-Eigenschaftsbeziehungen sind von herausragender Bedeutung, um die Leistungsfähigkeiten von
Materialien in Bauelementen durch Maßschneidern der Mikrostruktur bzw. der Chemie zu verbessern.
Die Ab-initio Dichtefunktionaltheorie (density functional theory, DFT), welche im Wien2k-Code im-
plementiert ist, erlaubt die Berechnung der elektronischen Bandstruktur auf Basis der Kristallstruktur
eines Materials. Diese wurden mit den analytischen Methoden, die in dieser Arbeit benutzt wurden,
bestimmt. Mit der Bandstruktur können temperaturabhängige Transportgrößen durch Lösen der lineari-
sierten Boltzmann-Gleichung berechnet werden. Die Softwarepakete BoltzTraP und Wien2k wurden im
Rahmen dieser Arbeit eingerichtet und erlaubten die Berechnung von Transporteigenschaften für ver-
schiedene Modifikationen der Kristallstruktur. Für Bi2Te3 wurden die Transportkoeffizienten in Abhän-
gigkeit vom chemischen Potential und der Temperatur berechnet, wobei das chemische Potential direkt
mit der Ladungsträgerdichte verbunden ist. Der berechnete Seebeck-Koeffizient hängt stark von der La-
dungsträgerdichte ab und stimmte in zufriedenstellender Weise mit den gemessenen Werten überein.
Zusammenfassend betrachtet behandeln die hier angewandten Rechenmethoden Streuung von Bloch-
Wellen bei verschiedenen Elektronenenergien. Für die Simulation elektronenmikroskopischer Daten
müssen hochenergetische Elektronen im Bereich von 5 bis 300 keV Primärelektronenenergie betrach-
tet werden. Für die Berechnung von Transportkoeffizienten in Kristallen sind die Elektronenenergien im
Elektronenvoltbereich und darunter. Die angewandten Rechenmethoden liefern ein erweitertes, quantita-
tives Verständnis der beteiligten physikalischen Phänomene sowie einen wichtigen Beitrag zur Struktur-
Eigenschaftskorrelation von Materialien.
CSD-Bandleiter wurden aus flüssigen Ausgangsmaterialien unter Umgebungsdruck hergestellt. Diese
Filme wurden mit REM- und TEM-Methoden bzgl. Mikrostruktur untersucht. In CSD-Bandleitern wur-
de eine stark schwankende Filmdicke, eine hohe Filmrauhigkeit und eine inhomogene chemische Zu-
sammensetzung im Mikrometerbereich gefunden.
Für mittels ISD hergestelle Bandleiter können biaxial texturierte MgO-Pufferschichten auf untexturierten
Hastelloy-Substraten mittels Elektronenstrahlverdampfung abgeschieden werden. Die biaxiale Textur ist
von entscheidender Bedeutung, um hohe kritische Ströme in supraleitenden Schichten zu erreichen und
wurde mit Hilfe von Elektronenbeugung an MgO-Querschnittsproben quantitativ bestimmt. Diese Mes-
sungen sind der Schlüssel zur Kontrolle der Texturierung und des Verständnisses der Texturentstehung
in der ISD-Methode.
Das Wachstum von supraleitenden Schichten mit mehr als einem Mikrometer Schichtdicke ergibt für alle
angewandten Abscheidungsverfahren außer ISD einen dramatischen Rückgang in den kritischen Strom-
dichten. Im Gegensatz dazu wurde in DyBCO-Bandleitern ein linearer Anstieg des kritischen Stromes
mit der DyBCO-Filmdicke aufgrund einer hochtexturierten Schicht bei allen Filmdicken beobachtet.
Für einen DyBCO-Film mit 5.9 µm Filmdicke wurde ein Rekordwert des kritischen Stromes von 1018
A cm-1 gemessen. Deshalb bietet die ISD-Technologie eine einzigartige Möglichkeit, Dickenbeschrän-
kungen des kritischen Stromes in der Bandleitertechnologie zu überwinden.
Diese Dissertation zeigt klar die Grenzen der CSD-Bandleiter-Technologie: (i) die Filmdicke wird we-
gen der hohen Oberflächenrauhigkeit schlecht kontrolliert, was den kritischen Strom in solchen Filmen
begrenzt; (ii) biaxial texturierte YBCO-Filme können nur für Filmdicken wesentlich kleiner als 1 µm
hergestellt werden, da in dickeren Filmen die biaxiale Textur im oberen Teil der Filme verloren geht. In
großem Unterschied zu diesen Erkenntnissen wurde in ISD-Schichten (i) eine sehr glatte Oberfläche und
(ii) eine biaxiale Textur bis zu mehr als 6 µm Filmdicke beobachtet. Die glatte Oberfläche ist eine direk-
te Folge der biaxialen Textur, welche niederenergetische Kleinwinkelkorngrenzen mit hohen kritischen
Stromdichten ergibt.

Chapter preview
This thesis is unique in the sense that it covers several disciplines ranging from scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) over aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) to ab-
initio calculations of transport properties. The interconnection of the single disciplines can be seen in the
above figure. It is divided into three parts:
• Part I Basics contains two chapters dealing with the theory and methodology of electron mi-
croscopy and superconductivity, respectively.
• Part II Simulation of elastic and inelastic electron scattering, divided into three chapters (3-5).
• Part III Structure-property correlation by electron microscopy techniques, divided into three chap-
ters (6-9) dealing with structure-property correlations in coated conductors.
Chapter 1 deals with the basics of electron microscopy in inorganic crystalline samples. Crystallo-
graphic basics, the theory of elastic and inelastic electron scattering as well as the imaging theory of
high-resolution phase contrast imaging and scanning transmission electron microscopy is presented.
Chapter 2 is an introduction to superconductivity. It covers crystallographic aspects of high-temperature
superconductors (HTS) as well as the Ginzburg-Landau theory for understanding type-II HTS. Further-
more, technically important aspects like critical current, critical current density, and current limitations
in (high-temperature) superconductors are treated. Finally, a summary of two HTS growth processes,
i.e. chemical solution deposition (CSD) and inclined substrate deposition (ISD), used in this work is
presented.
Chapter 3 summarizes the theories necessary for energy-dispersive X-ray spectra (EDX) simulation.
It also contains important results on film thickness determination via experimental and simulated EDX
spectra in coated conductor materials.
Chapter 4 deals with the study of layered, anisotropic structures of Bi2Te3 and DyBCO by aberration-
corrected STEM. The theory of contrast formation in high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images
is explained. The experimentally obtained HAADF images were compared to simulated ones for both
compounds. In Bi2Te3-related materials the StripeSTEM technique is used by integrating the electron
energy-loss (EEL) spectra parallel to the van-der-Waals gaps present in the material yielding layer-by-
layer EEL spectra.
Chapter 5 explains how to carry out calculations of electronic transport properties by solving the lin-
earized Boltzmann equation, which can then be linked to the nanostructure of a material. The chapter
focuses on how to setup the code and to explain important subroutines, since no proper documentation
was available. It also contains calculations of temperature-dependent transport coefficients of Bi2Te3,
which in a final step are compared to experimentally measured values.
Chapter 6 deals with inclined substrate deposition (ISD) and the unique evolution the biaxial texture
inside the MgO buffer layer in dependence on the applied growth conditions. The structure of the MgO
buffer layer was analyzed by SEM and TEM. This growth behavior can be explained by directional
diffusion and the van-der-Drift theory.
Chapter 7 contains basic structural and electrical analyses of DyBCO coated conductors. The results
are then compared to those found in coated conductors grown by other techniques like rolling-assisted
biaxial texturing (RABiTS) and pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
Chapter 8 presents the results of structure-property correlations in thick DyBCO coated conductors. It
was shown that in ISD coated conductors the critical current increases linearly with the DyBCO film
thickness. Electron diffraction revealed that the DyBCO film is completely biaxially textured even in the
top parts explaining the linear increase in the critical current.
Chapter 9 summarizes the results obtained in the analyses of CSD coated coated conductors. The
homogeneity of the films was determined on different length scales and correlates well with the super-
conducting properties. The highlight of the chapter is the O2p spectroscopy applied the first time to CSD
coated conductors yielding statements about the local oxygen concentration and, therefore, about the
local superconducting properties.


Part I.
Basics

1. Electron microscopy and spectroscopy
Electron microscopy is an essential method for structural and chemical analysis of coated conductors. For
industrial applications several orders of magnitude of length scales are of relevance since the macroscopic
properties are governed by microscopic quantities. Second generation coated conductors have lengths up
to 1 kilometer but the most critical limiting factor are grain boundaries on the nanometer scale. It is very
challenging to cover all these length scales. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to determine
surface, interface, chemical properties or the film thickness of the samples up to the micrometer level.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to determine structural and chemical properties on
the nanometer scale. A profound understanding of structure-chemistry-property correlations is needed
to enhance the quality of today’s coated conductor technology.
1.1. Sample preparation
SEM samples need only a minimum of treatment since they need not to be electron transparent. Plan-
view SEM samples can be analyzed often without any preparation. TEM samples on the other hand
need sophisticated sample preparation methods since they have to be electron transparent. Depending on
the issue to be analyzed and the sample itself there are several possibilities for TEM sample preparation.
Here, conventional grinding and polishing as well as the focused ion beam method were used. For details
please have a look at chapter 2 in the thesis of Z. Aabdin [1]. In this work three sample types were used
for SEM and TEM of coated conductors: (i) plan-view, (ii) cross section, and (iii) longitudinal section.
1.2. Electron interactions with solids
In general there are two possibilities for an electron to interact with the atoms of a specimen. It can either
be scattered inelastically or elastically, i.e. it looses energy or not.
1.2.1. Elastic scattering and electron diffraction
1.2.1.1. The two-beam case
Figure 1.1.: Geometrical definition of the excitation error s [2]
using a Ewald sphere construction. (a) s<0 (g outside the Ewald
sphere) and (b) s>0 (g inside the Ewald sphere).
Conventional TEM diffraction contrast imaging
is conducted in a two-beam condition and uses
two types of imaging modes: (i) bright-field and
(ii) dark-field. In (i) the objective aperture of
the microscope is centered on the direct beam
and in (ii) the objective aperture is centered on
the diffracted beam. For any TEM characteri-
zation done with the Zeiss 912Ω this technique
was used to image the samples. The contrast
seen in this type of images can be explained for
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crystalline samples without dislocations in general by the dynamical diffraction theory. The basis of this
theory is the description of electron waves in a crystal potential as Bloch waves. For thin samples the
dynamical theory can be approximated by the kinematical theory. The kinematical theory is only valid
if intensity backscattering from the direct into diffracted beam can be neglected. In many cases this
cannot be assumed. The more general formulation is the dynamical diffraction theory, which includes
the intensity backscattering. The starting point are two coupled differential equations called Howie-
Whelan equations, having the following form if absorption is neglected and the incident electron wave is
propagating in z direction [3, 4, 2]:
d
dz
(
Ψ0
Ψg
)
=

ipi
ξ0
ipi
ξg
e2piisz
ipi
ξg
e−2piisz
ipi
ξ0
 ·( Ψ0Ψg
)
(1.1)
where Ψ0 and Ψg are the amplitudes of the direct and the diffracted beam, respectively. The second
term of the first equation describes the backscattering into the direct beam. ξ0 and ξg are the extinction
distances of the direct and the diffracted beam, respectively. The extinction distance can be calculated
via
ξhkl =
piVuc cosθB
λFg
(1.2)
where Vuc is the volume of the unit cell, λ is the wavelength of the electrons, θB is the Bragg angle and
Fg is the kinematical structure factor for the reciprocal lattice vector g. The quantity s is called excitation
error. In general it is a vector and being defined as
s = k0−k−g. (1.3)
Fig.1.1 is the geometric representation of the excitation error as deviation from the perfect Bragg condi-
tion. The value of s is a real number. The geometry for s>0 and s<0 are both shown in Fig.1.1.
The Howie-Whelan equations in Eq. 1.1 can be transformed and simplified [3] via
Ψ
′
0 = Ψ0 exp
(
−piiz
ξ0
)
(1.4)
Ψ
′
g = Ψg exp
(
2piisz− piiz
ξ0
)
(1.5)
into a single differential equation of the second order (which is similar to the differential equation of the
harmonic oscillator)
d2Ψ0
dz2
−2piis dΨ0
dz
+
pi2
ξ 2g
Ψ0 = 0. (1.6)
Eq. 1.6 can be solved by a linear combination of sine and cosine functions in dependence on the sam-
ple thickness z and by introducing the dimensionless parameter the effective excitation error se f f =
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s2+ξ−2g . The solution for the direct and the diffracted intensity in dependence on sample thickness t
and se f f is then given by [3]
|Ψ0|2 = 1−|Ψg|2 (1.7)
|Ψg|2 =
(
pi t
ξg
)2 sin2 (pi t se f f )
(pi t se f f )2
. (1.8)
From that it is immediately clear that both functions are limited for s = 0 unlike those in the kinematical
approximation. The equations explain image contrast originating from thickness variations and bending
contours due to variations of the excitation error. However, absorption and inelastic scattering are not
considered and the Eq. 1.7 and Eq. 1.8 fail to describe real two-beam images experimentally acquired in a
TEM. By introducing two complex quantities, i.e. i
ξ ′0
and i
ξ ′g
into the Howie-Whelan equations (Eq. 1.1),
absorption effects can be described and the Howie-Whelan equations have the form
d
dz
(
Ψ0
Ψg
)
= pi

i
ξ0
− 1
ξ ′0
(
i
ξg
− 1
ξ ′g
)
e2piisz(
i
ξg
− 1
ξ ′g
)
e−2piisz
i
ξ0
− 1
ξ ′0
 ·
(
Ψ0
Ψg
)
. (1.9)
The corresponding intensity values of Eq. 1.9 are according to Hashimoto et al. [5]:
|Ψ0(z)|2 =
e−2κ0t
{[√
1+w2+w
]2
e2∆κt +
[√
1+w2−w
]2
e−2∆κt
}
4(1+w2)
(1.10)
+
e−2κ0t cos(2pi∆kt)
2(1+w2)
|Ψg(z)|2 = e
−2κ0t {cosh(2∆κt)− cos(2pi∆kt))}
2(1+w2)
(1.11)
with κ0 = piξ ′0
, ∆κ = pi
ξ ′g
√
1+w2
, ∆k =
√
1+w2
ξg , and t as the sample thickness, respectively. The exponential
term describes the absorption. Both equations (Eq. 1.10 and Eq. 1.11) can only be used for a defect free
translationally symmetric crystal. If crystalline defects are present the Howie-Whelan equations need to
contain a term for the displacement field R(z) yielding bending of lattice planes
d
dz
(
Ψ0
Ψg
)
= pi

i
ξ0
− 1
ξ ′0
(
i
ξg
− 1
ξ ′g
)
e2piisz+2piig·R(
i
ξg
− 1
ξ ′g
)
e−2piisz−2piig·R
i
ξ0
− 1
ξ ′0
 ·
(
Ψ0
Ψg
)
(1.12)
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By introducing the transforms Ψ′0 =Ψ0 exp
(
− ipizξ0
)
and Ψ′g =Ψg exp
(
2piisz− ipizξ0 +2piig ·R
)
Eq. 1.12
can be simplified to
d
dz
(
Ψ0
Ψg
)
= pi
 −
1
ξ ′0
i
ξg
− 1
ξ ′g
i
ξg
− 1
ξ ′g
− 1
ξ ′0
+2isz+2ig · dR
dz
 ·( Ψ0Ψg
)
(1.13)
Eq. 1.13 can only be solved by numerical methods and is the starting point for image simulation of
defects in the two-beam case in TEM as shown in thesis of N. Peranio [6].
1.2.2. Imaging theory
1.2.2.1. Electron optics and lens aberrations
Figure 1.2.: Graphical representation of the most important
lens aberrations. (a) Spherical aberration, (b) Chromatic aber-
ration, (c) two fold axial astigmatism, and (d) diffraction.
Spherical aberration is the most crucial one
if you want to acquire high resolution im-
ages. It means that electrons that pass the
lens closer to the optical axis are focused at
a larger distance from the lens than electrons
that pass the lens in greater distance to the
optical axis as sketched in Fig.1.2a. Thus, in
the Gaussian image plane of the lens concen-
tric circles of radius rS
rS =Cs,3α3 (1.14)
can be detected, where Cs,3 is the image-
sided third-order spherical aberration con-
stant and α is the aperture semi-angle.
Higher orders of spherical aberration are neglected here because they are smaller than the third-order
ones. In the plane of least confusion, located before the Gaussian image plane, the concentric circles
have the smallest radius rS,min
rS,min =
Cs,3
4
α3. (1.15)
Hence, it is convenient to use small apertures to minimize the effect of spherical aberration, but at the
same time the total amount of current passing through the lens will be reduced yielding low image inten-
sities at high magnifications. Over the years several attempts have been made to correct the speherical and
the chromatic aberration[7]. Recent microscopes overcome this problem by using a Cs-image-corrector
based on hexapole elements placed before and after the objective lens [8].
Another important quantity is the chromatic aberration. It has its origin in the energy spread ΔE of
the electrons emitted at the electron source, the stability of high tension and lens currents causing focal
variations of the lens in time, and inelastic scattering of electrons within the sample. These effects gen-
erate electrons of different ”color”, i.e. electrons with slightly different energies and velocities. Moving
through the magnetic lens, slower electrons (E, red line in Fig.1.2b) are more strongly refracted than
faster electrons (E+ΔE, blue line in Fig.1.2b). For visible light this is just reverse. The radius of the disc
rC in the Gaussian image plane is [3]
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rC =
CC
2
∆E
E
α (1.16)
∆E
E
=
∆ f
f
+2
∆I
I
(1.17)
where CC is the image-sided chromatic aberration constant, E is the total electron energy, α is the aper-
ture semi-angle, f is the focal length of the lens and I is the (objective) lens current. ∆ f , and ∆I are
fluctuations in the focal length and the (objective) lens current, respectively. The chromatic aberration
can be minimized by using cold field-emission guns, i.e. high brightness and minimal energy spread, or
a monochromator.
Astigmatism occurs if electron lenses have no perfect cylindrical symmetry. If two rays travel in or-
thogonal planes through the lens they will be focused in two different points on the optical axis. Every
modern microscope is able to correct astigmatism of the condenser and objective lenses by introducing
a pair of magnetic quadrupole coils after a magnetic lens.
Every real lens has only a limited aperture as indicated in Fig.1.2d. On every edge that electron waves
pass, they get diffracted and a parallel beam gets transformed into an Airy disc. The radius rD of the disc
is defined as radius of the central intensity maximum and can be expressed as [3]
rD = 0.61
λ
α
. (1.18)
The resolution rtotal of a TEM can then be calculated by adding the quadratic radii of each aberration
disc to
rtotal =
√
r2S + r
2
C + r
2
D. (1.19)
For SEM and STEM the finite size of the electron source has to be considered during the calculation of
rtotal .
1.2.2.2. High-resolution phase contrast imaging
In electron microscopy high-resolution phase contrast images are a superposition of the direct beam with
a couple of diffracted beams (≥1). The more beams are used the higher the resolution. For this imaging
mode not only the amplitudes of the beams are of relevance but also their phase. High-resolution phase
contrast imaging can be used to image the atomic structure of a material. However, the interpretation of
these kind of images is by no means easy. This is due to a couple of reasons [3]:
1. The image contrast varies with slight changes in the specimen thickness,
2. the objective lens defocus and astigmatism,
3. and changes in the sample orientation or its scattering factor.
The experimental procedure can be implemented very easily. The crystalline sample has to be tilted into
the desired orientation, mostly a low indexed pole. This yields a superposition of a large amount of beams
contributing to the image. In microscopes not having a CS-image-corrector one has to additionally use
the objective aperture to limit the used beams to a certain diffraction angle. The effect of lens aberrations
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on the image will thus be limited. Depending on the actual issue one has to optimize the image quality,
i.e. the number of used beams vs. lens aberrations and thus the right objective aperture has to be selected.
High-resolution phase contrast images can be understood using Fresnel diffraction and propagation, be-
cause the best images are not obtained in the Gaussian focus [9]. The following paragraphs are summa-
rizing the results of Spence [9]. The electron amplitude at the object plane of the objective lens Ψ′(x, y)
can be written as a convolution of the exit electron amplitude Ψex(x, y) at the lower side of the specimen
T (x, y) ·Ψex(x, y) and the Fresnel-Propagator in z directionPz(x, y):
Ψ′(x, y) = A(Ψex(x, y))⊗Pz(x, y) (1.20)
with A is a complex amplitude and T (x, y) is the sample transmission function. However, not yet consid-
ered are the effect of the objective aperture and the objective lens itself. If both effects are included one
can write for the image amplitude Ψi(x′, y′):
Ψi(x′, y′) = − AMλ 2 f 2
[
FT (Ψex(x, y))P
(
X
λ f
,
Y
λ f
)
exp
(
iχ
{
X
λ f
,
Y
λ f
})]
⊗P(X , Y ) (1.21)
where FT denotes a Fourier transformation, P is the objective aperture pupil function, and χ is the
aberration phase shift. The distances X and Y are lying in the back-focal plane of the objective lens and
are defined as follows: X = fθ and Y = fβ where θ and β are the angles at which rays leave the object.
This can also be further modified:
Ψi(x′, y′) =
1
M
Ψex(−x′,−y′)⊗FT [P(u, v)exp(iχ {u, v})] (1.22)
where u =
X
λ f
and v =
Y
λ f
. The term P(u, v)exp(iχ {u, v}) can also be called microscope transfer
function or contrast transfer function (CTF). In the case of radial symmetry the relation θ = λ
√
u2+ v2
holds and one can write for Eq. 1.22
Ψi(x′, y′) =
1
M
Ψex(−x′,−y′)⊗FT [P(θ)exp(iχ {θ})] . (1.23)
If only defocus and spherical aberration are considered in the function χ(θ) it has the following form:
χ(θ) =
2pi
λ
{
∆ f θ 2
2
+
Csθ 4
4
}
(1.24)
where ∆ f and Cs are the defocus and the spherical aberration constant, respectively.
The optimum defocus is obtained by balancing the spherical aberration constant Cs against ∆ f . The CTF
yielding the fewest zero values is the optimum one. The corresponding defocus value is called Scherzer
defocus ∆ fSch. Its value can be calculated using [3]
∆ fSch =−
√
4
3
Csλ . (1.25)
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The magnitude of the first zero of the CTF defines the point resolution of the microscope in Fig.1.3.
In reality the CTF is limited by the damping envelope damping the CTF at high scattering angles such
that it goes asymptotically to zero. The point where no practically usable information gets transferred
anymore is called information limit (see Fig.1.3). The damping envelope describes the instabilities of
the microscope including the chromatic aberration of the objective lens, angular spread of the electron
source, specimen drift, specimen vibration, and the signal-to-noise ratio of the detector (usually a CCD
camera) [3]. In general the CTF can be described as a function of the scattering vector K using Bragg’s
law. Spence [9] used the following expression to mathematically describe the CTF in absence of axial
astigmatism including the partial coherence and electronic instabilities
CT F(K) = P(K) exp [iχ(K)] exp
[
−pi
2δ 2λ 2K4
2
]
exp
[
−
(
piθc
λ
)2
ln2q
]
(1.26)
χ(K) = pi
(
∆ fλK2+
Cs
2
λ 3K4
)
(1.27)
δ = Cc
√(
∆U
U
)2
+4
(
∆I
I
)2
+
(
∆E
E
)2
(1.28)
q =
(
Csλ 3K3+∆ fλK
)2
+pi2λ 4∆4K6−2pi4iλ 3∆2K3 (1.29)
where λ is the electron wavelength, θc is the illumination semi-angle, ∆UU is the stability of the accelera-
tion voltage, ∆II is the stability of the objective lens current, and ∆E is the energy-spread of the electron
source. Fig.1.3 shows the phase contrast transfer function Im [CT F(K)] (PCTF) for a Jeol 3000F.
Figure 1.3.: PCTF for a Jeol 3000F using λ = 300 kV, Cs = 1 mm, Cc = 1.8 mm , θc= 1 mrad, ∆UU = 10
−7,
∆I
I = 10
−7, and ∆E = 0.7 eV. The objective aperture pupil function is assumed to be unity over the total plotted
range. Negative defocus values denote underfocusing. (a) Defocus range -300 nm to 300 nm and (b) Scherzer
defocus ∆ fSch = -51.25 nm.
Phase contrast image interpretation is not straight forward since the contrast seen in the image depends
according to Williams and Carter [3] on several factors like lens aberration, microscope alignment, spec-
imen thickness etc. Thus, it is convenient to simulate phase contrast images for several thickness and
defocus values to identify the atomic columns more easily. Two methods are available: (i) the Bloch
wave and (ii) the multislice method. Both methods have their advantages and their use depends on the
exact problem that needs to be solved. Both use the fact that a collision of a fast electron with a crystal
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can be described by the time-independent Schrödinger equation, i.e. it is assumed that no momentum is
transferred from the electron to the crystal.
∆Ψ(r)+
8pi2me
h2
[E +V (r)]Ψ(r) = 0 (1.30)
1.2.2.3. Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)
Figure 1.4.: The principle of STEM and a selection of signals
that can be used [10, 11].
In a STEM a fine electron probe is focused
on the sample and scanned across a prede-
fined rectangular scan field analogous to the
SEM. This can be achieved by putting ad-
ditional scan coils in front of the sample as
shown in Fig.1.4. Typical convergence an-
gles α in STEM are large (α > 10 mrad)
compared to CTEM. The electrons contained
in the probe scatter when traveling through
the sample and create at each scan position
a site-specific convergent electron diffraction
pattern [12].
An important type of image signal in STEM
is collected by the high-angle annular dark-
field (HAADF) detector, yielding called Z-
contrast images. The HAADF image is
formed by incoherent elastically scattered
electrons, i.e. the intensity observed in the
HAADF image is a sum of superimposed
single scattering events where heavy atoms
scatter more electrons into high angles than
lighter ones. The intensity in HAADF im-
ages is roughly proportional to Z2. Collec-
tions angles β of 70 to 150 mrad are used for
HAADF images. Annular detectors are used
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio due to
the large amount intensity being captured by these detectors. A description of the image formation can be
found for example in [13]. However, the striking benefit of high-resolution HAADF images compared to
high-resolution phase contrast images is that the intensity observed in the image is almost independent of
the sample thickness and the atom columns are always bright spots simplifying the image interpretation
enormously.
The incoherency in HAADF images is mainly due to thermal diffuse scattering (TDS), i.e. at tempera-
tures larger than 0 K phonons are present in the crystal lattice. Another possibility for the incoherency
is the detector geometry [13]. This particular issue is of great interest for HAADF image simulation
since it is not easy to implement electron-phonon scattering since it is very time consuming [11]. The
electron-phonon scattering can be calculated by modifying the atomic scattering factors. In the past this
was accomplished using isotropic Debye-Waller factors [14]. More recent programs like QSTEM [11]
and STEMSim [15] use the more accurate frozen phonon approximation [16] for the HAADF image
simulation.
Besides the imaging techniques STEM also offers atomically-resolved spectroscopic techniques like
EDX and EELS as schematically shown in Fig.1.4.
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1.2.2.4. Diffraction theory: the many beam case
The Bloch wave method was developed by Bethe [17] using the fact that electrons traveling through a
translational symmetric crystal potential behave as Bloch waves (Ψ(r,k)):
Ψ(r,k) = Bk(r)e2piik·r (1.31)
where the Bk(r) are the Bloch functions. The Bloch functions Bk(r) and the crystal potential V (r) can
be both expanded into a Fourier series:
Bk(r) = ∑
g
Cg(k)e2piig·r (1.32)
V (r) =
h2
2me ∑g
Ug e2piig·r. (1.33)
where the plane-wave amplitudes Cg(k) depend on k but not on r. It is assumed that only those electron
wave functions will solve the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 1.30), which scatter into direction k+g:
Ψ(r,k) =∑
g
Cg(k)e2pii(k+g)·r. (1.34)
If both the electron wave function Ψ(r) and the potential V (r) are inserted into the Schrödinger equation
(Eq. 1.30) one has to evaluate the product of two infinite sums (see Appendix). Since it is being summed
over all terms one is free to set the center of the variables.
Ψ(r) ·V (r) = h
2
2me ∑g
Ug∑
h
Ch(k)e2pii(k+g+h)·r
=
h2
2me ∑g
e2pii(k+g)·r
(
U0Cg(k) ∑
h6=0
UhCg−h(k)
)
. (1.35)
If this is inserted into the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 1.30) one gets
[
−|k+g|2+ 2meE
h2
+U0
]
Cg(k)+∑
h6=0
UhCg−h(k) = 0. (1.36)
Note that this equation has to be fulfilled for every diffraction vector g since they are independent of each
other. U0 is the mean inner potential of the crystal. Eq. 1.36 can be further simplified by collecting all g
independent terms by introducing the scalar quantity K =
√
2meE
h2 +U0 (absolute value of the wave-vector
of the electrons in the mean inner potential of the crystal):
[
K2−|k+g|2]Cg(k)+∑
h 6=0
UhCg−h(k) = 0 (1.37)
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where g is the index over all beams and h is the index of all excited beams g-h. Eq. 1.37 is the starting
point for all Bloch wave calculations. It tells how the Bloch wave amplitudes C are connected to each
other via the potential terms U . This is called the dynamical coupling concept [3]. Eq. 1.37 can also be
written as in matrix form [18]:

M−g−g · · · Mg−0 · · · M−g−g
...
. . .
...
...
M0−g · · · M00 · · · M0−g
...
...
. . .
...
Mg−(−g) · · · Mg−0 · · · Mgg
 ·

C−g(k)
...
C0(k)
...
Cg(k)
= 0 (1.38)
where Mgg = K2−|k+g|2 and Mgh =Ug−h. The rows correspond to the used g vectors and the columns
to the allowed h vectors. The solution of this N×N linear equation system is only found if suitable
boundary conditions are applied.Then the N eigenvalues of M define the k vector of each Bloch wave
and the corresponding eigenvector defines its amplitude C [18]. For practical reasons, i.e. if absorption
needs to be included, the eigenvalue approach is not feasible since much more computation time is needed
for solving complex eigenvalue problems. Therefore, Self et al. [18] introduced the scattering matrix
approach which is faster and can be applied also for thick (~100 nm) crystals. However, truncation and
rounding errors enter during the numerical calculation, i.e. it is necessary to perform calculation checks
to guarantee correct results. The Bloch wave method is for example implemented in the EMS software
package [19].
1.2.2.5. Diffraction theory: The Multislice method
Figure 1.5.: (a) A derivation of the multi-slice formula from an integral form of the Schrödinger equation. The
region of integration in the forward-scattering approximation will be divided into two parts: VI in front of and VII
inside the slice. (b) A flow chart of the procedure for the multi-slice calculation. Here the capital letters Φ and
P denote the Fourier transforms of the corresponding functions ϕ and p, respectively. The phase grating q and
propagation function P are computed in advance of the multi-slice iteration. [20]
The multi-slice method is faster than the Bloch wave calculation. It uses numerical integration to solve
the Schrödinger equation. It was described first by Cowley and Moodie [21] in 1957. The theoretical
approach in case of fast electrons was given by Ishizuka and Ueda [20], which will be summarized in
the following paragraphs. They derived the multi-slice formula by integrating the Schrödinger equation.
The integral form of the equation is then replaced by a function similar to the infinite Born series and
solved by applying the method of stationary phase to each term.
The integral form of the Schrödinger equation (Eq. 1.30) is given by:
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Ψ(r) = exp(ikr)ϕ(r)
= exp(ikr)
[
1− 2m
4pi h¯
ˆ
exp{i(|k| |r− r′|−k·(r− r′))}
|r− r′| (1.39)
× V (r′) ·ϕ(r′)dr′
]
whereΨ(r) is the wave function, k is the wavevector, m is the electron mass, V (r) is the potential energy,
and r = (x,y,z). The direction of incident electrons is assumed to be parallel to the z-axis or in terms
of the unit cell along the c-direction. Assuming small-angle electron scattering at high electron energies
Eq. 1.39 can be transformed into:
ϕ(b,z) = 1−
ˆ ˆ z′=z
z′=−∞
i
h¯v
V (b′,z′) ·ϕ(b′,z′)× 1iλ (z− z′) exp
{
i|k| |b−b
′|
2(z− z′)
}
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=p(b,z)
dz′db′ (1.40)
where v and λ are the incident electron velocity and wavelength, respectively. The two vectors b and b’
are perpendicular to the incident electrons (see Fig.1.5). The propagation function p(b,z) in the square
bracket of Eq. 1.40 has the form of a Huygens wavelet in the paraboloidal approximation. If p(b,z) is
normalized, ϕ(b,z) can be written as
ϕ(b,z) =
ˆ
ϕ(b0,z0) p(b−b0,z− z0)db0
+
(
i
h¯v
)ˆ
VII
ˆ z′=z
z′=z0
V (b′,z′) ·ϕ(b′,z′)× p(b−b′,z− z′)dz′db′. (1.41)
The integral in Eq. 1.41 can be solved by an infinite series expansion:
ϕ(b,z) =
∞
∑
n=0
(
i
h¯v
)n
fn(b,z). (1.42)
By assuming a slowly varying potential and applying the stationary-phase method described in the ap-
pendix of [20] one obtains:
fn(b,z) =
ˆ
1
n!
{ˆ z′=z
z′=z0
V (b0,z′)dz′
}n
×ϕ(b0,z0) p(b−b0,z− z0)db0. (1.43)
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Therefore, ϕ(b,z) has the form
ϕ(b,z) =
ˆ
exp
{
− i
h¯v
ˆ z′=z
z′=z0
V (b0,z′)dz′
}
×ϕ(b0,z0) p(b−b0,z− z0)db0 (1.44)
or in a more simple form by using a convolution integral (denoted by ∗)
ϕn+1(b) = [ϕn(b) ·qn(b)]∗ p(b,zn+1− zn) (1.45)
with the following simplifications
ϕn(b) = ϕ(b,zn) (1.46)
qn(b) = exp
{
− i
h¯v
ˆ z′=zn+1
z′=zn
V (b,z′)dz′
}
(1.47)
p(b,z) =
1
iλ (z− z′) exp
{
i|k| |b−b
′|
2(z− z′)
}
(1.48)
where qn(b) is the phase grating calculated from the projected potential using Eq. 1.47. The projected
potential VP(x,y) along the c-axis of the unit cell is calculated by using the following Fast Fourier Trans-
forms (FFT):
VP(x,y) =
1
a ·b∑h ∑k
F(h,k,0) exp [2pii(hx+ ky)] (1.49)
with a, b as the 2D unit cell dimensions, h, k Miller indices, F as structure factor calculated from the
atomic scattering factors.The propagation function in reciprocal space P(h,k) has the form
P(h,k) = exp
{
−2pii∆zλ
2
[(
h
a
)2
+
(
k
b
)2]}
(1.50)
with the electron wave length λ , slice thickness ∆z, and a, b as the unit cell dimensions. The convolu-
tion integral in Eq. 1.45 is calculated in the multi-slice method by successive application of 2D FFT’s
(Fig.1.5b) and applying the Fourier convolution theorem such that:
ϕn+1 = FT{ϕn ·q} ·P. (1.51)
The computation time of one multi-slice cycle (Fig.1.5b) scales with 2N log2 2N (N: number of beams),
whereas for a direct Bloch wave calculation the computation time scales with N2 if only matrix multipli-
cations are used or with N3 if also a Eigenvalue problem is solved [22]. For a large number of beams (>
1000) being used, the multi-slice method is much more efficient than the Bloch wave calculation. For a
good resolution the number of sampling points (beams) should be large enough to avoid artifacts in the
resulting image.
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1.2.3. Inelastic electron scattering
1.2.3.1. Electron Energy-Loss Spectroscopy (EELS)
Figure 1.6.: (a) Schematic diagram of inelastic scattering of a plane wave on a single atom. (b) Scattering triangle
for inelastic scattering events. This figure is reproduced according to Fig. 2.4 in [23].
Inelastic scattering occurs due to the electrostatic interaction of fast primary electrons with inner and
outer shell atomic electrons [24]. For the understanding of EEL spectra generation it is important to deal
with relativistic mechanics and quantum mechanics to derive inelastic cross sections as schematically
shown in Fig.1.6. The two fundamental equations in inelastic scattering are conservation of energy and
momentum. Since in an electron microscope mostly high-energy electrons are used, relativistic effects
have to be considered. The total energy and momentum of a relativistic electron are given by
W = γm0c2 (1.52)
p = γm0v2 = h¯k0. (1.53)
where γ = 1+ E0mc2 is a relativistic factor, m0 is the electron rest mass, v is the electron velocity, and k0 =|k0| is the incident electron wave number. The total relativistic energy W can be written in dependence
of the incident electron wave number
W 2 = m20c
4+ p2c2 = m20c
4+ h¯2k20c
2. (1.54)
Then the energy conservation formula has the form
W −E =W ′ =
√
m20c4+ h¯
2k21c2 (1.55)
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where W and W ′ are the energies before and after the collision event and E is the energy-loss. Further-
more, one can write for the wave number k1 = |k1| after the collision
k21 = k
2
0−2
γm0E
h¯2
+
E2
h¯2c2
. (1.56)
Eq. 1.56 clearly shows that the wave number after the collision depends on the wave number before
the collision and the energy-loss. Thus, k20 > k
2
1. From Fig.1.6b one can extract an equation for the
conservation of momentum
q2 = k20 + k
2
1−2k0k1 cosθ . (1.57)
One can introduce a new wave vector having the same length as k1 but lying in the direction of k0. The
difference to k0 is called qmin as shown in Fig.1.6b. The scattering vector q can be written according to
Fig.1.6 as
q2 = q2||+q
2
⊥. (1.58)
In the case of small scattering angles θ one can assume for the quantity qmin and the characteristic
scattering angle θE [24]
qmin ≈ k0θE (1.59)
θE ≈ E2E0 . (1.60)
θE is used to select the best suitable objective aperture in EELS experiments.
The intensity being present in an EEL spectrum is related to the energy-loss E and the solid angle Ω
or what is known as the double differential cross section d
2σ
dEdΩ . For the determination of inelastic cross
sections in general quantum mechanics is needed. The form of d
2σ
dEdΩ can be derived for example via
time-dependent perturbation theory describing the transition rate between initial and final states of the
interacting electrons. This is also known as Fermi’s Golden Rule [25]. The transition probability can
then be written as
d2σ
dEdΩ
∝ 〈 f ,k1|V |i,k0〉 (1.61)
where |i,k0〉 are the initial and final | f ,k1〉 states wave vectors. V is the interaction potential, i.e. a
Coulomb potential.
If it is assumed that the incoming electron energies are much greater than those of the excited electron
states, one can write the total wave function of the system as product of an electron plane wave and
atomic states [25]. The double differential cross section can be written by introducing the ”Generalized
Oscillator Strength” (GOS) d f (q,E)dE according to Inokuti [26] as
d2σ
dEdΩ
=
4γ2R
Eq2
k1
k0
d f (q,E)
dE
. (1.62)
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where R is the Rydberg energy. The first approach for the calculation of the GOS was developed by
Bethe [27] and is used to calculate K-shell ionization cross sections for EELS. The base is the wave
mechanics of the hydrogen atom.
For high electron energies retardation effects become important and the double differential cross section
should be modified according to Møller [28]
d2σ
dEdΩ
= 4γ2a20R
2 k1
k0
[
1
Q2
− 2γ−1
γ2Q(E0−Q) +
1
(E0−Q)2
+
1
(E0+m0c2)
2
]
|η(q,E)|2. (1.63)
The quantity Q has dimensions of energy and its exact definition can be found in [24] and |η(q,E)|2 is an
energy-differential relativistic form factor similar to the non-relativistic case (|ε(q)|2) and its definition
can be looked up in [26].
Using the approximation of Fano [29] that the differential cross section can be written within in the
dipole approximation, i.e. regions where d fdE = const as three independent terms and integrating up to a
collection angle β the single differential cross section has the following form
dσ
dE
=
4pia20R2
ET
d f
dE
[
ln
(
1+
β 2
θ 2E
)
+G(β ,γ,θ)
]
(1.64)
where
G(β ,γ,θ) = 2lnγ− ln
 β 2+θ 2E
β 2+
θ 2E
γ2
− v2c2
 β 2
β 2+
θ 2E
γ2
 (1.65)
The single differential cross sections can be directly compared to experimentally acquired EEL spectra.
A further integration over all energy losses can be carried out resulting in the Bethe asymptotic formula
for the total ionization cross section for inner shells. The obtained result shown in Eq. 1.66 can be used,
e.g. for calculating X-ray production
σK =
4pia20R2NKbK
EKT
[
ln
(
cKT
EK
)
+2lnγ− v
2
c2
]
(1.66)
where NK is number of electrons per shell (K, L, M), bK and cK are parameters fitted to experimental
data [30].
In an experimentally acquired EEL spectrum there are also other features present besides ionization
edges of inner shell electrons described by the ionization cross section. Fig.1.7 shows a schematic EEL
spectrum. Several important features are indicated at several energy-losses. The most prominent fea-
ture of an EEL spectrum is the zero-loss peak. Only quasi-elastically scattered electrons contribute to
it. Neglecting artifacts introduced by the filter or spectrometer, the FWHM of the zero-loss peak is the
energy spread of the electron source. The low-loss region extending from 0 to about 50 eV is the next
interesting spectral area. Peaks or edges located in this area are due to collective oscillations of valence
electrons (plasmons) or due to ionizations of the outermost atomic shells. The number of plasmon peaks
depends on the sample thickness in relation to the ineleastic mean free path. If the sample thickness ex-
ceeds the ineleastic electron mean free path the incident electron can undergo multiple scattering creating
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Figure 1.7.: Schematic EEL spectrum with indicated features.
Reproduced from [25].
more than one plasmon. The high-loss re-
gion is located above 50 eV. Since the EEL
spectrum is highly dynamic a gain change
was introduced at 150 eV in Fig.1.7. Here
the ionization edges of inner shell electrons
are mostly found. The integral intensity of
the ionization edge is proportional to the
amount of atoms covered by the electron
beam. The kinetic energy transferred to the
excited electron is not fixed. Thus, the signal
found at a specific ionization edge may ex-
tend above the threshold energy. 30 to 40 eV
above the ionization edge the Electron-Loss
Near-Edge Structure (ELNES) is being ob-
served. Its origin is due to empty electronic
states near the Fermi edge modified in solids by the chemical bindings of atoms resulting in a complex
Density Of States (DOS). Above this region the EXtended Electron-Loss Fine Structure (EXELFS) is
being observed. The electron can now act as quasi-free electron. The excess energy can be interpreted
as an electron wave scattered once on the atomic neighborhood of the ionized atom. Oscillations are
generated on a smooth DOS. These are called EXELFS [3].
1.2.3.2. Energy-Dispersive X-ray Analysis
A second way for an incident electron to inelastically scatter and lose part of its energy is the generation
of characteristic X-rays or Auger electrons. Characteristic X-rays are generated by creating an atomic
electron vacancy in one of the inner shells and filling it up by outer shell electrons. Due to quantum
mechanics only certain transitions are allowed. The selection rules are ∆l =±1 and ∆ j = 0,±1. For light
elements (Z<10) the probability of X-ray emission is close to zero, a second process emitting an electron
is dominant. This is called Auger electron emission. Both emission probabilities are coupled such that
A+X = 1. Besides characteristic X-rays also Bremsstrahlung is found in X-ray spectra. Bremsstrahlung
originates from deceleration of fast electrons in the Coulomb field of a nucleus.
In electron microscopes (SEM or TEM) X-rays are detected either wavelength dispersive (WDX) or
energy dispersive (EDX). Both have advantages and disadvantages. WDX has the advantage of a high
energy resolution (~10 eV) and low detection limits (~15 ppm), but the disadvantage is that it takes up
to several hours for acquisition. EDX is much faster, it only needs several minutes to generate a X-ray
spectrum, but the energy resolution and the detection limit are a factor of 10-13 larger than in WDX. The
incident electrons create X-rays that leave the sample behind and are Bragg reflected and focused by a
single crystal of Johannsson geometry onto a proportional counter. The spectrometer can only record one
wavelength at a time. All parts of the spectrometer sample, analyzing crystal, and proportional counter
have to be placed on the Rowland circle to generate a X-ray spectrum.
The principle of EDX is very different. The X-ray quantum generated in the sample hits a semiconductor
diode and generates electron-hole pairs. The number of electron-hole pairs is proportional to the energy
of the incident X-ray quantum. A field effect transistor coupled to the diode generates an electrical out-
put signal that can be further processed and converted into an X-ray spectrum. The energy resolution of
the spectrum depends on the statistics of the electron-hole pair generation and the noise of the pream-
plifier. Both types of spectrometers are shielded in commercially available products by a window from
the sample chamber to avoid contamination. This window typically consists of ~500 nm diamond-like
carbon, boron compounds, or metal-coated plastic films (e.g. ~300 nm pyrolene plus 20-40 nm Al) [31].
It absorbs especially low energy X-ray quanta hampering light element (Z<10) analysis.
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The quantification of EDX and WDX spectra can be done as described below. The element concentra-
tions are proportional to the measured integral intensities of the characteristic X-ray lines. The quan-
tification procedure compares the actual measured intensity IA to an intensity IS obtained on a standard
sample. However, the measured intensity is not the generated intensity, so that the concentration cannot
be directly calculated. Three correction factors need to be introduced:
1. Z: the atomic number correction
2. A: the X-ray absorption correction
3. F: the X-ray fluorescence correction
The final quantification equation has the following form [3]
cA
cS
= Z ·A ·F IA
IS
. (1.67)
Nowadays every X-ray analysis software has implemented this equation. Eq. 1.67 is valid for all types
of samples, i.e. bulk and thin film samples, but for thin film samples used in the TEM an approximation
called Cliff-Lorimer method exists to quantify EDX spectra. For thin films absorption and fluorescence
can be neglected. If for example an EDX spectrum of a two element sample needs to be quantified in
TEM Eq. 1.67 can be modified to [3]
cA
cB
= kAB
IA
IB
. (1.68)
kAB are called Cliff-Lorimer factors and it holds in this case cA+ cB = 1. They are related to the atomic
number correction factor and can be calculated by
kAB =
QBωBaBABηB
QAωAaAAAηA
(1.69)
where Qi are ionization cross sections, ωi are fluorescence yields, ai are the relative transition proba-
bilities, i.e. a = IKαIKα+IKβ
, Ai are the atomic weights, and ηi are detector efficiencies. The Cliff-Lorimer
equation (Eq. 1.67) can also be easily generalized to multiple element systems.
Another important quantity in X-ray spectra is the minimum detectable mole fraction, since it determines
the accuracy of the measurement. The X-ray emission during electron bombardment obeys a Poisson
statistics. A X-ray peak is considered to be 99% real if it exceeds three times the standard deviation
σ =
√
NB of the background counts NB present under the peak. Thus, the minimum detectable mole
fraction cmin is defined as
cmin
c
=
3
√
NBack
NPeak
=
3
√
IBack√
tIPeak
(1.70)
where c is the actual concentration, NBack are the background counts under the peak, NPeak are the
background-corrected peak counts, IBack is the background intensity, IPeak is the peak intensity, and t
is the spectral live time. Combined with the Cliff-Lorimer equation for two elements the detectable mole
fraction cA for element A can be calculated in terms of the actual concentration cB of element B as
cA,min
cB
= kAB
3
√
NA,Back
NB,Peak
= kAB
3
√
IA,Back√
tIB,Peak
. (1.71)
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If a scanning unit is being available in the microscope, not only EDX spectra can be acquired but also an
element mapping. Chemical mapping is very useful to determine secondary phases without destroying
the original sample in any type of material. Chemical mapping is mainly used in SEM in this work but the
same aspects are also true for STEM. For the SEM work a Jeol 6500F equipped with an Oxford Pentafet
EDX detector was used. Typical acceleration voltages are in the range from 5 to 30 kV depending on the
sample and the actual issue. In order to estimate the intensity I per pixel obtained in a specific elemental
map several parameters need to be considered:
1. The acquisition rate A in counts per sec,
2. The total acquisition time T (normally in the order of 1000 s),
3. The peak counts NPeak of a specific element extracted from the EDX sum spectrum,
4. The total number of counts NTotal contained in the EDX sum spectrum,
5. The number of frames F summed up in the individual elemental map,
6. and the elemental map size S in Pixels.
The Oxford INCA software used for this work offers 4 different fixed map sizes (128×88 px, 256×176
px, 512×352 px, and 1024×704 px). The process time, i.e. the time required by the electronics to process
each pulse can be varied in 6 arbitrary steps ranging from 1 to 6 inside INCA at which 1 is the fastest
and 6 is the slowest. The process time controls the total acquisition time and the energy resolution. For
EDX point spectra a process time of 5 was always used whereas for the elemental mapping it was always
reduced to 2 to minimize drift and charging effects. Taking above points an equation for the intensity per
pixel can be set up
I
pixel
=
A ·T · NPeakNTotal ·F
S
. (1.72)
The final map in INCA is composed by superimposing the secondary electron image and three X-ray
maps of interest to a ”mix” image. To each map a color (red, green, or blue) is assigned. Single element
sample areas have a single color in the mix image whereas multi-elemental areas show a mixed color.
The image combination principle is the same as for the plasmon imaging technique described above. It
can be used to identify secondary phases inside a matrix.
2. Physical properties and synthesis of high-
temperature superconducting wires
2.1. Introduction
Figure 2.1.: (a) Resistivity curve of mercury and (b) schematic
drawing of the Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect. In the normal state
(on the left side) the solid is fully penetrated by the magnetic
field B whereas in the superconducting state (on the right side)
the magnetic field is completely removed inside the solid. Re-
produced from [32].
Since Heike Kamerlingh Onnes discovered a
hundred years ago the phenomenon that Hg
looses all measurable resistance (Fig.2.1a)
at liquid helium temperatures [33] the ef-
fect of superconductivity came into view of
scientists. This was not predicted by the
Matthiessen theory [34, 35, 36] which as-
sumed that with decreasing temperature the
electrical resistivity of metals also decreases.
For the liquefaction of He, which is essen-
tial to observe superconductivity in Hg H.
Kamerlingh Onnes received the physics No-
bel prize in 1913. Great effort had been
made since those days to explain this new ef-
fect by theory and new experiments were de-
signed. However, the loss of resistance is not
enough to identify the superconductive state.
Another effect discovered by Meissner and
Ochsenfeld known as Meissner-Ochsenfeld
effect [37] is needed to assure that a material
has really entered in a superconductive state. The Meissner-Ochsenfeld effect is the removal of the mag-
netic field from the inside of a superconductor, i.e. a superconductor is a perfect diamagnet (Fig.2.1b).
On the theory side the most important findings were the London theory [38], the Ginzburg-Landau theory
[39], and finally the BCS theory [40] of superconductors. The London theory is a phenomenological
theory based upon the Maxwell equations. It describes for example the penetration of the magnetic field
in a superconductor. The Ginzburg-Landau theory tries to handle superconductivity as a thermodynamic
problem. Both theories were unable to deal with microscopic properties of superconductors. Hence,
Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer developed their theory which is still broadly used today. The first
two theories are still used for certain aspects, e.g. the Ginzburg-Landau coherence length. The last two
theories were awarded with the physics Nobel prize.
Experimentalists were on a steady search for new superconducting materials since 1911. Many metals
and alloys were found to be superconducting as can be seen from the selection presented in Tab.2.1.
However, their transition temperatures are limited to a maximum of about 40 K and technical applications
are only possible at liquid helium temperatures. Many of today’s applications for example NMR magnets
or even the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) still use one of those materials. This is due to the fact that the
material science and the industrial up-scale process of these materials have been investigated thoroughly
in the past 40 to 50 years. However, the use of liquid He is very expensive.
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Metal Tc [K] Alloy Tc [K]
Al 1.140 Nb3Sn 18.05
Ti 0.39 Nb3Ge 23.2
V 5.38 Nb3Al 17.5
Ga 1.091 NbN 16.0
Nb 9.50 V3Ga 16.5
Hg 4.153 V3Si 17.1
Pb 7.193 MgB2 39
Sn 3.722
Table 2.1.: Superconducting metals and alloys and their
transition temperature Tc [41, 42].
Therefore, Bednorz and Müller used their knowl-
edge of the existence of superconductivity in ox-
ides [43] to look for oxides that have the following
two properties:
1. A large density of charge carriers
2. A large electron-phonon coupling constant
One class of materials fulfilling these proper-
ties are those showing a large Jahn-Teller effect,
i.e. a spontaneous distortion to remove the degen-
eration of electron states. In 1986 they found
BaxLa5-xCu5Oz[44] which has at x=0.75 the onset
of Tc at 30 K. Shortly afterwards superconductiv-
ity at liquid nitrogen temperatures was discovered
in the Y-Ba-Cu-O system [45]. This was the be-
ginning of the era of High-temperature Supercon-
ductors (HTS). Several HTS compounds have been found up to now as indicated in blue in Fig.2.2.
Though many other elements and compounds like MgB2 show superconducting behavior. The pnictide
class of superconducting materials, very recently discovered, shows Tc values up to 55 K.
Figure 2.2.: Time of discovery and the transition temperature Tc of superconductors (sc). Note that not all data
points are identified by their name.
The goal of material scientists working on HTS materials is to optimize the material such that it can easily
be commercialized. One major problem of HTS materials is that they are ceramics. Their superconduct-
ing properties are governed by their micro and nanostructure. The challenge for material scientists was
and actually is to understand how the micro and nanostructure influences physical properties like the
current transport capability. Precise control of phase, grain, and defect formation in these materials is of
crucial importance for any application. In order to become relevant for any type of energy technology like
motors, generators, transformers, power transmission lines, and magnetic energy storage devices several
requirements have to be fulfilled. Among these requirements are a high current transport capability, low
AC and DC losses, decrease of the critical current density with increasing magnetic field strength, and
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the ease and cost efficiency of industrial fabrication. A good review of materials and requirements is
presented by Larbalestier et al. [46].
Currently, the rare earth barium copper oxides (ReBCO) like YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) are in the focus of
interest. In form of so-called second generation coated conductors, i.e. ReBCO material in thin films
on flexible metal substrates they meet all requirements mentioned above. Fig.2.3a shows a comparison
of different superconductors at 4.2 K with respect to the decrease of the critical current density with
increasing magnetic field. The outstanding benefit of YBCO is that it can carry a current density (jc) of
105 A cm-2 at magnetic fields up to 30 T whereas the metallic superconductors show a strong decrease of
jc with increasing magnetic field. Only the bismuth strontium calcium copper oxides (BSCCO) compete
with YBCO at 4.2 K. However, for applications at liquid nitrogen temperatures (Fig.2.3b) the jc of
BSCCO decreases significantly due to thermally activated flux flow and cannot compete with YBCO
anymore.
The superior properties of nano-engineered ReBCO coated conductors makes them to material of choice
for any practical superconducting application at liquid nitrogen temperatures. The insertion of pinning
relevant nano-particles such as BaZrO3 (BZO) even increases the performance of ReBCO coated con-
ductors in magnetic fields [47].
Figure 2.3.: Diagram showing the critical current density (jc) as a function of the applied magnetic field at (a) 4.2
K for several superconducting materials [48] and (b) at 77 K plus possible applications [49]. Some abbreviations
used in (b) were Maglev = Magnetically Levitated Train, MTG = Melt Textured Growth, and BSCCO 2223 =
Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10.
2.2. Structural properties of YBCO and DyBCO
DyBa2Cu3O7-x (DyBCO) is related to YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO), i.e. the central Y atom is replaced by a Dy
atom. Both are ceramic compounds having an orthorhombic symmetry in the superconducting state. The
space group of DyBCO is Pmmm. However, this depends on the oxygen doping which will be discussed
further down. Similar to YBCO the DyBCO unit cell consists of three c-axis stacked perovskite-like cells
and has the Dy atom in its center as shown in Fig.2.4. The only difference between a perovskite structure
and the actual structure is the oxygen coordination. There is no octahedral oxygen coordination, only a
pyramidal one, i.e. the central rare earth atom has no oxygen bonding. The result are CuO2 planes acting
as charge carrier reservoir. DyBCO has its superconducting transition at Tc = 92.1 K [51]. The Rare
earth Barium Copper Oxide (REBCO) lattice parameters were determined using X-ray diffraction and a
Rietveld refinement [52]. For YBCO they were a = 3.8178(1) Å, b = 3.8845(1) Å, and c = 11.6817(3) Å
and for DyBCO a = 3.8244(1) Å, b = 3.8890(1) Å, and c = 11.6885(3) Å.
Similar to YBCO the superconducting property of DyBCO also depends on the oxygen concentration
and the unit cell structure. By varying the oxygen partial pressure during the growth Jorgensen et al.
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Figure 2.4.: Structure of REBa2Cu3O7-x (RE = Rare Earth: Y, Dy). (a) The superconducting orthorhombic Pmmm
phase. (b) The antiferromagnetic tetragonal P4/mmm phase. Please note that in the tetragonal phase (b) the O(1)
site is not fully occupied. [50]
[50] showed that YBCO has a structural phase transition from orthorhombic (space group Pmmm) to
tetragonal (space group P4/mmm) depending on the oxygen deficiency δ (0 ≤ δ ≤ 1). According with
the structural phase transition there is also a transition between superconductor and anti-ferromagnetic
insulator depending on oxygen content and temperature (see Fig. 2.14 in [32]). The transition point lies
at δ = 0.65 as shown in Fig.2.5. Extensive electron microscopic research has been done by van Tendeloo
and Krekels on that particular issue [53]. They found out that the phase transition is due to the oxygen
ordering on the CuO planes.
Within YBCO several secondary phases and crystal defects exist for example twin boundaries. Crys-
talline defects in YBCO had been thoroughly studied by Cai and Zhu [54]. Twin boundaries in the
orthorhombic phase are responsible for the spot splitting in electron diffraction patterns. The amount
of splitting determines the oxygen content. In ReBCO materials twins have two equivalent crystallo-
graphic directions ([110] and
[
110
]
). They form during growth to accommodate the strain energy of the
tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transition.
Figure 2.5.: (a) Phase transition due to oxygen doping [50]. Schematic electron diffraction pattern in the TEM (b)
tetragonal and (c) orthorhombic phase.
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2.3. Superconducting properties of ReBCO coated conductors
The London theory [38] assumed the density of superconducting particles, i.e. Cooper pairs, to be spa-
tially constant. Therefore, only one type of superconductor should exist. However, this is not the case.
Ginzburg and Landau [39] proposed in a phenomenological theory that superconductors can split up into
two types: Type I and type II. They assumed that the phase transition from the normal to the supercon-
ducting state should be a phase transition of second order. The base of their theory was the definition
of an order parameter Ψ(r) for the superconducting phase. This order parameter has at T = 0 K a value
of one and at T = Tc a value of zero. The absolute square |Ψ(r)|2 is the density of superconducting
particles. The important quantities they finally derived are the London penetration depth λL and the
Ginzburg-Landau coherence length ξGL. Typical values of both parameters are listed in Tab.2.2. The
Ginzburg-Landau theory is only valid near Tc. However, both parameters (λL and ξGL) are important
for the pinning behavior of crystalline defects. Both paramters λL and ξGL can be combined to a single
one κ = λL/ξGL also called as “Ginzburg-Landau parameter” [32]. If κ ≤ 1/√2 the material is a type-I
superconductor, whereas for κ > 1/√2 it is a type-II one.
Type-I superconductors try to shield the outer magnetic field until superconductivity breaks totally down
at the thermodynamic critical field Bcth. The behavior of type-II superconductors is quite different. They
act as type-I superconductors up to the first critical field Bc1. Then magnetic flux can enter into the
superconductor in form of flux lines if the outer magnetic field is larger than Bc1. This creates a new
state which is called mixed state, critical state, or Shubnikov phase. In magnetization curves this new
state is also visible. These flux lines repel each other due to the Lorentz force and arrange themselves
in a periodic structure called Abrikosov lattice. Normally, the Abrikosov lattice has a hexagonal closed
packed structure offering the flux lines a maximum distance from each other. Superconductivity breaks
also down for type-II superconductors if the outer magnetic field is larger than Bc2. Typical values for
Bc1 and Bc2 are listed in Tab.2.2. Most high-temperature superconductors are type-II superconductors.
Figure 2.6.: (a) Schematic magnetization curve for superconductors of type I (dashed blue curve) and II (solid red
curve). (b) Principle of flux line repulsion due to Lorentz force and (c) schematic arrangement of flux lines.
As shown above HTS materials have an orthorhombic structure. The consequence is that those materials
cannot be treated as isotropic materials like for example Nb which has a base-centered cubic (bcc) unit
cell. The effective electron mass m∗ is significantly different for the (a,b)-plane and the c-axis direction
of the material. Since the effective electron mass m∗ enters in λL and ξGL superconducting properties
are affected by this anisotropy (see Tab.2.2). Fig.2.7 shows the magnetic field dependence of the critical
current density for Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox (BSCCO) thin films. It can be seen that if the external magnetic
field B is parallel to the c-axis, the critical current density drops significantly faster than if the external
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the c-axis. In ReBCO coated conductors this effect is also
being present but less strong.
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Parameter Nb[55] Nb3Sn [55] Nb-Ti [55] MgB2[56]
Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10
(BSCCO-2223) [55]
YBCO
[55]
Tc [K] 9.2 18.3 9.5 39 110 92
λ [nm] 40 80 60 200a,b, 1000c
150a,b,
600c
ξ [nm] 38 3.5 45 2-10 1.3a,b, 0.2c
1.5a,b,
0.4c
Bc2 [T] 0.2 24 14 2.5 - 32 250a,b, 30c
150a,b,
40c
Table 2.2.: Typical values for the most important superconducting materials. The index a,b denotes a quantity
parallel the (a,b)-plane and the index c a quantity parallel the c-axis of the material.
Figure 2.7.: Magnetic field dependence of the critical current density for the direction (a) B perpendicular to the
c-axis and (b) B parallel to the c-axis of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox thin films [57].
2.4. Important superconductor issues for technical applications
2.4.1. Critical current density (jc)
For technical superconductor applications one characteristic curve is of crucial importance: the I-V
curve. From the shape of the I-V curve for example the flux pinning quality of the superconductor can
be determined which is of great importance for technical applications. One should remember that the
critical current density jc is a function of temperature T and external magnetic field B. The critical current
density jc is reached if at a fixed external magnetic field B a voltage drop of 1 µV cm-2 is measured in
the superconductor. The order of magnitude for jc varies between 104 and 107 A cm-2, i.e. a large range.
There are three methods used in an industrial environment allowing to determine jc:
1. Transport current measurements (resistive)
2. Cryoscan (inductive) [58]
3. Tapestar (inductive) [59]
Fig.2.8a shows the setup for transport current measurements. It is just a four point measurement, but the
most critical issue is that the contacts have to be stable enough to transmit several hundred Ampères into
the superconducting tape. The measured data points will form an I-V-curve as shown in Fig.2.8b and the
critical current Ic will be reached per definition if the voltage exceeds 1 µV cm-2. An important quantity of
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such I-V curves as shown in Fig.2.8b are the n-values. They describe the steepness of the curve, i.e. UU0 =(
Imeas
IC
)n
. The values of n range from n= 1 (ohmic conductor) to n→∞ (perfect superconductor). This
relation can be derived, e.g. by modeling current distributions in imperfect samples and was proven over
many years empirically [60]. A major drawback of this method is that the superconducting tape cannot
be used for further applications. Thus, non-destructive contactless methods like Cryoscan or Tapestar for
determining critical currents are needed.
Figure 2.8.: (a) Setup for transport current measurements and (b) resulting I-V curve.
2.4.2. Current limitations
Figure 2.9.: (a) Schematic of a grain boundary consisting of single edge dislocations [61]. (b) Normalized critical
current density as a function of the misorientation angle [62]. Calculated strain field εxx for an infinite array of
edge dislocations at (c) 2° and (d) 10° tilt grain boundary. The solid blue line denotes the 1 % strain level.
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Technical applications in energy technology require materials that can carry high currents at high mag-
netic fields [63]. Superconductors and especially coated conductors are able to fulfill these requirements.
However, there are limitations depending on the material. There are four main limitations known:
1. Grain boundaries as weak links e.g. in YBCO
2. Thermal activated flux flow e.g. in BSCCO
3. Percolation e.g. in MgB2
4. Depairing
Superconducting YBCO is a granular material. The current transport within YBCO grains is much
larger than the current transport through YBCO grain boundaries as indicated in Fig.2.9a. As shown by
Chisholm and Pennycook [64] the critical current transported across a grain boundary strongly depends
on the grain misorientation angle (Fig.2.9b). They explain the physical origin of this behavior by the
sensitivity of YBCO to the strain present at YBCO grain boundaries. Cava [65] explained the super-
conductivity in layered copper oxide superconductors like YBCO by doping the CuO2 planes either by
holes or electrons. Chisholm and Pennycook [64] stated if strain of only 1% is present at for example
grain boundaries the charge reservoir, i.e. the copper oxide chains are disrupted and a significant volume
around each dislocation core of the grain boundary is non-superconducting. For a 2° and a 10° tilt grain
boundary this volume is indicated by a blue line (see Fig.2.9c and d). The goal of coated conductor
growth is to minimize the influence of grain boundary strain field effects on the critical current density.
Figure 2.10.: Effect of flux flow resistance for BSSCO
[66].
In type-II superconductors magnetic flux pene-
trates if the applied magnetic fields exceed Bc1.
The Lorentz force acts on the magnetic flux lines
if a transport current is flowing through the su-
perconductor. It will move the flux lines since it
is perpendicular to the transport current and the
magnetic field. This process dissipates energy and
yields a detectable resistance called ”flux-creep
resistance” or ”flux-flow resistance” depending on
the strength. Crystal defects that have a size in the
order of the coherence length ξ create energetic
favorable sites for the flux lines and ”pin” them.
The superconductor will be useless for practical
issues if the pinning force is small. Fig.2.10
shows the effect of thermally activated flux creep
for BSCCO high-temperature superconductors. For 77 K the curve is almost near the ohmic one of a
normal conductor.
Percolation is only of interest if the superconductor contains larger fractions of non-superconducting
secondary phases as in the MgB2 system.
The mechanism of depairing appears only at very high critical current densities ( jDP > 107- 108 A cm-2
[55]). Only at these current densities the self-field in the superconductor is strong enough to separate
the Cooper pairs back into two individual electrons, i.e. the material becomes normal conducting. This
phenomenon is rare because other current limitations are active at lower current densities.
2.5. Fabrication of second generation coated conductors
Actually there are three methods to fabricate second generation coated conductors. First there is Chem-
ical Solution Deposition (CSD) on RABiTS substrates, second there is Inclined Substrate Deposition
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(ISD) on non-magnetic, polycrystalline Hastelloy substrates, and third there is Ion Beam-Assisted Depo-
sition (IBAD) on polycrystalline substrates [67, 68]. In general a coated conductor consists of a metallic
substrate, one or more buffer layers, and the superconducting layer itself. Large angle grain boundaries in
the superconductor hamper the current transport capability of the superconductor. Therefore, they have
to be avoided, i.e. the superconductor needs to be biaxially textured. The three techniques mentioned
before are able to achieve this by different methods. CSD and ISD will be explained in detail since the
films analyzed here were grown by one of both methods.
2.5.1. CSD grown coated conductors on RABiTS substrates
Figure 2.11.: (a) Schematics of the growth of CSD coated conductors. (b) Schematic layer structure and the
orientation of each layer with respect to the substrate [69].
The basic RABiTS process was developed by Goyal et al. [70] in 1996 to obtain long lengths of flexible,
biaxially oriented substrates with smooth, chemically compatible surfaces for epitaxial growth of high-
temperature superconductors. The metal substrate production uses already well established, industrially
scalable, thermomechanical processes to impart a strong biaxial texture to a base metal followed by
vapor deposition of epitaxial buffer layers. Buffer layers can be ceramics and/or metals. The YBCO
grows epitaxially on this kind of substrates yielding critical current densities exceeding 105 A cm-2 at 77
K in zero field and have field dependencies similar to epitaxial films on single crystal ceramic substrates.
Figure 2.12.: Pseudoternary Y2O3-BaO-CuO phase diagram at
typical CSD growth conditions [71].
The CSD approach for growing coated con-
ductors is one of the most potentially eco-
nomic approaches, since it includes inex-
pensive non-vacuum equipment, high depo-
sition rates on large areas, and potentially
near 100% utilization of the precursor ma-
terial [72]. Furthermore, the production of
CSD HTS tapes has the following advan-
tages for commercial applications such as
power cables or coils for magnets: high re-
producibility, high production rate, high per-
formance of jc and IC (≥ 300 A/cm-width),
long lengths (about 100-1000 m), and the
fulfillment of mechanical and dimensional
requirements [69]. However, RABiTS based
coated conductors have a major drawback
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for commercial applications: the Ni based substrate is magnetic, i.e. hysteretic losses are present dur-
ing operation.
The starting point for the CSD coated conductor growth are the RABiT substrates on which buffer layers
are grown. The exact steps to derive biaxially textured Ni substrates were for example shown by Specht
et al. [73] or Eickemeyer et al. [74]. The CSD route chemically deposits layers, i.e. a precursor solution
is needed. The basic steps for CSD are shown in Fig.2.11a. They include (i) precusor synthesis for both
buffer layer and superconductor, (ii) the substrate coating process by for example dip coating or ink jet
printing, and (iii) the annealing step inside a tube furnace to remove the organic species and to crystallize
each layer. Details of the CSD precursor process are listed by Knoth [69] for the buffer layer process
and by Falter et al. [75] for YBCO TFA process. The resulting layer structure and the orientation of the
single layers with respect to each other of the CSD process is schematically shown in Fig.2.11. Therein
also typical layer thicknesses are provided. The CSD technology or at least modified versions seem still
to be used as quoted in chapter 11.5 in [76].
CSD processed YBCO coated conductors contain due to their complicated growth a bunch of secondary
phases. These secondary phases are remains of incomplete reacted educts. PVD grown samples do
not show this great variety of secondary phases since the chemistry during the growth can be better
controlled. Fig.2.12 shows a pseudoternary Y2O3-BaO-CuO phase diagram at typical CSD growth con-
ditions. The thermodynamically allowed phases are indicated within the phase diagram.
2.5.2. ISD grown coated conductors on Hastelloy substrates
Figure 2.13.: (a) Growth principle of ISD coated conductors [77]. (b) ISD growth geometry [Quelle Theva] and (c)
schematic layer structure. (d) ISD MgO surface. (e) Orientation relation of buffer layer with the superconductor.
Another promising method to long length biaxially textured superconductors is the ISD method [78, 77].
It is used to deposit the MgO buffer layer on polycrystalline Hastelloy substrates by e-beam evaporation.
The Hastelloy substrate is tilted by an angle α towards the incoming MgO vapor as schematically shown
in Fig.2.13a. This forces the MgO to grow in columns with [001] axis tilted by an angle β with respect to
the substrate normal. The deposition direction vector, the MgO [001] vector, and the substrate normal all
lie in one plane, the deposition plane as can be seen from Fig.2.13b. The angles α and β are not equal but
related to each other. In the past some research on this particular issue was done for example by Bauer
et al. [78] or Xu et al. [79]. During the MgO growth process the MgO crystallites orient themselves
such that only [001] oriented crystals survive. This happens in the first few hundred nm of film thickness
due to surface energy and shadowing. Typical ISD layers have thickness of two to three microns and
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consist of 100 nm wide, [001] oriented MgO columns that are divided by voids. Some of the voids can
be seen by SEM as cracks on the ISD MgO surface (look at the white arrow in Fig.2.13d). The surface
of the ISD buffer layer has roof-tile-like structure as can be seen in Fig.2.13d. Normally, the next step is
to close the cracks of the MgO surface to achieve a better orientation of the superconductor. Therefore,
the substrate is tilted back into normal condition, i.e. vapor incidence along the substrate normal and an
additional several 100 nm thick MgO layer is deposited at elevated temperatures. This yields a dense,
sharply roof-tile-like structured MgO surface. Afterwards, the superconducting layer is grown on top of
MgO layers. The MgO facets will force the superconductor to grow in c-axis orientation and forming
small-angle grain boundaries between single superconductor grains as schematically shown in Fig.2.13e.
The grain boundaries are tilted because the a-axes grow faster than the c-axes. The result is a curved and
inclined grain boundary as shown in Fig.2.13e.
The striking benefit of this method is that it uses a non-magnetic, poly-crystalline Hastelloy substrate
minimizing AC losses and its simple layer structure compared to the IBAD method. Also, no extensive
substrate treatment is needed in order to biaxially texture the substrate as for RABiTS substrates or
an assisting ion beam as needed for IBAD increasing the production costs. However, as in any vapor
deposition technique a vacuum needs to be maintained around the deposition area; otherwise the method
would not work unlike the CSD method described above. This can be seen as the only drawback of
the method increasing process costs. It can be also easily upscaled to large superconducting single film
thicknesses reaching up to 8 µm [80]. These films are able to carry currents exceeding 1000 A/cm. It can
be also upscaled to reach long tape lengths. Prusseit et al. [81] already reported lengths up to 40 m back
in 2006. A further increase to more than 100 m was also scheduled for 2006 in [81]. The only method
yielding similar values is IBAD. Values of 300 A/cm transported over a tape length of 600 m at 77 K in
self-field were reported for IBAD samples [82].

Part II.
Simulation of elastic and inelastic
electron scattering

3. Electron scattering and X-ray generation in
coated conductor related materials
3.1. Introduction
Application relevant second-generation (2G) coated conductor tapes have to carry high critical currents
Ic. The amount of total current carried by a “perfect” tape depends on the film thickness and the film
roughness of the superconducting layer. In Rolling-Assisted Biaxially Textured Substrate (RABiTS)
coated conductors for example the film thickness is limited by fundamental issues of the growth pro-
cess [83], e.g. a-axis growth and porosity leading to a dead layer. In chemical solution deposited coated
conductors the surface roughness is an inherent problem of the growth method crucially affecting the
amount of current being carried by a tape. Therefore, thickness and roughness control of the supercon-
ducting layers is of utmost importance for coated conductors grown by this technique. In contrast, the
Ic capacity of coated conductors grown by the Inclined Substrate Deposition Technique (ISD) is neither
affected by the surface roughness nor a dead layer nor porosity since none of these problems exist in ISD
coated conductors [84]. However, it is necessary to control the thickness of the buffer layers since they
are generating the biaxial texturing in dependence on the layer thickness.
Ideally, thickness and roughness quantification should be done in-situ and destruction-free directly after
the film growth with a high spatial accuracy. Energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis the method of
choice to do this and was not used for this purpose so far. The amount of X-ray quanta leaving the film
surface towards the detector is determined by the film thickness. The surface roughness strongly affects
this depending on the acquisition conditions especially at low energies.
Since 2G coated conductors have non-trivial layer geometries, a profound understanding of X-ray gener-
ation and transport in the single layers is hard to achieve. Monte Carlo simulation programs like DTSA-II
[85] dealing with electron transport in solids are also capable to simulate X-ray transport. They offer the
unique possibility to study on an idealized model structure both electron and X-ray transport and to set
up the right acquisition conditions for the experiment. Moreover, the combination with the experiment
also offers the possibility to explain electron and X-ray transport in the real material and finally to set up
a X-ray count-thickness relation.
Understanding the theoretical basis of DTSA-II means in particular understanding the Bethe theory [27].
However, the theory of the Monte Carlo algorithm, ionization cross sections, characteristic X-ray radia-
tion, Bremsstrahlung, X-ray absorption, and stopping power is filling books. Therefore, a theory section
summarizing these issues is integrated into this chapter. A list of files where the single functions of
DTSA-II are implemented in the EPQ library is given in the appendix.
3.2. Theoretical considerations
3.2.1. The Monte Carlo Method
The basis of all calculations is the Monte Carlo method as described in D.C. Joy’s book [86] and in Scott
and Love’s book [87]. The following paragraphs summarize the fundamental issues of the Monte Carlo
method. The first step is to choose the starting energy, the starting position, and the starting direction of a
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primary electron. Then a first random number RND1 (RND1 ∈ [0, 1]) is generated and the elastic mean
free path λ is calculated to determine the distance s between two elastic scattering events.
s =−λ ln(RND1) (3.1)
Next the two scattering angles ϕ and Ψ necessary for a three-dimensional simulation need to be calcu-
lated. For Ψ, the azimuthal scattering angle the expression is
Ψ= 2piRND2 (3.2)
with RND2 ∈ [0, 1]. For the deflecting angle ϕ the situation is more complicated since both the differ-
ential σ ′ and the total elastic cross section σ are involved. Both are needed to describe the scattering
probability of an electron into the angle ϕ . For simplicity the Rutherford cross section can be used but
for more sophisticated models Mott cross sections should be used since they yield higher accuracy. The
calculation of ϕ with a random number RND3 (RND3 ∈ [0, 1]) is done as follows
RND3 =
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ φ
0
σ ′(φ)
σ
sinφ dφdΨ (3.3)
After completing the scattering events the new coordinates and the energy-loss of the primary electron
have to be calculated. Details are given in the stopping power paragraph. The last step is to replace the
old coordinates by the new ones and repeat the steps described above as long as the energy of the primary
electron is larger than some certain threshold value (e.g. 50 eV).
DTSA-II simulates electron trajectories and can also model the generation of characteristic X-ray radia-
tion and Bremsstrahlung and their transport through solids. The intensity of the characteristic radiation
dIi,A and the Bremsstrahlung dIB,A per unit length ds for element A are calculated according to [85]
dIi,A
ds
= FA pi,A QA(E) (3.4)
dIB,A
ds
= FA QB,A(E) (3.5)
where FA is material dependent factor, pi,A is the probability that the excited atom will use the i’th
allowed transition for relaxation, QA(E) is the characteristic ionization cross section for the atomic shell
for which transition i is allowed and QB,A(E) is the total Bremsstrahlung cross section for element A.
Both QA(E) and QB,A(E) depend on the primary electron energy E.
3.2.2. Calculation of ionization cross sections
DTSA-II includes two models for choosing the characteristic ionization cross section: (1) The semi-
empirical K-shell ionization cross section of Casnati et al. [88] and (2) a more sophisticated analytical
formula for K, L and M ionization cross sections from Bote et al. [89] based upon distorted-wave and
plane-wave Born calculations. Model (1) fits an exponential curve to experimental values using that
the ionization cross section vs. ionization energy per Rydberg energy is linear on a bilogarithmic scale.
Their final result is Eq. 3.6. Model (2) in equation Eq. 3.7 is an analytical expression dependent on the
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overvoltage ratio U and 5 parameters (a1, a2, a3, a4, a5). The values of the 5 parameters were obtained
by least-square fitting of the cross sections to a numerical database. The values are listed for atomic
numbers Z=1-99 in 1 within [89] and are included also in DTSA-II.
σK = nKa20ξ
(
R
EK
)2(EK
R
)−0.0318+ 0.3160U − 0.1135U2 × (3.6)[
10.57 exp
(
−1.736
U
+
0.317
U2
)]
lnU
U
σ = 4pia0
U−1
U
(
a1+a2U +
a3
1+U
+
a4
(1+U)3
+
a5
(1+U)5
)
(3.7)
where a0 is the Bohr radius, nK is the number of electrons in the K-shell, ξ is a relativistic correction
factor dependent on the over voltage ratio U and the ionization energy EK , and R is the Rydberg energy.
Figure 3.1.: K and L shell ionization cross sections for Cu as function of the overvoltage ratio for the different
models [89, 90, 88, 91, 92, 93].
3.2.3. X-ray emission, fluorescence yield, and depth distribution of X-rays
After having introduced the ionization cross section it is necessary to discuss the probability of X-ray
emission, i.e. the fluorescence yields. In scanning electron microscopy (SEM) mainly two emission
processes are dominant (1) Auger electron emission and (2) X-ray photon emission. Both processes
depend on the atomic number Z. The dominating process for small atomic numbers Z is Auger electron
production whereas it is X-ray production for large Z. In DTSA-II several tables for K, L and M X-ray
fluorescence yields are included. For the K-shell following references were found: [94, 95, 96, 97, 98].
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For L-shell fluorescence two papers could be identified [99, 94] and for M-shells only [100] is available
up to present time.
Figure 3.2.: MgO bulk depth distribution curves of emitted X-rays in MgO (ρ = 3.58 gcm3 ) calculated for 3 different
models with DTSA-II. Primary energies for Mg-K were (a) 10 keV and (b) 30 keV. In (c) and (d) the same is shown
for O-K.
ϕ(ρz) curves, i.e. the depth distribution of X-rays within a sample of density ρ are one approach to
calculate the generated X-ray intensity in quantitative X-ray microanalysis. ϕ(ρz) curves can be de-
termined experimentally for example via the tracer method [101]. These experimental measurements
were the basis of several models implemented within DTSA-II namely PAP, XPP [102], and PROZA96
[103, 104]. Monte Carlo modeled ϕ(ρz) curves were extensively used in the ZAF method [87] but they
are also essential for understanding X-ray intensity vs. thickness calibration curves. Fig.3.2 shows the
three models in comparison for a bulk MgO sample simulated for the Mg-K and O-K line with 10 keV
and 30 keV primary electron energy, respectively. Deviations up to about 15% between the single models
can be observed, e.g. in Fig.3.2c. They occur in the region of the maximum of the ϕ(ρz) function and are
attributed to deviations in the modeling of backscattered electrons emerging from deeper sample regions
being responsible for this surface ionization maximum. In deeper sample regions the curves of all three
models are close to each other. For thin film simulations the surface ionization region in the ϕ(ρz) curves
is the relevant region. Deviations are expected especially for compositions with large differences in the
mean atomic number and for film thicknesses below 100 nm.
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3.2.4. X-ray absorption
Material X-ray line Energy [keV] tcrit [µm]
MgO
O-K 0.525 0.78
Mg-K 1.254 2.12
DyBCO
Ba-L 4.466 0.27
Cu-K 8.048 4.39
O-K 0.525 6.53
LZO
O-K 0.525 0.23
Zr-L 2.042 1.03
La-L 4.651 4.68
Table 3.1.: Critical absorption lengths for different X-ray lines in
MgO, DyBCO and LZO calculated according to the database of
Chantler [105].
However, ϕ(ρz) curves themselves
only describe the amount of generated
X-rays in a certain depth. X-ray absorp-
tion within the sample decreases the
number of X-rays emerging from the
sample and being finally detected. Ab-
sorption in general is described by the
Lambert-Beer law
I = I0e−µt = I0e
− µρ ρt (3.8)
tcrit =
1
µ
(3.9)
where I0 is the initial intensity, I is the
final intensity after a distance t through a material, µ is the linear attenuation coefficient, µρ is the mass
absorption coefficient, and ρ is the mass density. Values for the mass attenuation coefficients are available
for example in Zschornack’s book [106] or in Chantler’s database [105]. DTSA-II uses Chantler’s values.
Critical absorption lengths tcrit can be defined as shown in Eq. 3.9. It determines the maximum film
thickness that can be detected by EDX. Tab.3.1 shows values relevant for this work calculated from
Zschornack’s book.
3.2.5. Stopping power
As introduced in the Monte Carlo paragraphs primary electrons undergo inelastic scattering events
i.e. they lose part of their energy. The stopping power is a quantity describing how much energy an
electron loses per unit length when traveling through a solid. Bethe [27] first made a theoretical descrip-
tion of the problem. However, his formula is only correct for energies larger than at least 1 keV; below
that energy Bethe’s model fails. Joy and Luo [107] modified the Bethe model to overcome this problem.
They derived for the non-relativistic case
dE
ds
=
2pie4N Z
E
ln
(√
ε
2
E + kJ
J
)
(3.10)
where e is the elementary charge, N is the number of atoms per (unit) volume, Z is the atomic number, E
is the primary electron energy, ε = 2.71828... (Euler’s number), k is a material dependent constant, and
J is the mean ionization potential. The square root term considers the indistinguishability of electrons
[108]. DTSA-II includes several datasets of J [109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114]. Joy and Luo’s formula
with tabulated values of J from Seltzer and Berger were used by default in DTSA-II. The implementation
in DTSA-II is provided in the following program listing:
1 package gov . n i s t . m i c r o a n a l y s i s . EPQLibrary ;
2 import j a v a . u t i l . A r r ay s ;
3 import j a v a . u t i l . L i s t ;
4 import j a v a . u t i l . Random ;
5 / * *
6 <p> T h i s c l a s s p r o v i d e s v a r i o u s d i f f e r e n t i m p l e m e n t a t i o n s f o r t h e e l e c t r o n e ne rg y l o s s
e x p r e s s i o n i n t h e form f i r s t d e s c r i b e d by Be the . The u n i t s o f t h e r e s u l t o f compute are
e ne rg y / l e n g t h or J o u l e s / me ter </p>
7 <p> C o p y r i g h t : P u r s ua n t t o t i t l e 17 S e c t i o n 105 o f t h e Un i t e d S t a t e s Code t h i s s o f t w a r e i s n o t
s u b j e c t t o c o p y r i g h t p r o t e c t i o n and i s i n t h e p u b l i c domain </p>
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8 <p> I n s t i t u t i o n : N a t i o n a l I n s t i t u t e o f S t a n d a r d s and Techno logy </p>
9 @author N i c h o l a s W. M. R i t c h i e
10 @version 1 . 0 * /
11
12 a b s t r a c t p u b l i c c l a s s B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s ex tends A l g o r i t h m C l a s s
13 {
14 p r i v a t e s t a t i c f i n a l A l g o r i t h m C l a s s [ ] m A l l I m p l e m e n t a t i o n s =
15 {
16 B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s . Bethe1930 ,
17 B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s . B e t h e 1 9 3 0 S t r i c t ,
18 B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s . JoyLuo1989
19 } ;
20
21 / * * C o n s t r u c t s a B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s * /
22 p r o t e c t e d B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s ( S t r i n g name , R e f e r e n c e r e f )
23 {
24 super ( " S t o p p i n g power " , name , r e f ) ;
25 }
26
27 @Override
28 p u b l i c L i s t < A l g o r i t h m C l a s s > g e t A l l I m p l e m e n t a t i o n s ( )
29 {
30 re turn A rr ay s . a s L i s t ( m A l l I m p l e m e n t a t i o n s ) ;
31 }
32
33 @Override
34 p r o t e c t e d void i n i t i a l i z e D e f a u l t S t r a t e g y ( )
35 {
36 a d d D e f a u l t A l g o r i t h m ( M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l . c l a s s ,
37 M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l . Be rge r83 ) ;
38 }
39
40 / * * compute − Computes dE / ds i n J o u l e s / me te r per kg / me te r ^3
41 @param elm An e l e m e n t
42 @param eB The e l e c t r o n en e rg y ( i n J o u l e s )
43 @return dE / ds i n J o u l e s per me ter per kg / me ter ^3
44 * /
45 a b s t r a c t p u b l i c double compute ( Element elm , double eB ) ;
46
47 / * * JoyLuo1989 − Joy & Luo ’ s m o d i f i c a t i o n t o t h e Be the e x p r e s s i o n t o improve t h e
a p p l i c a b i l i t y a t low−beam e n e r g i e s . ( As d e s c r i b e d i n Scann ing E l e c t r o n Microscopy
and X−ray M i c r o a n a l y s i s (3 rd e d i t i o n ) ) * /
48
49 s t a t i c p u b l i c c l a s s J o y L u o B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s ex tends B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s
50 {
51 / / Some minor c a c h i n g o p t i m i z a t i o n s
52 t r a n s i e n t p r i v a t e f i n a l double [ ] mK = new double [ Element . e lmEndOfElements ] ;
53 J o y L u o B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s ( )
54 {
55 super ( " Joy−Luo " , R e f e r e n c e . G o l d s t e i n ) ;
56 f o r ( i n t z = Element . elmH ; z < Element . e lmEndOfElements ; ++z )
mK[ z ] = 0 .731 + 0 .0688 * Math .
log10 ( z ) ;
57 }
58
59 p r i v a t e f i n a l double K = −(785 * ToSI . EV * Math . pow ( ToSI .CM, 3 . 0 ) ) / ( ToSI .
ANGSTROM * ToSI .GRAM) ;
60
61 @Override
62 p u b l i c double compute ( Element e l , double eB )
63 {
64 f i n a l i n t z = e l . getAtomicNumber ( ) ;
65 f i n a l M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l mip = ( M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l )
g e t A l g o r i t h m ( M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l . c l a s s ) ;
66 f i n a l double j = mip . compute ( e l ) ;
67 f i n a l double j _ s t a r = j / ( 1 . 0 + (mK[ z ] * j / eB ) ) ;
68 re turn ( (K * z ) / ( e l . ge tAtomicWeigh t ( ) * FromSI . eV ( eB ) ) ) * Math . l o g
( ( 1 . 1 6 6 * eB ) / j _ s t a r ) ;
69 }
70 } ;
71
72 s t a t i c p u b l i c B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s JoyLuo1989 = new J o y L u o B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s ( ) ;
73
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74 / * * Bethe1930 − The o r i g i n a l e x p r e s s i o n o f Be the f o r t h e s t o p p i n g power a d j u s t e d so
t h a t even when t h e e l e c t r o n e ne rg y f a l l s below abou t J / 1 . 1 6 6 , t h e e l e c t r o n
c o n t i n u e s t o d e c e l e r a t e ( a l b e i t s l o w l y ) . * /
75 s t a t i c p u b l i c c l a s s Bethe30ModElec t ronEnergyLoss ex tends B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s
76 {
77 Bethe30ModElec t ronEnergyLoss ( )
78 {
79 super ( " Bethe ( Modi f i ed ) " , new R e f e r e n c e . C r u d e R e f e r e n c e ( " Bethe H. Ann .
Phys . ( L e i p z i g ) 1930 ; 5 : 325 " ) ) ;
80 }
81 p r i v a t e f i n a l double K = −(785 * ToSI . EV * Math . pow ( ToSI .CM, 3 . 0 ) ) / ( ToSI .
ANGSTROM * ToSI .GRAM) ;
82
83 @Override
84 p u b l i c double compute ( Element e l , double eB )
85 {
86 f i n a l M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l mip = ( M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l )
g e t A l g o r i t h m ( M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l . c l a s s ) ;
87 f i n a l double e_eV = FromSI . eV ( eB ) ;
88 f i n a l double j = FromSI . eV ( mip . compute ( e l ) ) ;
89 double f = 1 .166 * e_eV / j ;
90 / / The low e ne rg y m o d i f i c a t i o n . . .
91 i f ( f < 1 . 1 )
92 f = 1 . 1 ;
93 re turn ( (K * e l . getAtomicNumber ( ) ) / ( e l . ge tAtomicWeigh t ( ) * e_eV ) ) *
Math . l o g ( f ) ;
94 }
95 }
96
97 s t a t i c p u b l i c f i n a l B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s Bethe1930 = new
Bethe30ModElec t ronEnergyLoss ( ) ;
98
99 / * * B e t h e 1 9 3 0 S t r i c t − The o r i g i n a l e x p r e s s i o n o f Be the f o r t h e s t o p p i n g power . Below
eB = J / 1 . 1 6 6 t h e e ne r gy l o s s goes p o s i t i v e ( t h e e l e c t r o n shows u n p h y s i c a l
a c c e l e r a t i o n . ) * /
100 s t a t i c p u b l i c c l a s s B e t h e 3 0 E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s ex tends B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s
101 {
102 B e t h e 3 0 E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s ( )
103 {
104 super ( " Bethe " , new R e f e r e n c e . C r u d e R e f e r e n c e ( " Bethe H. Ann . Phys . (
L e i p z i g ) 1930 ; 5 : 325 " ) ) ;
105 }
106
107 p r i v a t e f i n a l double K = −(785 * ToSI . EV * Math . pow ( ToSI .CM, 3 . 0 ) ) / ( ToSI .
ANGSTROM * ToSI .GRAM) ;
108
109 @Override
110 p u b l i c double compute ( Element e l , double eB )
111 {
112 f i n a l M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l mip = ( M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l )
g e t A l g o r i t h m ( M e a n I o n i z a t i o n P o t e n t i a l . c l a s s ) ;
113 f i n a l double e_eV = FromSI . eV ( eB ) ;
114 f i n a l double j = FromSI . eV ( mip . compute ( e l ) ) ;
115 f i n a l double f = 1 .166 * e_eV / j ;
116 re turn ( (K * e l . getAtomicNumber ( ) ) / ( e l . ge tAtomicWeigh t ( ) * e_eV ) ) *
Math . l o g ( f ) ;
117 }
118 }
119
120 s t a t i c p u b l i c B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s B e t h e 1 9 3 0 S t r i c t = new B e t h e 3 0 E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s
( ) ;
121
122 / * *
123 <p> M o d i f i e s an e x i s t i n g B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s model t o add v a r i a t i o n i n t h e amount
o f e ne rg y l o s t per s t e p . The c l a s s t a k e s t h e nomina l e ne r gy l o s s and m o d i f i e s i t
by a c e r t a i n randomized f r a c t i o n a l amount t o e m u l a t e t h e way some t imes an e l e c t r o n
may l o o s e s l i g h t l y more than average or s l i g h t l y l e s s t han average . </p>
124 <p> C o p y r i g h t : P u r s u an t t o t i t l e 17 S e c t i o n 105 o f t h e Un i t ed S t a t e s Code t h i s
s o f t w a r e i s n o t s u b j e c t t o c o p y r i g h t p r o t e c t i o n and i s i n t h e p u b l i c domain </p>
125 <p> I n s t i t u t i o n : N a t i o n a l I n s t i t u t e o f S t a n d a r d s and Techno logy </p>
126 @author n r i t c h i e
127 @version 1 . 0 * /
128 s t a t i c p u b l i c c l a s s S t r a g g l i n g M o d i f i e d ex tends B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s
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129 {
130 p r i v a t e f i n a l B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s mBethe ;
131 p r i v a t e f i n a l double mPercen t ;
132 p r i v a t e f i n a l Random mRandom ;
133
134 p u b l i c S t r a g g l i n g M o d i f i e d ( B e t h e E l e c t r o n E n e r g y L o s s base , double p e r c e n t )
135 {
136 super ( " S t r a g g l i n g [ " + base . getName ( ) + " ] " , ba se . g e t R e f e r e n c e O b j ( ) ) ;
137 mBethe = base ;
138 mPercen t = p e r c e n t ;
139 mRandom = new Random ( ) ;
140 }
141
142 @Override
143 p u b l i c double compute ( Element elm , double eB )
144 {
145 f i n a l double bee = mBethe . compute ( elm , eB ) ;
146 re turn Math . min ( 0 . 0 , bee * ( 1 . 0 + mRandom . n e x t G a u s s i a n ( ) * mPercen t ) ) ;
147 }
148 }
149 }
3.3. Experimental
3.3.1. Thin film investigation
Coated conductor thin films were investigated with respect to their film thickness by EDX. Monte Carlo
simulations were performed to understand electron transport in each layer of the coated conductors, to
choose optimal acquisition conditions, and to predict layer thicknesses.
Sample series Accelerationvoltage [kV]
Acquisition
time [s]
LZO 10, 20, 30 200
YBCO 20 200
MgO 10, 30 60, 200
DyBCO 30 50
Table 3.2.: Experimental acquisition parameters for each sample se-
ries.
Experiments were carried out in a Jeol
6500F field emission SEM equipped
with an Oxford Pentafet EDX detector.
Four sample types namely La2Zr2O7
(LZO) buffer layers on RABiTS,
YBCO grown on LZO buffered Ni sub-
strates (RABiTS), ISD-deposited MgO
buffer layers on Hastelloy substrates,
and MgO buffered DyBa2Cu3O7-x (Dy-
BCO) layers on Hastelloy substrates
were analyzed. These four types can be divided into two classes: (i) Films grown by Chemical Solu-
tion Deposition (CSD) and (ii) films grown by Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD). Acquisition details are
listed in Tab.3.2. Cross-sectional SEM samples were prepared by the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) method.
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) cross-sectional images were acquired with an analytical Zeiss
912Ω TEM.
Descriptions of CSD film growth can be found for LZO in [115] and for YBCO in (Falter et al., 2003).
For the PVD case further information about the growth processes can be found in case of the ISD MgO
in [116] and for the DyBCO in [117].
3.3.2. EDX setup and spectrum acquisition
Four LZO samples were analyzed by EDX analysis in the SEM using three electron primary energies
(10, 20, and 30 keV). Sample details are listed in Tab.3.3. With the same parameters Monte Carlo
simulations were carried out for all four samples. From the EDX spectra net counts per nA of Zr-Lα1 and
La-Lα1 were extracted and plotted vs. the LZO film thickness. The amount of X-ray counts measured
in EDX spectra is proportional to the film thickness if the composition is assumed to be constant. A
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Sample Growthmethod
Buffer Layer
thickness [nm]
Superconducting Layer
thickness [nm]
Measurement
method
LZO1 CSD 80 – TEM
LZO2 CSD 134 – Ellipsometry
LZO3 CSD 252 – TEM
LZO4 CSD 325 – TEM
MgO1 PVD 100 – Nominal
MgO2 PVD 200 – Nominal
MgO3 PVD 400 – Nominal
MgO4 PVD 800 – Nominal
MgO5 PVD 1000 – Nominal
MgO6 PVD 1600 – Nominal
MgO7 PVD 2000 – Nominal
MgO8 PVD 3000 – Nominal
MgO9 PVD 5000 – Nominal
DyBCO1 PVD 2500 330 Nominal
DyBCO2 PVD 2200 500 Nominal
Table 3.3.: Sample details: Sample name, growth method, layer thicknesses, and their method of determination.
similar procedure was applied on the nine ISD MgO thin films listed in Tab.3.3 using Mg-K and O-K
net counts per nA. Here only 30 keV electrons were used for both experiment and simulation. For the
roughness determination in MgO films 10 and 30 keV primary electron energies were used at different
sample tilting angles. EDX spectra were acquired for each electron primary energy and tilting angle.
Afterwards they were compared to Monte Carlo simulation results.
From experimental EDX point spectra in YBCO acquired at 20 keV primary energy Ba-L and Cu-K peak
counts were extracted, normalized to the current, and plotted against each other to document the influ-
ence of YBCO roughness on EDX spectra. For a series of increasing YBCO thicknesses EDX spectra
were simulated using the same acquisition conditions as in the experiment. YBCO thicknesses ranging
from 25 to 500 nm were simulated. Cu-Kα net counts were extracted and plotted vs. YBCO film thick-
ness to obtain a calibration curve. Afterwards, the simulated values were compared to experimentally
determined thickness values.
A similar procedure as in the YBCO was applied on MgO buffered DyBCO thin films using 30 keV
primary electrons. Sample details are summarized in Tab.3.3. From experimental EDX point spectra in
DyBCO Ba-L and Cu-K normalized peak counts were extracted and plotted into a correlation diagram.
For determining the DyBCO film thickness EDX spectra of DyBCO thin films with thicknesses ranging
from 100 nm to 1000 nm were simulated. From there Ba-Lα1, Dy-Lα1 and Cu-Kα net counts per nA were
extracted and compared to experimentally obtained values.
3.3.3. EDX spectrum simulation
Simulation of EDX spectra was carried out using DTSA-II. However, some detector properties especially
detector crystal parameters were not known exactly and thus the standard values provided by DTSA-II
were used. Simulated spectra normally did not yield the same number of X-ray counts as experimental
ones. Therefore, experimental and simulated spectra were scaled such that their integral counts were
equivalent. The fitting error was estimated using a χ2 method as described for example in [118].
Thickness calibration curves were obtained by using the following functions to fit the data by least square
fitting:
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y = f (x) = m · x+ c (3.11)
y = f (x) = b1
[
1− exp
(
−x−b2
b3
)]
(3.12)
m, c, b1, b2, and b3 are fitting parameters, respectively. Consequently, the thickness offset can be calcu-
lated as (y−c)/m for Eq. 3.11 and is represented by the parameter b2 Eq. 3.12. Eq. 3.12 takes absorption
effects at low electron primary energies into account. For very thin layers the minimum detectable counts
NMDC of the contained elements is an important quantity. It can be defined due to Poisson statistics the
following way:
NMDC = 3σBgd = 3
√
NBgd (3.13)
where NBgd are the counts belonging to the background.
3.4. Results
3.4.1. CSD coated conductors
3.4.1.1. LZO buffer layers of CSD coated conductors
A crucial issue for CSD buffer layers is the control of film thickness, surface roughness, and chemical
homogeneity. The film thickness determines barrier efficiency to prevent the diffusion of metal ions into
the superconductor. In an industrial environment where tape lengths up to one km are not uncommon a
quick and non-destructive method is needed to assess the film quality on the µm scale. EDX spectroscopy
in the SEM is a clever method to achieve this goal. Only Monte Carlo simulations of EDX spectra yield
quantitative understanding of the spectra and yield larger thickness and homogeneity.
Figure 3.3.: LZO thin film grown on a Ni substrate. (a) SEM plan-view image of a CSD grown LZO layer. (b)
TEM cross-sectional bright-field image of the same sample. Nano voids are present with a high density, one is
marked (30 nm).
Fig.3.3 shows the surface and the volume morphology of LZO thin films on Ni substrates (RABiTS).
On the micrometer scale the surface is homogeneously rough as can be seen in Fig.3.3a. From the TEM
cross-section shown in Fig.3.3b a surface roughness of 20 nm was determined. Further, it can be seen
that LZO samples are porous. Pore sizes up to 30 nm were found. The LZO/Ni interface was found to
flat, i.e. its roughness is below 5 nm.
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Figure 3.4.: LZO thin films grown on Ni substrates. Simulated electron trajectories at 10 keV primary electron
energy for (a) sample LZO1 and (c) sample LZO4. Simulated electron trajectories at 30 keV for (b) sample LZO1
and (d) sample LZO4. (e) and (f) Magnified views of the interaction volume of sub (b) and (d), respectively.
Trajectory images visualize the sample regions being penetrated by electrons and are contributing to X-
ray production. Electron transport Monte Carlo simulations treat solids as amorphous, homogeneously
dense, and flat structures. Hence, channeling effects, interface roughness, and voids were ignored by
the standard configuration of DTSA-II. They have to be modeled separately if necessary, we used the
standard configuration here. Fig.3.4a,b show electron trajectories for a 80 nm thick LZO film on a Ni
substrate at 10 and 30 keV primary electron energy, respectively. Most of the electron trajectories are ly-
ing in the substrate. In Fig.3.4c the situation is different. Here the main part of the trajectories lies within
the 325 nm thick LZO film at 10 keV electron energy. In Fig.3.4d significantly more electrons penetrate
the substrate at 30 keV electron energy than at 10 keV. Fig.3.4e and Fig.3.4f are enlarged regions of
Fig.3.4b and Fig.3.4d where the main part of the interaction volume of 30 keV electrons is indicated
roughly by the red, solid line. It is assumed that the main part of emitted X-rays is emerging from this
region. 10 keV primary electrons are hardly able to fully penetrate a 325 nm thick LZO film (Fig.3.4c).
Only few electrons reach the Ni substrate. Consequently, there will be no significant contribution of
X-rays generated by the Ni substrate to the obtained EDX spectrum. At 30 keV primary electron en-
ergy the major fraction of the interaction volume lies within the substrate region for all analyzed sample
thicknesses.
Fig.3.6 shows a comparison of simulated (red) and experimental (black) EDX spectra of LZO acquired
with the different acquisition conditions summarized in Tab.3.2. The EDX spectra in Fig.3.5a-d corre-
spond to the trajectory images shown in Fig.3.4. Simulated and experimental spectra were always scaled
to equal integral counts. It can be seen that significant differences between experiment and simulation
are being present especially in the Zr-L series and the Ni-L series. A general trend was observed in all
spectra: the fitting errors in the low energy region of EDX spectra were found to be larger than at higher
energies. The χ2 values listed in Tab.3.4 prove this quantitatively. The χ2 values are large compared to
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Figure 3.5.: For LZO thin films grown on Ni substrates experimental and simulated EDX spectra were compared.
The acquisition conditions were 10 keV for (a) sample LZO1 and (b) sample LZO4 and 30 keV for (c) sample
LZO1 and (d) sample LZO4.
Si single crystal values showing significant deviations of simulation and experiment especially in the low
energy region.
Sample χ
2 (0-2 keV) χ2 (0-20 keV)
10 keV 20 kev 30 keV 10 keV 20 kev 30 keV
Si bulk 4.02 12.49 22.97 0.88 2.50 3.83
LZO1 96.88 758.39 1666.62 18.04 98.62 197.53
LZO2 146.15 849.27 1862.83 18.92 100.39 210.28
LZO3 227.72 300.77 214.47 25.39 44.75 33.19
LZO4 211.92 348.70 471.84 24.69 58.16 83.17
Table 3.4.: χ2 values determining the agreement of experiment and simulation for LZO thin films grown on Ni
substrates. The Si bulk values are given for comparison.
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Figure 3.6.: LZO thin films grown on Ni substrates. LZO thickness plotted vs. La- Lα1 and Zr-Lα1 net counts per
nA acquired at (a) 10 keV, (b) 20 keV, and (c) 30 keV primary electron energy. The dashed lines are the fitted
thickness calibration curves. (d) Calculated φ(ρz) curves of Zr-Lα1 emitted intensity for 10, 20 and 30 keV in LZO
bulk according to the PAP model.
X-ray
line
Primary
energy
[keV]
Type
minimum
detectable
[counts/nA]
minimum
detectable film
thickness [nm]
La-L
10 E 386 ± 62 63 ± 6
10 S 286 ± 53 30 ± 5
20 E 567 ± 59 46 ± 4
20 S 431 ± 56 21 ± 4
30 E 652 ± 55 45 ± 3
30 S 525 ± 55 10 ± 5
Zr-L
10 E 678 ± 87 68 ± 1
10 S 459 ± 76 30 ± 8
20 E 748 ± 78 30 ± 25
20 S 519 ± 74 -5 ± 10
30 E 652 ± 55 45 ± 3
30 S 501 ± 70 -8 ± 1
Table 3.5.: Minimum detectable counts and corresponding LZO thickness calculated from least square fitting for
experimental (E) and simulated (S) EDX spectra.
For thin films the X-ray intensity is linearly correlated to the film thickness. If several EDX spectra were
acquired from films of known thicknesses a calibration curve can be obtained. With this calibration curve
unknown film thicknesses can be determined. Monte Carlo simulations provide additional information
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to understand the experiment since an ideal sample is assumed. In the case of LZO, e.g. the La-Lα1
and the Zr-Lα1 net counts per nA can be used to obtain calibration curves. In Fig.3.6 the La-Lα1 and
Zr-Lα1 net counts per nA were plotted vs. the LZO film thickness for both, experiment and simulation.
Each set of data points was fitted by either an exponential function (10 keV electron energy) or a linear
function (20 and 30 keV electron energy). In Fig.3.6a (10 keV primary electron energy) all curves start to
increase linearly with thickness but at 250 nm they saturate. The 20 keV and 30 keV curves (Fig.3.6b,c)
increase linearly within the displayed thickness range. This can be explained by the finite size of the
excitation volume at 10 keV. Fig.3.6d shows the calculated emitted X-ray depth distribution or ϕ(z)
function according to the PAP model [102] for 10, 20 and 30 keV primary electron energy in a LZO bulk
sample. At an electron energy of 10 keV the ϕ(z) curve is reduced to 1/e of its initial value at 250 nm
LZO thickness. This is exactly the thickness where the X-ray counts begin to saturate in Fig.3.6a. The
ϕ(z) curves for 20 and 30 keV electron energy are almost constant. Thus, the intensity in counts per
nA increases linearly with LZO film thickness as can be seen in Fig.3.6b and Fig.3.6c. Another major
observation was that all calibration curves show a thickness offset. This offset is due to the minimum
detectable number of X-ray counts. This minimum number of X-ray counts can be converted into a
thickness. The results are shown in Tab.3.5. Negative values might appear if the simulation overestimates
the X-ray counts or two peaks are overlapping.
3.4.1.2. Fully-processed CSD coated conductors
Figure 3.7.: (a) Cross sectional secondary electron image of
a fully-processed CSD YBCO coated conductor. The dashed
area indicates the area magnified in (b). (b) Magnified view
of (a). Note the YBCO roughness denoted by the dashed line.
The thickness of the LZO layer and typical YBCO thicknesses
are indicated in the image.
Fully-processed CSD samples consist of
three thin films namely LZO, CeO2, and
YBCO on top of a Ni substrate. The first
two layers act as diffusion barriers prevent-
ing metal atoms from the substrate from
diffusion into the superconductor. There-
fore, EDX analysis and simulation of elec-
tron transport in this thin film system is not
an easy job. The effective YBCO thickness
governs the amount of current carried by the
tape and needs to be measured. EDX offers
the possibility to do this damage-free. The
roughness in CSD type of samples is due
to the process, i.e. thin films are deposited
as liquid solution of precursor that needs to
react and form the film at temperatures of
about 700-800°C. Surface roughness mainly
originates from fast growing a-axis grains,
secondary phases, the roughness of the LZO
layer, removal of gaseous species, and non-
uniform drying. In a rough film a significant
amount of material does not contribute to the
current transport. A precise control of rough-
ness and film thickness increases the total
amount of current carried by each tape and decreases the material costs per tape at the same time. Non-
destructive methods are of great importance in an industrial environment since no material needs to be
wasted.
Fig.3.7 shows the microstructure of a typical CSD grown coated conductor in cross section. A maximum
YBCO thickness of 800 nm was observed in Fig.3.7b whereas the minimum measured thickness was
only 170 nm, i.e. a thickness variation of 470 % on a micrometer scale. As mentioned above EDX can be
used to determine the local film thickness. Since the roughness features of the YBCO have about 1 µm
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in size, i.e. about the size of the excitation volume, EDX point measurements are well suited to quantify
the roughness. However, only one sample was available so that excessive Monte Carlo simulations were
performed to obtain a thickness calibration curve for the Cu-K counts.
Fig.3.8a shows normalized Cu-K peak counts vs. Ba-L peak counts extracted from EDX point spectra.
The normalized Cu-K peak counts varied from 0.35 to 1.00 this equals to a scatter of 65%. Since a linear
relation of normalized Cu-K peak counts to film thickness exists this documents the YBCO surface
roughness that was observed in Fig.3.7. However, this is only an indirect way to quantify the amount
of the YBCO thickness variation. Thus, EDX spectra of different YBCO thicknesses were simulated
to obtain the thickness calibration curve shown in Fig.3.8b. The Cu-K net counts per nA were chosen
because the Cu-K peak had no overlap with any other element and had the least absorption yielding an
approximately linear relationship with the YBCO film thickness up to about 500 nm.
Figure 3.8.: YBCO coated conductor (Ni substrate, LZO buffer layer, and YBCO). (a) Experimental EDX cor-
relation diagram of normalized Cu-K vs. Ba-L peak counts. The individual data points are determined for each
acquired spectrum and local film thickness. (b) Simulated thickness calibration curve of Cu-K net counts per nA
vs. YBCO thickness. The red dashed line is the fitted thickness calibration curve. Simulated electron trajectories
at 20 keV primary electron energies for YBCO layer thicknesses of (c) 100 nm and (d) 500 nm, respectively.
Other X-ray peaks for example Y-L and Ba-L were strongly overlapping with Zr-L and La-L from the
underlying LZO buffer layer and thus could not be used. K lines of Zr and Y were also not used since
their intensities were beyond the detection limit.
X-ray line Primary energy[keV] Type
minimum
detectable
[counts/nA]
minimum
detectable film
thickness [nm]
Cu-K 20 S 358 ± 61 54 ± 10
Table 3.6.: Minimum detectable counts and corresponding YBCO thickness calculated from least square fitting
for simulated (S) EDX spectra.
However, again a thickness offset due to the minimum detectable limit was observed as shown in Tab.3.6.
In principle the minimum detectable film thickness could be decreased by decreasing the primary electron
energy. However, one has to keep in mind that Cu-K then might not be excited any more and one has
to use one of the overlapping lines what can cancel the desired effect by a worse peak fit. Fig.3.8c
and d show two trajectory images of 20 keV electrons penetrating a 100 nm and a 500 nm YBCO film,
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respectively. It can be seen that all layers of CSD coated conductor were penetrated by the electrons
in both cases. Thus, the interaction volume is not the limiting factor if the YBCO thickness is smaller
than 500 nm and a linear relationship of Cu-K net counts vs. YBCO thickness is observed. Cu-K net
counts were extracted from experimentally acquired EDX point spectra and local YBCO thickness was
calculated with the help of the calibration Fig.3.8b fit matching with values obtained from SEM cross-
section measurements.
3.4.2. ISD coated conductors
3.4.2.1. MgO buffer layers of ISD coated conductors
Figure 3.9.: MgO thin films grown on Hastelloy substrates. Secondary electron images of sample MgO7 (a) SEM
plan-view and (b) SEM cross-sectional image.
Figure 3.10.: MgO thin films grown on Hastelloy substrates. MgO thickness vs. (a) Mg-K and (b) O-K net counts
per nA in simulation (red circles) and experiment (black squares). The dashed lines are the fitted thickness cali-
bration curves. The experimental data was extracted from EDX area scans.
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X-ray line Primary energy[keV] Type
minimum
detectable
[counts/nA]
minimum
detectable film
thickness [nm]
Mg-K
30
E 223 ± 99 90 ± 36
S 178 ± 101 45 ± 15
O-K
E 173 ± 71 64 ± 55
S 96 ± 64 90 ± 23
Table 3.7.: Minimum detectable counts and corresponding MgO thickness calculated from least square fitting for
experimental (E) and simulated (S) EDX spectra.
Sample χ2 0-2 keV χ2 0-20 keV
Si bulk 22.97 3.83
MgO1 22.33 7.62
MgO2 34.84 9.31
MgO3 42.78 10.01
MgO4 42.43 8.67
MgO5 43.64 8.81
MgO6 59.67 10.92
MgO7 54.69 10.02
MgO8 63.43 12.47
MgO9 27.98 6.44
Table 3.8.: χ2 values determining the agreement of ex-
periment and simulation for MgO thin films grown on
Hastelloy substrates. The Si bulk values are given for
comparison.
ISD MgO layer were deposited by electron-beam
evaporation, i.e. a PVD method. The motivation
to analyze these films by EDX was study the evo-
lution of texture and the influence of the film den-
sity on EDX measurements since the MgO film
consists of single columnar grains having a more-
ore-less faceted surface depending on the overall
film thickness. Additionally, EDX could also be
used to determine the MgO film thickness.
Fig.3.9a shows a typical ISD MgO surface in
plan-view. Regular facets and cracks are visi-
ble. AFM experiments (not shown here) revealed
that the facets have an average height of 20 to
70 nm depending on the total MgO film thick-
ness. The FIB-prepared SEM cross-section image
in Fig.3.9b shows single MgO columnar grains.
The dark regions are voids forming the cracks ob-
served in plan-view images.
An EDX thickness calibration curve can also be determined for PVD layers. Only 30 keV electron energy
was used for this issue since films up to 5 µm were analyzed. EDX spectra were acquired and simulated
by Monte Carlo simulation for the nine ISD MgO samples listed in Tab.3.3. Afterwards, the Mg-K and
O-K net counts per nA were extracted from each spectrum and plotted vs. the MgO film thickness, the
results are shown in Fig.3.10. For Mg-K the relationship was linear in the first 2 µm of MgO , for O-
K in the first µm. Afterwards, the X-ray counts for both lines saturate. Experiment and Monte Carlo
simulation show in both cases the same saturation behavior. This can be explained by the limited X-
ray excitation volume. The calculated φ(z) function of MgO bulk material was plotted in Fig.3.2b and
d. At the critical depth of 2 µm for Mg-K and 1 µm for O-K the φ(z) function drops below e-1 of the
initial value so that deeper MgO parts do not contribute to the EDX spectrum detected at the sample
surface. From Fig.3.10 it appears that the thickness offset due to the minimum detectable limit seems
small as compared to the LZO samples. However, if exponential fits were performed determining the
minimum detectable thickness the values were very similar to those found in LZO for both experiment
and simulation. The exact values are listed in Tab.3.7.
As a last point the accuracy of simulation in ISD MgO samples was analyzed using the χ2 method. The
results are listed in Tab.3.8. They are a factor 8 to 10 better than the LZO values but still three times
worse than those for a Si single crystal.
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3.4.2.2. Fully-processed ISD coated conductors
X-ray
line
Primary energy
[keV] Type
minimum
detectable
[counts/nA]
minimum
detectable film
thickness [nm]
Ba-L
30 S
229 ± 38 31 ± 6
Dy-L 198 ± 30 -94 ± 20
Cu-K 189 ± 35 78 ± 17
Table 3.9.: Minimum detectable counts and corresponding DyBCO thickness calculated from least square fitting
for simulated (S) EDX spectra.
For MgO buffered DyBCO layers also the thickness determination by non-destructive methods is im-
portant. Due to the chemical complexity of the sample Monte Carlo simulations may provide a better
understanding of electron and photon transport. In sample DyBCO2 the MgO film was intentionally
grown at wrong growth conditions to study the effect on the DyBCO layer grown on top.
The morphology of DyBCO films is presented in Fig.3.11. Fig.3.11a and b show the surfaces of sam-
ple DyBCO1 and DyBCO2, respectively, both have rough surfaces. However, sample DyBCO1 was
regularly faceted at the MgO-DyBCO interface whereas sample DyBCO2 had an irregular facet shape.
Secondary electron images from FIB-prepared SEM cross-sections shown in Fig.3.11c revealed an al-
most homogeneous DyBCO thickness for sample DyBCO1. Darker regions within the DyBCO film
where identified by EDX in the TEM as secondary phases or voids. Sample DyBCO2 was inhomoge-
neous compared to sample DyBCO1. The interface roughness’s measured in Fig.3.11d were with about
200 nm twice as large as those measured in Tab.3.10c with about 120 nm.
The influence of these structural features on EDX point spectra is shown in Fig.3.11e and f in X-ray
scatter diagrams of normalized Cu-K peak counts vs. normalized Ba-L peak counts. Sample DyBCO1
showed a small scattering of data points in the 10-15% range whereas sample DyBCO2 showed a large
one in the 35-40 % range. Fig.3.11g and h show a representative comparison of experimental and simu-
lated EDX spectra for sample DyBCO1 and DyBCO2, respectively.
It can be clearly seen that for both samples the DyBCO peaks fit quite well whereas peaks from the buried
layers show partly tremendous deviations from experiment and simulation. This increases of course the
χ2 values and finally the accuracy of simulation mentioned in Tab.3.9.
Sample χ2 0-2 keV χ2 0-20 keV
Si bulk 22.97 3.83
DyBCO1 212.38 31.57
DyBCO2 120.89 19.04
Table 3.10.: χ2 values determining the agreement of ex-
periment and simulation for DyBCO coated conductors.
The Si bulk values are given for comparison.
Also for DyBCO samples it is important to assess
the DyBCO film quality and thickness without de-
stroying the coated conductor tape. Hence, a Dy-
BCO thickness series was simulated in DTSA-
II and compared to the experimentally acquired
spectra. The Ba-L, Dy-L and Cu-K net counts per
nA were extracted from experimental and simu-
lated spectra and were plotted against the corre-
sponding DyBCO thickness. The result is shown
in Fig.3.12a. A linear increase of the X-ray counts per nA with thickness was observed in the displayed
thickness range for all lines. In addition, thickness offsets due to the minimum detectable limit were
determined. The values are listed in Tab.3.9. This can be explained by calculating the φ(z) function for
all three X-ray lines. Fig.3.12b shows the φ(z) functions for emitted X-rays (solid line) and total gener-
ated X-ray photons (dashed line). This shows that the critical absorption depth of X-rays in DyBCO is
beyond 1.5 µm film thickness. Fig.3.12c and Fig.3.12d show simulated electron trajectories of sample
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Figure 3.11.: DyBCO coated conductors (Hastelloy substrate, MgO buffer layer, and DyBCO). SEM plan view
images of (a sample DyBCO 1 and (b) sample DyBCO 2. SEM cross-sectional images of (c) sample DyBCO 1 and
(d) sample DyBCO 2. EDX correlation diagrams of normalized Ba-L vs. Cu-K net counts for (e) sample DyBCO
1 and (f) sample DyBCO 2. Comparison of experimental and simulated EDX spectra of (g) sample DyBCO 1 and
(h) sample DyBCO 2.
DyBCO1 and DyBCO2 at 30 keV primary electron energy. It can be seen that all layers of the sample
are penetrated by electrons.
As final point the accuracy of simulation in DyBCO samples was analyzed by the χ2 method. The results
are listed in Tab.3.10. They are by a factor of 2 larger than the MgO values in the energy range 0-20 keV.
In the low energy range (0-2 keV) the values deviate by a factor of 4. Compared to single crystalline Si
the DyBCO values are by a factor of 10 larger.
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Figure 3.12.: DyBCO coated conductors (Hastelloy substrate, MgO buffer layer, and DyBCO). (a) Simulated and
experimental net counts per nA of Dy, Ba, and Cu in dependence on the DyBCO thickness. The dashed lines are
the fitted thickness calibration curves. (b) Calculated X-ray depth distribution according to the PAP model for a
bulk DyBCO sample. Simulated trajectory image for (c) sample DyBCO 1 and (d) sample DyBCO 2.
3.5. Discussion
3.5.1. Methodology highlights
The propagation of electrons in single and multilayer thin films could be calculated for coated conduc-
tor materials. Electron transport was simulated and the electron trajectories were tracked for different
primary electron energies. The resulting images of electron trajectory images yield information how far
electrons penetrate into a material and in which region of a multilayer structure X-rays are being gener-
ated. The experimentally detected and the simulated X-ray spectra of coated conductor thin films were
matching well to each other.
In thin film technology in general but in coated conductor technology in particular, the determination
of the local film thickness is of great interest without destroying the film. Since the X-ray intensity is
linearly related to the film thickness if the critical absorption length is not reached, EDX analysis can be
used to determine the local film thickness. However, thickness calibration curves are needed to determine
the film thickness from the measured counts per nA of a film of unknown thickness. Within this chapter
experimental thickness calibration curves were obtained for LZO, MgO, and DyBCO. Thickness calibra-
tion curves on basis of simulated EDX spectra represent an ideal behavior. Depending on the acquisition
conditions and sample complexity significant differences between experimental and simulated thickness
calibration curves were observed. The origin of these differences is discussed in the last paragraph of
this discussion. Besides the film thickness also the film roughness can be determined, which is a local
thickness variation. Ideal candidates for this were the YBCO films prepared by CSD with their large
roughness on the micrometer scale. It was shown that the large scattering of X-ray intensities acquired
at various positions on the film surface originated from the film roughness and could be explained using
simulated thickness calibration curves.
In this thesis (multilayer) thin film structures were analyzed. The thinnest films had a thickness of a few
ten nanometers, e.g. 20 nm CeO2, 80 nm LZO, or 100 nm MgO. However, as the films get thinner the
number of X-rays being generated decreases, since the number of X-ray counts being generated depends
on the film thickness. A minimum detectable mole fraction always exists for X-ray quantification due
to the Bremsstrahlungs background. It depends on the sensitivity, i.e. on the minimum detectable mole
fraction of the element, therefore, also a minimum detectable film thickness exists and was determined for
all samples. The exact values are listed in Tab.3.5 for LZO, in Tab.3.6 for YBCO, in Tab.3.7 for MgO,
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and in Tab.3.9 for DyBCO, respectively. Practically, peak-overlapping and poor background fits may
decrease the minimum detectable mole fraction and, therefore, the minimum detectable film thickness.
Thus, high-energy X-ray lines are preferred to low-energy lines, since the background is more linear and
the lines are better separated at the high-energy part of the EDX spectrum (> 3 keV). If X-ray lines of
the low-energy part of the EDX spectrum are used, negative film thickness might occur. The primary
energy of the electrons should be chosen such that the transversal length of electron interaction volume
is slightly larger than the nominal film thickness. The minimum detectable film thicknesses measured in
this work were in the range of several ten nanometers corresponding to a few hundred counts per nA.
In a Monte Carlo calculation the number of primary electrons being simulated is limited to a several
thousands. Therefore, the simulated intensity needs to be adjusted. DTSA-II contains several possibil-
ities to do this. Here the simulated spectra were scaled such that both spectra have the same integral
counts. On a qualitative level reasonable results were produced for all samples. However, a quantitative
figure of merit is needed describing the quality of the fit. For example the χ2 method [118] is suited for
that issue. It was found that χ2 increases with the chemical complexity of the sample and with increas-
ing primary electron energy. In addition, the χ2 value of the low energy part (0-2keV) of EDX spectra
is about a factor 10 larger than that in the total spectrum (0-20 keV). This behavior is due to the more
precise knowledge of K ionization cross section and fluorescence yields. The literature on both issues is
quite substantial [94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 90, 89, 88, 91, 92, 93]. Most of the K peaks found in EDX spectra
also have high energies. In contrast, for the L- and M ionization cross sections and fluorescence yields
only few studies exist [99, 94, 100, 89, 90] dealing with this non-trivial issues and the L and M peaks
are mostly located in the low energy part (0-2 keV) of the EDX spectrum. Nevertheless, a good overall
fitting behavior was observed for all simulated spectra.
3.5.2. Computing performance
The computing performance of DTSA-II is one key point. At present DTSA-II can only use a single
core of the processor, i.e. it is not parallelized. However, several instances of the program can run in
parallel if required. We tested the computing performance of DTSA-II by simulating EDX spectra of
two sample types for an increasing number of electrons while logging the time: (i) bulk Si and (ii) an
MgO-buffered DyBCO thin film on a Hastelloy substrate. Simulations were carried out using 10 keV
and 30 keV electron energies on the three hardware systems having the properties listed in Tab.3.11.
A linear relation for simulation time vs. simulated electrons was always obtained. The simulation time
increases with the complexity of samples and the layers penetrated by the interaction volume (the inter-
action volume increases if the electron energy is increased). If the simulation time for 10000 electrons
on System1 is compared to System3 for the two electron energies and the two sample types, System3
was always about 25% faster. System2 lies in terms of computation time always in between System1
and System3. If the computation time of the bulk Si is compared to the DyBCO thin film on System3,
the simulation time increased for the DyBCO thin film by a factor of 4-5 compared to the Si for both
electron energies. The fastest simulation for 10000 electrons (55 min) was found for the Si sample at
10 keV on System3. The longest simulation time (about 11 h) was observed for the DyBCO thin film
sample on System1 using 30 keV electrons.
CPU RAM [GB] Java runtime environment
System1 AMD 3700+ x64@2.2GHz 1 x86
System2 Intel Core2Duo E4600@2.5 GHz 3 x86
System3 Intel Core2Quad Q6600@2.4 GHz 4 x64
Table 3.11.: Features of the used computer systems for EDX spectrum simulation.
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3.6. Summary
Quantitative EDX spectrum simulation was implemented, which calculates the electron scattering in
the excitation volume by a Monte Carlo approach, yielding calculation of electron trajectories, X-ray
emission, X-ray fluorescence, and X-ray absorption. EDX Spectra can be calculated for samples with
complex geometries and can be compared in a straight-forward manner to experimentally obtained spec-
tra. Simulations of electron trajectories and X-ray intensities on the micrometer scale were carried out
yielding optimized acquisition conditions with respect to lateral resolution, precision of quantitative anal-
ysis, and minimum detectable mole fractions. Experimental and simulated EDX calibration curves were
obtained for determining of film thicknesses and roughnesses in ReBCO coated conductors, both being
important in thin film technology.
4. Large-angle electron scattering for layered
functional materials
4.1. Introduction
The nanostructure and chemistry of materials have a great influence on their physical properties. The
optimization of these macroscopic properties by nanostructure engineering is a hot topic in research
nowadays. High-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM)
imaging is the method of choice to reveal the atomic structure of materials since it provides easily inter-
pretable, quantifiable Z-contrast (Z: atomic number) images in contrast to phase contrast based imaging
in high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM). Furthermore, a simultaneous acquisition
of electron energy-loss spectra (EELS) and of HAADF images was demonstrated for the first time for
YBa2Cu3O7-x [119, 120]. Most modern STEMs are able to explore the chemical composition, interdif-
fusion, and electronic structure on the atomic scale for almost any type of material or nanodevice [10].
A number of spectacular atomic resolution HAADF-STEM experiments conducted on various materi-
als have been published over the last 20 years proving the capability of the method [119, 121, 122]. In
case of Bi2Te3-related materials only few studies using HAADF-STEM techniques have been carried out
[123, 124]. We used HAADF-STEM imaging combined with image simulation to identify the elemental
layers and to trace the influence of Se or Sb alloying on the image contrast in n- and p-type Bi2Te3-
related materials, respectively. Similar aspects also hold for DyBa2Cu3O7-x (DyBCO) superconductors
since they are also layered structures. In this thesis the focus lies for DyBCO materials on crystalline
defects and grain boundaries, which influence the critical current of these materials to a great extent. In
addition, a layer-by-layer EELS analysis (StripeSTEM) might reveal the oxygen doping on the atomic
scale.
The motivation to apply HAADF-STEM methods was to use the atomic number sensitivity of electrons
scattered into angles larger than those used in conventional TEM [125]. The striking advantages of
HAADF-STEM Z-contrast based imaging over conventional HRTEM phase contrast imaging are that
(i) no contrast reversal or delocalization occurs in dependence on defocus or sample thickness [2] and
that (ii) simultaneous imaging and spectroscopy with atomic resolution are possible. In HAADF-STEM
the image contrast stems mainly from thermal diffuse (incoherent) scattering. Pennycook and Jesson
[125] showed by using a Bloch wave approach that the image contrast in HAADF images is mainly
due to tightly bound s-states. Thus, the emerging electron intensity is localized on the atomic columns.
The final HAADF image can be understood as a convolution of both, the electron probe and the object
function, which consist just of thickness-integrated s-states at each atomic column. Due to this type of
image formation quantitative analysis of the image intensity is possible with respect to mass densities on
the atomic scale. However, the probe needs to be carefully adjusted in terms of defocus and convergence
angle to guarantee optimum imaging conditions.
HAADF image simulation in Bi2Te3-related materials was applied to prove that
1. in HAADF images the Z-contrast is hardly affected by the TEM sample thickness. In contrast, in
HRTEM phase contrast images often varies systematically with the ratio of sample thickness to
extinction distance (Fig. 10.31 in [2]), which is short for compounds containing heavy elements
(see chapters 13.5, 14.4, and 14.5 in [3] and chapter 10.5 in [2]).
2. Image simulation can be used to quantitatively explore the alloying in real space.
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Furthermore, the simulations offer a new unique way of understanding, how the HAADF image is
formed, how an electron wave propagates through a crystal lattice, and how the final contrast is linked to
the atomic structure of the crystal. For such simulations the open source program QSTEM [11] written
by C.T. Koch was used. First comparative studies of STEM experiments and simulations on the atomic
scale of La0.7Sr0.3MnO3-SrTiO3 multilayer structures were already carried out by van Aert et al. [126].
The StripeSTEM technique [127] allows simultaneous acquisition of HAADF-STEM Z-contrast images
and EEL spectra with atomic resolution. However, the acquisition is carried out line-wise (StripeSTEM)
not pixel-wise (EELS mapping). As quoted by Heidelmann et al. [127] the line-wise StripeSTEM tech-
nique is superior to conventional pixel-wise EELS mapping due to the better control of specimen drift
and the better signal-to-noise ratio of the recorded EEL spectra. The inelastic cross section important for
EELS decreases much faster with the scattering angle as compared to the elastic cross-section determin-
ing the Z-contrast in HAADF images [24]. This allows high-quality HAADF imaging also for relatively
thick sample areas. The inelastic to elastic cross-section ratio is almost linearly decreasing with increas-
ing atomic number Z [24]. The StripeSTEM technique is ideally suited for the analysis of materials with
layered crystal structures or superlattices.
4.2. Experimental
4.2.1. Sample details and sample preparation
Bi2Te3-related materials have a layered pseudo-hexagonal crystal structure (space group R3m, a = 4.395
A˚, c = 30.44 A˚) with quintuple sequences Te1-Bi-Te2-Bi-Te1, stacked along the pseudo-hexagonal c-axis
and with weak van-der-Waals-like bondings between the Te1-Te1 layers [128]. The n-type Bi2(Te0.91,
Se0.09)3 and p-type (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3 bulk compounds presented in this chapter were already pre-
characterized to a great extend. Details about the growth method, the TEM sample preparation, and
the analyses already done can be found in [129, 130, 131, 132, 133]. The chemical composition of the
bulk compounds was determined with high accuracy by Eyidi et al. [134] using wavelength-dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (WDX) in an electron probe microanalyzer.
n-type Bi2(Te0.91, Se0.09)3 and p-type (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3 TEM samples were prepared from pellets syn-
thesized by the Bridgman technique with the c-axis lying in the plane of the TEM sample [131]. The
samples were analyzed in a probe-corrected TITAN 80-300 (S)TEM at Ernst-Ruska Centre in Juelich.
The StripeSTEM method [127] was used to simultaneously acquire HAADF images and EEL spectra of
single Bi(Sb) and Te(Se) layers in p- and n-type materials, respectively. The StripeSTEM spectra were
obtained by integrating the measured column-by-column EELS map parallel to the van-der-Waals gaps
of p-type (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3. Low-Loss EEL spectroscopy was used to determine the local thickness of
the samples in terms of the electron mean free path (mfp) determined by EELS.
The DyBCO coated conductors were grown by the ISD method [135] and the layers, their thicknesses,
and growth parameters were the same as described by Aabdin et al. [136]. Samples were prepared
conventionally by mechanical thinning and subsequent Ar ion milling in a Fischione 1010 ion milling
machine such that the sample normal was aligned along the [110] direction of the DyBCO. HAADF im-
ages were acquired using the FEI Titan3 at the University of Antwerp equipped with a HAADF detector
and operated at 120 kV to prevent knock-on damage on the sample. The microscope had a builtin Cs
probe corrector. Further parameters can be extracted from Tab.4.1.
All experimentally acquired HAADF images were Fourier-filtered [137] to reduce the noise within the
image. Since there can be an error in the 10% range in the scaling in high-magnifaction experimental im-
ages, the experimental line profiles were adjusted such that they were matching (in length) the simulated
line profiles.
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4.2.2. Atomically-resolved HAADF image simulation
Parameter Value Bi2Te3 Value DyBCO
Acceleration Voltage [kV] 300 120
CS3 [mm] 0.001 0.001
CC [mm] 1 1
Energy spread [eV] 0.5 0.5
(Scherzer) Defocus [nm] -1.7 -2.2
Astigmatism [nm] 0 0
Temperature [K] 300 300
Convergence angle [mrad] 25 17.5
Gun Brightness [A cm-2 sr] 0.6×1010 0.6×1010
Probe size [A˚] 1.2 2
Dwell time [µs] 20 4.5
Thermal diffuse scattering used no no
Size of the used supercell [A˚
3
] 43.950 × 38.062 ×
750.000
76.488 × 77.780 ×
584.425
Size of the scan field [A˚
2
] 20×20 40×40
Number of scan points 64×64 128×128
Slice thickness [A˚] 1.25 1.17
HAADF detector inner radius [mrad] 50 50
HAADF detector outer radius [mrad] 150 150
Table 4.1.: Parameters used for atomic resolution HAADF image simulation.
The QSTEM software [11] was used to simulate a thickness series of HAADF images to perform a
quantitative analysis of the experimental images. Atomically-resolved HAADF images were simulated
for the [110] zone axis of the Bi2Te3-related materials and the DyBCO coated conductor, respectively.
The simulation parameters are summarized in Tab.4.1.
In case of Bi2Te3 alloys alloying was included in the simulations by setting a fractional occupation of Se
on Te sites and of Sb on Bi sites in the structure file yielding a random distribution of the alloyed atoms
in the final supercell. Typical calculation times were about 1.2 h for Bi2Te3 images on a Dell Precision
T7500 workstation having two 3.4 GHz Intel Xeon Hex-core processors and 64 GB RAM. Furthermore,
the simulation was configured such that at every 10th slice an image was saved to hard-disk. An example
for a QSTEM structure input file as well as a screenshot of QSTEM’s home screen, where simulation
details can be configured, are provided in the Appendix.
Atomically resolved HAADF images were simulated for n-type Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3 and p-type
(Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3 materials. In the simulation alloying was realized by statistically replacing Te by Se
(n-type) or Bi by Sb (p-type) in 75 nm thick supercells, respectively. The supercell was divided into 600
slices having a thickness of 1.25 A˚ shifted such that the atomic layers are in the center of the slices. The
number of scan points was 64×64 covering an area of 20×20 A˚. The probe array had 128×128 entries.
Thermal diffuse scattering (TDS) was neglected during the multislice calculation.
For DyBCO a thickness series was simulated and fitted to one experimental image. A 58.4 nm thick
DyBa2Cu3O7-x supercell was simulated with respect to atomically resolved HAADF imaging. The su-
percell was divided into 500 slices having a thickness of 1.17 A˚ shifted such that the atomic layers are
in the center of the slices. The number of scan points was 128×128 covering an area of 40×40 A˚. The
probe array had 400×400 entries. TDS was neglected during the multislice calculation.
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4.3. Results
4.3.1. High-angle annular dark-field imaging in Bi2Te3 alloys
an
Figure 4.1.: High-resolution HAADF images in [110] zone-axis orientation. Images are shown in false colors.
(a) Experimental image acquired in Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3 at a sample thickness of 0.5 mfp. Simulated images for (b)
pure Bi2Te3 and (c) the alloy Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3 for a sample thickness of 40 nm. The white lines indicate intensity
line profiles for (d) Bi2Te3 and (e) Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3.
Experimental HAADF images in Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3 were acquired at thicknesses of 0.25 mfp (20 nm),
0.5 mfp (40 nm), and 0.8 mfp (63 nm) on bulk samples. The mean free path (mfp) was determined
by EELS and converted to nm according to Malis et al. [138]. Fig.4.1 shows the comparison of an
experimental HAADF image acquired in Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3 (Fig.4.1a) to the simulated HAADF images
of pure Bi2Te3 (Fig.4.1b) and of Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3 (Fig.4.1c). All HAADF images are displayed in
false color. The white lines being present within Fig.4.1a-c indicate the line profiles extracted from
the images. Fig.4.1d shows line profiles extracted from simulated HAADF images for different sample
thicknesses in pure Bi2Te3 together with the experimental line profile. Fig.4.1e shows the same for the
alloyed material.
Experimental HAADF images in (Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3 were acquired at thicknesses of 0.25 mfp, 0.6 mfp,
and 0.86 mfp corresponding to 21 nm, 50 nm, and 71 nm, respectively. Fig.4.2 shows the comparison of
experimental and simulated HAADF images for (Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3. Intensity lines profiles are presented
in Fig.4.2 for Bi2(Te0.91,Se0.09)3.
4.3.2. StripeSTEM in p-type (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3
Fig.4.3 shows low-loss StripeSTEM data acquired at sample thicknesses between 0.25 mfp and 0.86
mfp. The color coded EELS data (on the right) is correlated with the STEM data (on the left) for each
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Figure 4.2.: High-resolution HAADF images in [110] zone-axis orientation. Images are shown in false colors. (a)
Experimental image acquired in (Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3 at a thickness of 0.6 mfp. Simulated images for (b) Sb2Te3
and (c) (Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3 for a sample thickness of 40 nm. The black lines indicate intensity line profiles for (d)
Sb2Te3 and (e) (Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3.
thickness. Vertical and horizontal line profiles were extracted from the EELS data. The vertical ones
were taken at the Sb-N4,5 and the Te-N4,5 edge, respectively. The horizontal ones were extracted within
the van-der-Waals gap between the Te1-Te1 layers.
Fig.4.4 shows core-loss StripeSTEM data acquired at the Sb/Te-M4,5 edge. The sample thickness was
determined to be 0.46 mfp. The data evaluation was same as for the low-loss case. These data prove that
the individual atomic layers can also be resolved by EELS spectroscopy.
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Figure 4.3.: Low-loss StripeSTEM data of (Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3 for different sample thicknesses (a) 0.25 mfp, (b)
0.6 mfp, and (c) 0.86 mfp. For each subfigure (i) the HAADF STEM image is shown on the left and (ii) the color
coded EELS data together with lines profiles extracted in horizontal and vertical direction on the right. The white
arrows indicate the distances between subsequent van-der-Waals gaps.
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resolution
Figure 4.4.: Te-M45 core-loss StripeSTEM data of (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3 for a sample thickness of 0.46 mfp. The
HAADF STEM image is shown on the left and the color coded EELS data together with lines profiles extracted in
horizontal and vertical direction on the right.
4.3.3. High-angle annular dark-field imaging in DyBa2Cu3O7-x coated conductors
HAADF images were acquired in an ISD coated conductor sample prepared in cross-section. For this
type of samples the sample thickness was not determined for the different images and the probe size was
estimated to about 2 Å from the diffractogram of Fig.4.5a. The exact simulation parameters are listed in
Tab.4.1.
Fig.4.5a shows an experimentally acquired HAADF images of a DyBCO coated conductor in [110]
zone-axis orientation. The displayed area is located near (about 5 nm) the MgO-DyBCO interface. The
image is displayed in false color to emphasize changes in the gray values. The maximum number of gray
values is decreasing in Fig.4.5 from the left to the right edge indicating a decrease in sample thickness.
Fig.4.5b, c and d show simulated HAADF images of a DyBCO coated conductor in [110] zone-axis
orientation for increasing sample thicknesses. The maximum simulated sample thickness yielding useful
output was 23.1 nm. In all images the CuO chain layers appeared as dark gaps if one goes along the
vertical image direction. Furthermore, significant differences in terms of gray values and resolution
between experiment and simulation were observed for all thicknesses indicating that the experimental
sample thickness is larger than 23.1 nm.
Fig.4.5e shows horizontally integrated line profiles of Fig.4.5a to d emphasize the findings in the images.
It can also be observed that the intensity peaks of the single atomic columns are more homogeneous in
the simulation.
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Figure 4.5.: High-resolution HAADF images of a DyBCO coated conductor in [110] zone-axis orientation. Images
are shown in false colors. (a) Experimentally acquired, simulated for a sample thickness of (b) 6.8 nm, (c) 11.5
nm, and (d) 23.1 nm. (e) Vertically integrated intensity profiles of (a), (b), (c), and (d).
4.4. Discussion
4.4.1. Quantitative analysis of alloying in Bi2Te3 compounds in real space
Both n-typeBi2(Te0.91, Se0.09)3 and p-type (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3 are semi-conductors and their physical
properties can be adjusted by alloying. The pseudo-hexagonal unit cell of Bi2Te3 (Fig.4.6a) was shown
in [110] orientation to prove atomic resolution of the HAADF images. In the HAADF images (Fig.4.6b
and c) the qualitative Z2 dependence of the intensities of the atomic columns can clearly be seen: In
Bi2(Te0.91, Se0.09)3 material the heavy Bi atomic columns (Z=83) appear significantly brighter than the
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Figure 4.6.: (a) Hexagonal unit cell of Bi2Te3-related materials in [110] zone axis orientation. Atomically resolved
HAADF image of (b) n-type Bi2(Te0.91, Se0.09)3 and (c) p-type (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3.
lighter Te/Se (Z=52 / Z=34) atomic columns (Fig.4.6b). In (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3 the Bi/Sb (Z=83 / Z=34)
atomic columns appear almost with the same intensity as the Te (Z=52) columns since the mean atomic
number of both columns is similar. Finally, the van-der-Waals gap between the Te1-Te1 layers appeared
as dark gap.
In literature HAADF images resolving individual Sb dopant atoms in Si [122] or different types of artifi-
cial atomic scale multilayer structures [126] have been reported. Therefore, quantification of alloying in
Bi2Te3 compounds in real space should be possible by comparing experimental and simulated intensity
line profiles to each other (Fig.4.1d and e, Fig.4.2d and e).
In Bi2(Te0.91, Se0.09)3 material the best fit was obtained for a sample thickness of 40 nm (Fig.4.1d and
e). The simulated line profile of the alloyed material (Fig.4.1e) fits better to the experimental one than
the simulated line profile of Bi2Te3 (Fig.4.1d). In particular, for the Te atomic columns alloying with Se
yields reduced intensities. Note that for simulation of the alloyed material the high-accuracy chemical
composition as obtained by WDX spectrometry was used [134] and, thus, proving the accuracy of this
method. In (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3 material the best fit in pure material Sb2Te3 was obtained for a sample
thickness of 40 nm (Fig.4.2d) and for (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3 at 50 nm (Fig.4.2e). Thus, one has either to
know the sample thickness or material composition to perform an unambiguous comparison between
experiment and simulation. In our case the composition, i.e. (Bi0.26, Sb0.74)2Te3, was precisely known
from WDX spectrometry [134]. Note that substitution of Sb by Bi yields a slightly higher intensity at
the Bi/Sb atomic columns than at the Te columns.
Another aim of the experiments was to prove that even for compounds with heavy elements HAADF
Z-contrast imaging is superior to HRTEM phase contrast imaging. The acquisition of HAADF images
acquired in Bi2Te3 materials at various thicknesses have shown that the image contrast does only slightly
change with sample thickness. This is particularly beneficial for real-life TEM samples with thicknesses
in the range between 10 nm to 100 nm as used here. In contrast, in HRTEM phase contrast images a
reversal of contrast is already observed at sample thicknesses larger than 10 nm [2]. However, thin TEM
samples are difficult or impossible to prepare due to practical reasons.
Our calculations of atomically resolved HAADF images did not include thermal diffuse scattering (TDS),
i.e. inelastic scattering of electrons on phonons. They can be enhanced by including this scattering mech-
anism to more accurately match the experimental images, since TDS is responsible for most of the high-
angle scattering. Bi2Te3-related materials have an ideal potential for high-accuracy quantitative HAADF
image analysis on the atomic scale and only few (quantitative) STEM studies exist for this material class.
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4.4.2. Simultaneous atomic resolution imaging and EEL spectroscopy in p-type
(Bi0.26,Sb0.74)2Te3
The StripeSTEM experiments, i.e. simultaneous acquisition of atomically resolved HAADF images and
EEL spectra at the elemental layers, allow to correlate the atomic structure with the chemistry or the
atomic bindings. According to Heidelmann et al. [127] the spatial resolution is as good as in a column-
by-column measurement. However, specimen drift and the signal-to-noise ratio are much better in
StripeSTEM measurements. The results presented here are the first ones obtained in Bi2Te3 materials.
The StripeSTEM experiments conducted at low electron energy-losses yielded for all thicknesses a lay-
ered structure as seen in the color coded EELS map (Fig.4.3). The van-der-Waals gaps between the
Te1-Te1 layers could be identified for all thicknesses since the vertical line profiles within the spectral
data matched exactly with the gaps seen in the HAADF images. However, individual elemental layers
could not be identified in the EELS data. Specimen drift limited the spatial resolution. A clear depen-
dence of the spectral data on specimen thickness was not observed in Fig.4.3.
Also, the core-loss StripeSTEM experiments yielded a layered structure, in particular, the van-der-Waals
gap as seen in the EELS data matched with the gaps seen in the HAADF image. Again, individual
elemental layers could not be identified in the EELS data. The core-loss EELS data were altogether
noisier than in the low-loss case due to the high dynamics in EEL spectra. Specimen drift and charging
effect were quite severe for this case.
The van-der-Waals gaps in Bi2Te3 materials were unambiguously identified by the StripeSTEM method.
These gaps yield important materials properties: (i) Bi2Te3 materials can easily be cleaved along the
basal plane due to the weak bondings at this gap. (ii) Highly mobile gliding dislocations in the basal
plane were observed, which are assumed to yield enhanced scattering of phonons and thus low thermal
conductivities [132]. (iii) Impurity atoms might be easily introduced and diffuse along this gap. In
particular, the natural nanostructure (nns) [139] is believed to have its origin in Ar atoms introduced
by ion-milling and diffusing along the van-der-Waals gaps. The nns is a pure structural modulation
with a strong strain field which significantly scatters phonons and reduces the thermal conductivity in
these materials [131]. This opens an essentially new way to implement a phonon-glass / electron-crystal
(PGEC) [140, 128] type of material, which is the key to optimize the thermoelectric materials properties
for a high thermoelectric figure-of-merit ZT. So far, however, a StripeSTEM analysis of TEM sample
with a nns has not been carried out.
4.4.3. Quantitative image simulation in DyBa2Cu3O7-x coated conductors
Fig.4.7a shows the orthorhombic unit cell of DyBCO in [110] orientation to prove the atomic resolution
obtained in Fig.4.7b. In experimental atomically-resolved HAADF images of DyBCO coated conduc-
tors ( Fig.4.7b) the Dy columns are the brightest atomic columns followed by the Ba/O columns. The
Cu/O columns could not be resolved in the HAADF image as individual peaks, they are rather valleys in
between the Dy and Ba peaks. Pennycook and Boatner [119] did similar experiments on ErBa2Cu3O7-x.
The intensity they observed was also brightest for the Er atomic columns, less for the Ba columns, and
least for the Cu columns. They also acquired a thickness series of atomically-resolved HAADF images in
YBa2Cu3O7-x finding that the relative contrast of the single layers does not change with the sample thick-
ness only the overall contrast due to electron absorption. For the atomically-resolved HAADF images of
DyBCO coated conductors we would expect a similar behavior, which was observed in the experiment,
but not in the simulation. There are the following reasons why this is the case: (i) Technical difficulties
during the image acquisition occurred and the exact acquisition conditions are not fully known, (ii) the
coated conductor grains are not single crystalline areas like in the Bi2Te3 but rather containing lots of
crystal defects, and (iii) the analyzed sample area was quite thick (about 100 nm). For the simulation
of atomically-resolved HAADF images of the DyBCO coated conductors crystalline defects were not
considered.
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Figure 4.7.: (a) Orthorhombic unit cell of DyBCO in [110] zone axis orientation. (b) Atomically resolved HAADF
image of the MgO/DyBCO interface.
4.5. Summary
Atomically resolved HAADF images of thermoelectric n-typeBi2(Te0.91, Se0.09)3 and p-type (Bi0.26,
Sb0.74)2Te3 and of DyBCO coated superconductors were simulated for different sample thicknesses and
compared to experimental images. It was shown that the influence of alloying on the HAADF image
intensity could be proven for Bi2Te3-related compounds. An very good fit of experimental and simulated
images was found by including the alloying in the simulation, therefore, we were able to image alloying
in real space. The van-der-Waals gap between Te1-Te1 layers were identified in the StripeSTEM ex-
periments by correlating the EELS data with the simultaneously acquired atomically resolved HAADF
images. In case of the DyBCO coated superconductors atomic resolution could be demonstrated.

5. Electron scattering and electronic transport
quantities in thermoelectric materials
5.1. Introduction
Figure 5.1.: Linking microscopy and spectroscopy results obtained by analytical TEM with calculations of the
electronic transport properties and scattering of high-energy electrons.
The overall goal is to link the physical properties with the nanostructure of a material. The link of
this chapter with the others might not be obvious to the reader on the first instance. The link will be ex-
plained using Fig.5.1 in thefollowing way: The starting point is the atomic structure and the chemistry of
a solid. The atomic structure of a solid is determined by electron diffraction, high-resolution (scanning)
transmission electron microscopy (HR(S)TEM). The chemical composition is determined by analytical
methods like energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis and electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) up
to the atomic level. Wavelength-dispersive X-ray (WDX) analysis applied in an electron-probe microan-
alyzer is used due to the superior energy resolution and detection limit compared to EDX. In a next step,
the obtained results are integrated into a model structure, which is the basis for the simulation of micro-
scopic sample properties like Z-contrast images and EDX spectra. The atomic structure and the chemical
composition of a material are necessary to determine its band structure by e.g. density functional theory
methods implemented for example in the Wien2k code [141]. The band structure itself is the basis for
calculating macroscopic (electronic) transport properties like electrical conductivity σ , thermopower S,
and the thermal conductivity κ by solving the linearized Boltzmann equation. These quantities can be
finally compared to macroscopic, experimental measurements of transport quantities.
The software package BoltzTraP (Boltzmann Transport Properties) [142] is one possibility to calculate
the transport coefficients by solving the linearized Boltzmann equation. BoltzTraP uses a Fourier sum
to fit energy bands, which provides a simple basis for the following integrations for obtaining transport
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coefficients. Since energy bands are given as Fourier sums, their derivatives yield the velocities and their
second derivatives yield the curvature or inverse effective masses. Both quantities are used for calculating
the electronic transport coefficients. The idea of this procedure was developed in 1986 by Koelling and
Wood [143] and was implemented into code by the work of Madsen and Singh in 2006 [142]. However,
BoltzTraP up to version 1.2.1 does not consider phononic contributions to e.g. the thermal conductivity κ
and assumes an energy independent relaxation time τ. However, phononic contributions to the transport
coefficients are in general not negligible.
The implementation of BoltzTraP is briefly explained. The key equations are mentioned and the subrou-
tines in which they are being calculated are given. The reader can follow step by step the most important
formulas and check the corresponding code. It starts with the definition of the star function and ends with
the transport coefficients. More than 10 output files are being generated. They allow the user to check
the results on a more detailed level. BoltzTraP operates in three spaces: real space, reciprocal space,
and energy space. The transfer from k space to energy space via the density of states is of particular
importance.
5.2. Implementation of semi-classical transport equations
The BoltzTraP code is based on the Fourier expansion of band energies, maintaining the space group
symmetry using star functions. The program structure is shown in Fig.5.2. The band structure provided,
e.g. by a Wien code [144] file is read via the subroutine ”read_input”. The mode ”CALC” is used for
calculating the Fourier expansion coefficients. In case of ”NOCALC” the expansion coefficients have to
be loaded from the binary file ”case.engre”. The calculation of the energies ε¯i in Rydberg (Eq. 5.1) and
the star functions S (Eq. 5.2) are done in BoltzTraP according to Pickett et al. [145, 142] and are carried
out in the files ”fite4.f90”, “bands.f90” (subroutine “bands”), and “stern1.f90” (subroutine “stern1”).
ε¯i(k) = ∑
R
cR,i SR(k) (5.1)
SR(k) =
1
n ∑Λ
eikΛR (5.2)
R is a direct lattice vector, k is a reciprocal lattice vector, and Λ are the n point group rotations in the
space group (they can be found at the end of the “*.struct” file). Please note that BoltzTraP always uses
primitive instead of conventional lattices, in particular, for Bi2Te3 rhombohedral direct and reciprocal
base vectors instead of hexagonal ones have to be used (see appendix for transformation). For other
crystal systems such as fcc (face-centered cubic) and bcc (base-centered cubic) similar transformations
are implemented (see p. 145 in [146]). Correct band energies εi are obtained by fitting the ε¯i such that
ε¯i = εi holds, more star functions than band energies are used, and a roughness function is minimized
[142, 145]. The expansion coefficients cR,i are calculated in subroutine ”fite4” in file “fite4.f90”.
The first and the second derivatives in k-space of the band structure εi(k) required for the group velocity
vα(i,k) =
1
h¯
∂εi,k
∂kα
and the inverse mass tensor M−1βu (i,k) =
1
h¯2
∂ 2εi,k
∂kβ∂ku
, respectively, are calculated in
the subroutine ”setfft” in file “setfft.f90” (see Listing 5.1). The related grids are named energygrid,
velocitygrid, and curevaturegrid. Please note that all grids in subroutine “setfft” are still in real space.
The transformation to reciprocal space is done in subroutine “dos” in file “dos.f90” via fast fourier
transformations. The density of states is also calculated in the subroutine “dos” and saved in the second
column of the file “*.transdos”.
The conductivity tensors σαβ (i,k) and σαβγ(i,k) are calculated according to eq. 9 and 10 in [142]
in the subroutine ”dos_histogram” using the energy grid, velocity grid, and curvature grid calculated
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Listing 5.1: Source code of the BoltzTraP subroutine setfft.
1 SUBROUTINE s e t f f t ( e n e r g y g r i d , v e l o c i t y g r i d , c u r v a t u r e g r i d , i f f t , v a l u e )
2 USE d e f s
3 USE b a n d s t r u c t u r e
4 USE l a t t i c e _ p o i n t s ! l a t t i c e p o i n t s w i t h o u t s t a r s g e n e r a t e d i n l a t g e n 2 ; c o n t a i n s on ly
i n t e g e r v a l u e s
5 IMPLICIT NONE
6 INTEGER , INTENT ( IN ) : : i f f t ( 3 ) ! max . a r r a y s i z e s
7 REAL( 8 ) , INTENT ( IN ) : : v a l u e ( nwave ) ! e n g r e v a l u e s
8 COMPLEX( 8 ) , INTENT (OUT) : : e n e r g y g r i d ( i f f t ( 1 ) , i f f t ( 2 ) , i f f t ( 3 ) ) ! b a n d s t r u c t u r e
9 COMPLEX( 8 ) , INTENT (OUT) : : v e l o c i t y g r i d ( i f f t ( 1 ) , i f f t ( 2 ) , i f f t ( 3 ) , 3 ) ! group v e l o c i t y
10 COMPLEX( 8 ) , INTENT (OUT) : : c u r v a t u r e g r i d ( i f f t ( 1 ) , i f f t ( 2 ) , i f f t ( 3 ) , 6 ) ! i n v e r s e e f f e c t i v e mass
11 INTEGER : : i , nw , n s t
12 INTEGER : : i i , j j , i1 , i2 , i3 , i n d e x
13 REAL( 8 ) : : vec ( 3 , 1 ) , mat ( 3 , 3 ) , s t g ( 3 , nsym )
14 REAL( 8 ) : : b r ( 3 , 3 )
15
16 br =MATMUL( a a c _ d i r , p 2 c _ d i r ) ! r e a l s p a c e p r i m i t i v e ( i n c a s e o f Bi2Te3 rhombohedra l ) ba se
v e c t o r s i n column form ; u n i t s : bohr
17 e n e r g y g r i d =CZERO ! i n i t i a l i z e wi th z e r o
18 v e l o c i t y g r i d =CZERO ! i n i t i a l i z e wi th z e r o
19 c u r v a t u r e g r i d =CZERO ! i n i t i a l i z e wi th z e r o
20 DO nw=1 , nwave
21 CALL s t e r n 1 ( l a t t _ p o i n t s ( 1 , nw ) , nsym , symop , n s t , s t g ) ! s t a r f u n c t i o n
22 DO i =1 , n s t ! number o f s t a r s
23 i 1 =INT ( s t g ( 1 , i ) +SIGN ( t e s t , s t g ( 1 , i ) ) )
24 i 2 =INT ( s t g ( 2 , i ) +SIGN ( t e s t , s t g ( 2 , i ) ) )
25 i 3 =INT ( s t g ( 3 , i ) +SIGN ( t e s t , s t g ( 3 , i ) ) )
26 IF ( i 1 . LT . 0 ) i 1 = i 1 + i f f t ( 1 )
27 IF ( i 2 . LT . 0 ) i 2 = i 2 + i f f t ( 2 )
28 IF ( i 3 . LT . 0 ) i 3 = i 3 + i f f t ( 3 )
29 e n e r g y g r i d ( i 1 +1 , i 2 +1 , i 3 +1)= v a l u e ( nw ) / n s t
30 vec ( 1 : 3 , 1 ) =MATMUL( br , s t g ( 1 : 3 , i ) ) ! s t a r v e c t o r a s f u n c t i o n o f p r i m i t i v e base v e c t o r s
i n bohr u n i t s ( s = n1* a1+n2* a2+n3* a3 )
31 mat=MATMUL( vec ,TRANSPOSE( vec ) )
32 i n d e x =0
33 DO i i =1 ,3
34 v e l o c i t y g r i d ( i 1 +1 , i 2 +1 , i 3 +1 , i i ) =IMAG* vec ( i i , 1 ) * v a l u e ( nw ) / n s t ! a s s i g n t h e group
v e l o c i t i e s
35 DO j j =1 , i i
36 i n d e x = i n d e x +1
37 c u r v a t u r e g r i d ( i 1 +1 , i 2 +1 , i 3 +1 , i n d e x )=−mat ( i i , j j ) * v a l u e ( nw ) / n s t ! a s s i g n t h e
i n v e r s e e f f e c t i v e masses
38 ENDDO
39 ENDDO
40 ENDDO
41 ENDDO
42 END SUBROUTINE s e t f f t
previously. The conductivity tensors are being energy projected (switch from k-space to energy space)
according to eq. 11 in [142] inside subroutine ”noculc” (in file “noculc.f90”) and then used to calculate
the Fermi integrals inside the subroutine ”fermiintegrals” (in file “fermiintegrals.f90”). The conductivity
tensors are saved into the files “*.sigxx” and “*.sigxxx”.
The output of the subroutine ”fermiintegrals” are the transport tensors calculated according to equations
12-17 in [142]. The transport tensor traces are written in dependence on the chemical potential µ in
Rydberg and the temperature T in K into the file “*.trace”, whereas the all transport tensor components
can be found explicitly in the files “*.condtens” and “*.halltens”. For the complete file structure of both
files see Tab.5.1. A complete list of in and output files as well as the source code files including a
description is given in Tab.5.2 and Tab.5.3.
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(a) *.trace
Column Quantity Unit
1 Chemical potential µ Ry
2 Absolute temperature T K
3 Number of carriers per unit cell
e
u.c.
4 Density of states n(µ)
5 Seebeck coefficient
V
K
6 Electrical conductivity σv
divided by the relaxation time τ
1
Ωms
7 Hall coefficient RH
m3
C
8 Electronic thermal conductivity
κ divided by the relaxation time
τ
W
mK s
9 Electronic specific heat c
J
mol K
10 Pauli magnetic susceptibility χ
m3
mol
(b) *.condtens.
Column Quantity Unit
1 Chemical potential µ Ry
2 Absolute temperature T K
3 Number of carriers per unit cell
e
u.c.
4-13 Electrical conductivity σv
divided by the relaxation time τ;
component order: xx, xy, xz, yx,
yy, yz, zx, zy, zz
1
Ωms
14-23 Seebeck coefficient; component
order: xx, xy, xz, yx, yy, yz, zx,
zy, zz
V
K
24-33 Electronic thermal conductivity
κ divided by the relaxation time
τ; component order: xx, xy, xz,
yx, yy, yz, zx, zy, zz
W
mK s
34-61 27 Hall coefficients RH
m3
C
Table 5.1.: File structure of the *.trace and *.condtens file.
BoltzTrap
gtfnam
read_input
wien_band phon_band generic_band
bandstyle=WIEN ? bandstyle=PHON ? bandstyle=GENE ? bandstyle=PW ?
pw_interface
add_inv
modus1=CALC modus1=NOCALC
bandana
gen_lattpoints
fite4
generic_tau (if taumodel=true)
read egap & nwave
read latt_points
read engre
read icut1 & icut2
bandstyle=PHON ?Yes No
dos
bands
modus2=BANDS ?Yes No
modus2=BANDS ? modus2=FERMI ? modus2=BOLTZ ?
bands BZ
fermisurface
bandana (if ecut2>ZERO)
dos
fermiintegrals
destroy_bandstructure
Bi2Te3 test files:
bandstyle=WIEN
modus1=NOCALC
modus2=BOLTZ
ecut2=-1
Figure 5.2.: Scheme of the different modules being invoked in BoltzTraP.
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Table 5.2.: In and output files used by BoltzTraP including their description.
File File name status format subroutine comment
5 Bi2Te3.intrans old formatted read_input
stores the input
variables of
BoltzTraP
6 Bi2Te3.outputtrans unknown formatted bandana
stores the output
generated by
BoltzTraP
10 Bi2Te3.energyso old formatted
gene_energy
files_symms(),
wien_structfile
energy-file,
reading nkpt and
nband
20 Bi2Te3.struct old formatted
gene_energy
files_symms(),
wien_structfile
Read the WIEN2k
crystal structure
file
21 Bi2Te3.trace unknown formatted fermiintegrals
Trace values of the
transport tensors
22 Bi2Te3.condtens unknown formatted fermiintegrals
individual
components of the
transport tensors
(3+9+9+9
columns)
24 Bi2Te3.halltens unknown formatted fermiintegrals
individual
components of the
Hall tensors (3+27
columns)
25 Bi2Te3.trace unknown formatted fermiintegrals
same as file 21 if
doping is
considered
26 Bi2Te3.condtens unknown formatted fermiintegrals
same as file 22 if
doping is
considered
30 Bi2Te3_BZ.dx unknown formatted
write_CUBE_FS;
write_dx_BZ
Fermi surface?
Wigner
construction of
Brillouin zones?
31 Bi2Te3_fermi.dx unknown formatted
fermisurface,
write_dx_fs
not accessible
without
modification of the
source code
32 Bi2Te3_sigxx.dx unknown formatted
fermisurface,
write_dx_fs
not accessible
without
modification of the
source code
33 Bi2Te3_sigyy.dx unknown formatted
fermisurface,
write_dx_fs
not accessible
without
modification of the
source code
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37 bands
First derivative of
the band structure
E(k)
34 Bi2Te3_sigzz.dx unknown formatted
fermisurface,
write_dx_fs
not accessible
without
modification of the
source code
35 Bi2Te3_band.dat unknown formatted bands
Band structure
E(k)
36 Bi2Te3_band.gpl unknown formatted gplbands
plot band
structure?
38 bands
Second derivative
of the band
structure E(k)
48 Bi2Te3.engre unknown formatted fite4
Fourier coefficients
of the
bandstructure eq. 1
[142]
49 Bi2Te3.transdos unknown formatted dos
Energy, density of
states (dos1)
50 Bi2Te3.sigxx unknown formatted dos
transport
distribution
51 Bi2Te3.sigxxx unknown formatted dos
transport
distribution
Table 5.3.: Complete list of sources files included into BoltzTraP version 1.2.3.
File # File name File Size [kB] File description
1 add_inv.F90 1
Add center off symmetry for
non-centrosymmetric lattices
2 bandana.F90 4
Sets the range of bands used by
BoltzTraP to calculate transport
coefficients
3 bands.F90 5
Calculates the bands used for the
transport coefficients and their
derivatives. Output in files 35, 37, 38
4 BoltzTraP.F90 11 Main program
5 boseintegrals.F90 13
Phonon contribution to transport
coefficients
6 bz.F90 3
Brillouin zone according to
Wigner-Seitz construction.
7 c3fft.F90 71 3D Fast Fourier Transform.
8 crystal_band.F90 10 Lattice data from CRYSTAL interface
9 dos.F90 8
Calculates the density of states, i.e.
transforms the k space into the energy
space
10 dosvv.F90 5 Calculates unit density of states
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11 dos_histogram.F90 4
Calculates the conductivity tensors
sigma eqs. 9 - 11 in [142] using the
histogram method.
12 dos_tetra.F90 7
Calculates the conductivity tensors
sigma eqs. 9 - 11 in [142] using the
tetrahedron method.
13 fermiintegrals.F90 14
Calculates the electronic transport
coefficients; eqs. 12-15 in [142]
14 fermisurface.F90 5 Calculates Fermi surfaces
15 fite4.F90 6 Implements the eqs. 1 - 5 of [142]
16 generic_band.F90 5
Reads Siesta Abinit and PWSCF band
structure data.
17 generic_lifetime.F90 1
Implements a life time dependency of
the transport coefficients
18 gen_lattpoints.F90 5
Fills all lattice vectors with length
shorther than gmax into the array
latt_points
19 gmlib2.F90 10
Physical constants and utility functions
e.g. cross product calculation etc.
20 gplbands.F90 3 bandstructure plot
21 gtfnam.F90 2 Gets the file names
22 ifflim.F90 1 ??
23 gtfnam.F90 2
Gets the file names of the in and
output files of BoltzTraP
24 kdelta.F90 0 Tests if k is in star of g
25 latgen2.F90 4
Calculates real and reciprocal space
lattice vectors, transformation into
"primitive" lattice vectors according to
ch. 1-2 of [146].
26 Makefile 2
Makefile for a Linux Fortran compiler,
e.g. gefortran
27 m_bandstructure.F90 5
Initializes or destroys the band
structure
28 m_bspline.F90 73
B-spline interpolation in one, two, and
three dimensions. Used by Abinit.
29 m_fermimod.F90 4 ??
30 m_input.F90 4
Reads the input variables from the
case.intrans file
31 m_interfaces.F90 14 Contains different interfaces.
32 noculc.F90 8 Inspired from a noculc.f in WIEN2k
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33 phonondrag.F90 15
Routine to calculate the phonon drag
contribution to the Seebeck coefficient.
Requires electron and phonon group
velocities, and the estimation of 2
relaxation times, for el-ph and ph-ph
processes. The momentum transfer to
electrons is determined by the fraction
of electrons which are scattered to
higher momentum states by
not-yet-equilibrated phonons coming
from the hot side. Currently
(19/3/2013) implements formula from
Cantrell J Phys C 20, pp. 1985-1992
(1987) equation 42, with the matrix
element P replaced by a constant times
N_Q times delta functions for energy
and k conservation.
34 phon_band.F90 3
PHON-WIEN interface, reads band
structure data
35 pw_interface.F90 2
Interface for pwsic band structure
style.
36 readvv.F90 2 Read group velocities?
37 reallocate.F90 3
Dynamic extension of FORTRAN
arrays
38 setfft.F90 2
Initializes the energy grid, velocity
grid and curvature grid
39 setfft2.F90 1
Initializes the energy grid, velocity
grid and curvature grid
40 sortag.F90 4
To sort a vector into increasing order
from A(1) to A(N), a may be type real
or type integer. Vector TAG is
permuted the same as vector A.
41 stern1.F90 2 Calculates the star of g
42 wien_band.F90 8
Reads the band structure data from
Wien2k
43 write_cube_fs.F90 1 ??
44 write_dx_bz.F90 3 ??
45 write_dx_fs.F90 2 ??
46 x_trans 9
Linux console script to organize the
BoltzTraP input files
5.3. Compiling and running BoltzTraP
The BoltzTraP code is freely available on the ICAMS website [147] and was compiled on a Dell Precision
T7500 workstation with the properties listed in Tab.5.4. For this work BoltzTraP version 1.2.1 was
used. The compilation can be conducted either on Linux or on Windows. Both possibilities were tested.
The operating systems and the used compiler software as well as additional packages needed are also
summarized in Tab.5.4.
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Property description Property
Processors 2x Intel Xeon X5690 @ 3.47 GHz
RAM 64 GB
Operating system
openSuse Linux 12.1, Windows Server 2008
R2
Fortran Compiler
Gnu Fortran compiler 4.6 (Linux), Intel
Composer XE 2011 integrated into Microsoft
Visual Studio 2010 (Windows)
Additional packages needed
csh, LaPack and Blas (Linux), Intel MKL
library (Windows)
Table 5.4.: Properties of the Dell Precision T7500 workstation. Please note that the additional libraries are available
via the standard openSuse repositories. The Intel MKL library is part of the Intel Composer XE 2011.
5.3.1. Linux
In Linux Makefiles are used to organize the compilation of the Fortran code. In case of BoltzTraP a
Makefile is already provided inside the ”/src” folder. Please note that all paths quoted in the text are
inside the BoltzTraP program folder. The Makefile (see List. Listing 5.2) was slightly modified since
the latlas library is not present in the openSuse standard repositories and the program also works without
using it but might be less efficient. The compilation and linking process is started if you change inside the
terminal window to the ”/src” directory and type ”make -f Makefile”. This executes the gfortran compiler
with the selected options and links the files. Finally a BoltzTraP executable is generated. BoltzTraP can
be used now.
The csh package is needed to run the ”x_trans” shell script located in the ”/src” folder which gener-
ates a file called ”BoltzTraP.def ” and runs the BoltzTraP executable. The ”BoltzTraP.def ” files asso-
ciates the Fortran file number with the file name used by the operating system. The input test files
as well as some reference output files of, e.g. Bi2Te3 can be found in the folder ”/tests/Bi2Te3” and
”/tests/Bi2Te3/Reference”, respectively. At present time (BoltzTraP v. 1.2.1) only transport properties
can be calculated since the modes ”FERMI” and mode ”BANDS” are not supported yet, i.e. the output
of files #30-#38 is empty.
BoltzTraP can be called via command-line by typing ”BoltzTraP ../../src/x_trans” if the BoltzTraP exe-
cutable and the ”x_trans” shell script are located inside the ”/src” folder. This will automatically take
care of the necessary file actions. Please note that the folder containing the input files has to have the
same name as the input files otherwise an error will be thrown. The output files are in text form and can
be imported in, e.g. Matlab for further processing.
5.3.2. Windows
In Windows the situation is different than under Linux. No Makefiles and console scripts are needed since
with the Microsoft Visual Studio a completely Graphical User Interface based software is available. The
only drawback is that you need to install the commercial Intel Fortran Compiler (included e.g. in Intel
Parallel Studio XE 2011), which integrates easily into Microsoft Visual Studio. However, the great
benefit is that you can debug in Visual Studio in an intuitive way and track the variable values. This was
one key for understanding the code of BoltzTraP. The procedure is as follows:
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Listing 5.2: BoltzTraP Makefile for the gfortran compiler.
1 SHELL = / b i n / sh
2 g f o r t r a n
3 FC = g f o r t r a n
4 FOPT = −g −Wall −p e d a n t i c −march= n a t i v e − f u n r o l l −l o o p s −O3 − f f a s t −math −f g c s e−lm −f g c s e−sm −
f f a s t −math − f t r e e −v e c t o r i z e − f e x t e r n a l −b l a s −fbounds−check − f i n i t − i n t e g e r =−666 − f i n i t −r e a l
=nan
5 LDFLAGS =
6 LIBS = − l l a p a c k − l b l a s
7
8 EXECNAME = B o l t z T r a P
9
10 # ##########################################################
11 FFLAGS = $ (FGEN) $ (FOPT) EXEC = $ (DESTDIR ) /$ (EXECNAME)
12 # . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . #
13
14 # O b j e c t f i l e s common t o bo th REAL and COMPLEX t y p e s u b r o u t i n e s #
15
16 OBJS = r e a l l o c a t e . o gml ib2 . o l a t g e n 2 . o m _ b a n d s t r u c t u r e . o m_input . o g t fnam . o g e n _ l a t t p o i n t s . o
B o l t z T r a P . o wien_band . o phon_band . o g e n e r i c _ b a n d . o add_ inv . o bandana . o s t e r n 1 . o k d e l t a . o
f i t e 4 . o s o r t a g . o g p l b a n d s . o dos . o i f f l i m . o s e t f f t . o c 3 f f t . o f e r m i i n t e g r a l s . o bands . o kcomp
. o bz . o f e r m i s u r f a c e . o s e t f f t 2 . o w r i t e _ d x _ f s . o w r i t e _ d x _ b z . o w r i t e _ c u b e _ f s . o d o s _ h i s t o g r a m
. o d o s _ t e t r a . o n o c u l c . o
17
18 $ (EXEC) : $ (OBJS ) $ (LINKER) $ (LFLAGS) −o $ (EXEC) $ (OBJS ) $ (LDFLAGS) $ ( LIBS ) $ (LFLAGS)
19
20 c l e a n : rm −f * . o * . mod * . pc * . p c l *~
21 . SUFFIXES : . F90 . o
22 . F90 . o : $ (FC) $ (FFLAGS) −c $<
1. Generate a new Fortran project
2. Add the BoltzTraP source files to the project
3. Go to the project property page (“Eigenschaftsseite”) and set under “Konfigurationseigenschaften/-
Fortran/Libraries” the option “Use Intel Math Kernel Library” to “Parallel (/Qmkl:parallel)”. If
this option is not set a Linker error will occur indicating that in file “fite4” the external subroutines
“DGEMM”, “DGETRF”, and “DGETRS” cannot be resolved.
4. The compilation process can be started via “Erstellen/Projektmappe erstellen” or by just pressing
F7.he band structure of Bi2Te3 is used to calculate its macroscopic transport properties.
5. Generate a “BoltzTraP.def” file for your simulation. Please note that all files have the same name
as the directory they are stored in. Example: if the folder is named “case” then the files have to
named “case.intrans”, “case.struct”, “case.energy(so)”, and “case.engre”.
6. Last point before BoltzTraP can be executed is that you need to set the command line argument
in ”Konfigurationseigenschaften/Debugging” to the value ”BoltzTraP.def” if it is already in your
Visual Studio project folder. It tells Visual Studio where to find the input files.
7. If you additionally want to debug please select the following points:
a) Set in “Configuration/Fortran/Debugging” all available settings (3).
b) Set in “Configuration/Linker” the property “Generate Debug Info” to “Yes”.
c) Select the desired break points in the code by right-click and choosing set break point.
d) Then, after you started the debugging by pressing F5 and the program ran into the first break-
point, select the desired variable(s) for monitoring by right-click and ”Überwachung hinzufü-
gen”. The variable value will then be shown in the ”Überwachen” window, which is usually
placed below the editor window.
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5.4. Results and Discussion
The results shown here were calculated for Bi2Te3 using the input files provided with the code. In a first
step the obtained results were compared to the provided reference files. In a second step the obtained
data was compared to experimental transport properties measured in bulk and thin films [148].
5.4.1. Verification of the obtained results with respect to reference data for the
case of bulk Bi2Te3
Fig.5.3a shows the density of states (DOS) depending on the chemical potential µ of Bi2Te3 in a range
of ±4 eV around the band gap. An almost perfect match of our calculation (solid black curve) with the
reference (dashed red line) one was obtained. Furthermore, the form of the DOS and its values agree
with those found in literature for Bi2Te3 [149, 150, 151].
The room-temperature (300 K) electrical conductivity σ parallel (labeled as “xx”) as well as perpendic-
ular (labeled as “zz”) to the basal plane of Bi2Te3 is shown in Fig.5.3b. For both directions calculated
(solid black and red curve) and reference (dashed orange and blue curve) plots were compared yielding
a perfect match of the calculated with the reference curves.
Fig.5.3c shows the (solid black and red curve) and the reference (dashed orange and blue curve) in-
plane (“xx”) and out-of-plane (“zz”) thermopower S of Bi2Te3 at 300 K in dependence of the chemical
potential µ. Again all calculated curves match to their reference ones perfectly. The thermopower vs. µ
plots found in literature [142, 150, 149] do also match in form and values with our calculation.
The electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity κ in dependence on µ is shown in Fig.5.3d. The
line and color coding is the same as for the electrical conductivity. Also here a perfect match between
our calculation and the reference was found. Also a good agreement with the literature [142] was found
where κ is compared to the Wiedemann-Franz law. However, if compared to experimental values one has
to note that the phononic part of the thermal conductivity is not contained in the BoltzTraP calculations.
In Fig.5.3e and f the power factor PF and the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT are shown in dependence
on µ. Both are derived quantities:
PF = S2σ (5.3)
ZT =
PF
κ
T (5.4)
The line and color convention was kept also for both plots. Since the original in-plane and out-of-plane
quantities did not yield any deviation between calculation and reference, also PF and ZT yielding a
perfect match for both directions, respectively. The PF plots also match with the ones found in literature
[142, 150] quite well in form and values. However, for ZT our calculation and the literature [150] differ
significantly. This can be explained with a different κ being used, since the PF values are matching quite
well. In our calculation only the electronic part of κ is used whereas in the literature also the phononic
part is considered since an experimentally acquired κ was used.
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Figure 5.3.: Comparison of calculated Bi2Te3 transport data with reference data provided with the BoltzTraP
code [147] in dependence of the chemical potential µ for a fixed temperature of 300 K. Calculated values are
shown as solid and reference plots as dashed lines. (a) Density of states (DOS), (b) electrical conductivity σ , (c)
Thermopower S, (d) electronic heat conductivity κ , (e) power factor ( PF = S2σ ), and (f) the thermoelectric figure
of merit ZT = S
2σ
κ T .
The BoltzTraP code can also calculate temperature dependent transport quantities as shown in Fig.5.4.
This figure shows the temperature dependent transport quantities for a fixed chemical potential µ of
-0.0655 eV. This corresponds to the left ZT maximum in Fig.5.3f. Fig.5.4a shows the temperature
dependence between 50 and 800 K of the electrical conductivity σ . Both, our calculated and the reference
data match quite well. Interestingly, the electrical conductivity increases with temperature rather than
it decreases as it could be found in literature [152, 149]. This behavior does not depend on µ since the
σ -T behavior is similar for µ values close to the band gap. The only difference between our calculation
and that of Huang and Kaviany [149] is that they are using a modified BoltzTraP version including an
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Figure 5.4.: Comparison of calculated Bi2Te3 transport data with reference data provided with the BoltzTraP code
[147] in dependence of the temperature T for a fixed chemical potential µ of -0.0655 eV. (a) Electrical conductivity
σ , (b) thermopower S (c) electronic heat conductivity κ , and (d) the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT = S
2σ
κ T .
energy-dependent relaxation time and also a temperature dependency of the band structure itself, which
might explain the differences.
Fig.5.4b shows the temperature dependency of the thermopower, where our calculation and the refer-
ence data again fitted quite well. For both directions an increase was observed up to 300 K. For higher
temperatures the in-plane (“xx”) component of the thermopower remained almost constant whereas the
ou-of-plane (“zz”) component increased further up to 800 K. In the low-temperature regime (T < 300
K) our results fit quite well to the literature [152, 149]. However, for temperatures larger than 300 K
the results begin to differ from experimental values where a decrease of the thermopower was observed.
Huang and Kaviany [149] showed clearly that if an energy-dependent relaxation time and also a tem-
perature dependency of the band structure itself were used the simulated results fit quite precisely to
experimental values up to 500 K whereas if a constant relaxation time and a fixed band structure are
used the simulated thermopower values remain to large for temperatures larger than 300 K. Addition-
ally, the in-plane thermopower values calculated by Huang and Kaviany [149] are about 30-40 % larger
than our values for 300 K. However, it was not clear for which chemical potential they calculated their
thermopower values.
Fig.5.4c shows the temperature dependency of the electronic part of the heat conductivity κ . Again our
calculation matches with the reference values in all cases. The κ data increases with the temperature up
to 800 K for both cases (in-plane and out-of-plane). However, if compared to the results of Huang and
Kaviany [149] they also find an increase of the electronic thermal conductivity with T up to 500 K if they
use the BoltzTraP calculation, but their values are almost by a factor of 10 smaller than our values, which
might again be attributed to an energy-dependent relaxation time and also a temperature dependency of
the band structure itself.
The calculated ZT shown in Fig.5.4d matches of course with the reference one due to its matching
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components (σ , S, and κ). If we compare our ZT calculation to that of Huang and Kaviany [149], one
immediately sees that the peaking behavior in our ZT values is less compared to the ZT values of Huang
and Kaviany [149]. Also the absolute ZT values are overestimated in our case for high temperatures
(T > 300 K), which is again attributed to the energy-dependent relaxation time and also a temperature
dependency of the band structure itself used by Huang and Kaviany [149].
5.4.2. Comparison of calculated transport properties to experimental measure-
ments of Bi2Te3 bulk and thin films
Figure 5.5.: Dependence of thermopower S (a) and electrical conductivity σ (b) on charge carrier density n for
Bi-Te materials as presented by Peranio et al. [148]. Blue circles indicate in-plane values obtained from a stoi-
chiometry series of MBE grown thin films with a Te content between 52.3 at.% to 61.8 at.% [153]. Red squares
indicate basal plane values of bulk with a Te content between between 51.5 at.% to 70.5 at.% [128, 154]. Solid
black lines indicate basal plane transport properties of Bi2Te3 as a function of the chemical potential calculated by
solving the linearized Boltzmann equation [142, 150].
Transport theory predicts for Bi2Te3 a very sensitive dependence of the thermopower on the charge
carrier density as shown in Fig.5.5a. Results of Bi2Te3 bulk compounds [128, 154] show that Bi-rich
samples are p-type and Te rich samples are n-type, these results are nicely matched by the BoltzTraP
calculation (Fig.5.5a). Note that p-type Bi2Te3 thin films were not obtained (Fig.5.5a) by the thin film
preparation technology although the Te content was varied from 52.3 at.% to 61.8 at.% [153]. Details
are discussed by Peranio et al. [148].
In case of the electrical conductivity a good agreement of the BoltzTraP simulation and the Bi2Te3 bulk
measurements was found (Fig.5.5b). However, for the Bi2Te3 thin films a large deviation of electrical
conductivity-charge carrier density interrelation was found. Peranio et al. [148] found in the microstruc-
ture oxygen rich secondary phases at grain boundaries being responsible for this behavior.
In summary, a good agreement of the BoltzTraP simulation with the Bi2Te3bulk materials was found indi-
cating that the program does its job correctly. In the thin films experimental and simulated thermopower
agreed well. However, the electrical conductivity was sensitively affected by oxidized secondary phases,
yielding large variations between experimental and simulated values [148].
5.5. Conclusions
It could be shown that the BoltzTraP code could be successfully compiled in Windows as well as in
Linux. It could be shown that in the case of Bi2Te3 the program does a correct job: Our calculated
transport data agrees nicely with (i) the provided reference data, (ii) the literature, and (iii) experimental
bulk values for quantities dependent on the chemical potential µ. In case of temperature dependent trans-
port quantities differences were found with respect to literature data especially in the high temperature
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regime. This is attributed to the fixed relaxation time and the temperature independence of the band
structure in our case. The introduction of a relaxation time dependence into BoltzTraP code would be of
great importance for future calculations.

Part III.
Structure-property correlation by
electron microscopy techniques

6. Biaxially textured MgO buffer layers on ran-
domly oriented substrates
6.1. Introduction
With the second generation of coated conductors grown on flexible metal tapes practical applications
in the electric power industry came into reach [155, 156]. Large efforts were needed for texturing the
superconducting layer consisting of ReBa2Cu3O7-x (Re=rare earth) layers. A common problem in early
coated conductors was limited currents due to weak links created by large angle grain boundaries [64].
Major improvements on current current density were made by technologies such as RABiTS (Rolling
Assisted biaxially Textured Substrates) [115] or IBAD (Ion Beam Assisted Deposition) [68] and, also,
ISD [116, 157, 135].
After more than 30 years the ISD technique [158] was rediscovered and nowadays used by several groups
and companies for coated conductor deposition [78, 159, 160]. An untextured substrate needs to be
inclined under vacuum conditions vs. the incoming vapor. Anisotropy of diffusion will lead to a faceted
surface structure and biaxially textured grains on a randomly orientated, polycrystalline substrate. Not
all materials will yield a high-quality biaxial textured surface. Bauer [161] studied three materials grown
by ISD, namely MgO, CeO2 and yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) on Hastelloy substrates. The results
were compared to each other and it was found that YSZ and CeO2 were not suitable for coated conductor
growth due to bad texture transfer and crystallographic improper orientation. The different behavior of
compounds during ISD deposition is mainly due to their anisotropy of surface energies.
6.2. Experimental
All MgO films included in this work were grown by the ISD technique. As a substrate material a non-
magnetic HASTELLOY® C276 (a Ni-Mo-Cr alloy) tape was used. In a first step the substrate was
cleaned and flattened by electro-polishing to get better adhesion of the subsequently grown MgO film.
For the subsequent MgO growth the substrate was tilted by an angle α towards the incoming MgO vapor
as shown in Fig.6.1a. MgO was evaporated by e-beam evaporation and deposited at ambient temperature
under vacuum conditions for semi-processed samples. The resulting film geometry is shown in Fig.6.1b-
c. For fully processed samples an additional MgO and a REBa2Cu3O7-x layer were grown in an untilted
position at elevated temperatures as indicated in Fig.6.1d. Further growth details can be found in [135].
Samples were characterized using a Jeol 6500F Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), a JPK Nanowiz-
ard Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), and a Zeiss 912Ω Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) with
an in-column omega energy filter operated at 120 kV. SEM and AFM were used to characterize the sam-
ple surfaces, whereas TEM was used to study volume properties of the samples. TEM samples were
prepared in cross-section either by conventional grinding, polishing and ion beam milling techniques or
by the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) method.
TEM images and diffraction patterns were acquired using a 5 or 10 eV energy slit aperture to reduce
inelastically scattered electrons contributing to the image background. For bright and dark-field imaging
a 3.5 mrad objective aperture was used. Diffraction patterns were acquired with a 700 nm selected
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area electron diffraction (SAED) aperture. For analysis of radial and polar intensities within diffraction
patterns the Gatan Digital Micrograph DiffTools script was used [162].
Figure 6.1.: (a) Schematic of Inclined Substrate Deposition [77], (b) sample geometry in a cross-sectional view
(note that the tape direction is perpendicular to the paper plane and along the (110) direction), (c) layer structure
of semi-processed samples and (d) same as (c) for fully-processed samples.
6.3. Results
6.3.1. Surface structure of ISD MgO films
The surface structure of ISD MgO is very important for subsequent High-Temperature Superconductor
(HTS) growth. Hence, a detailed surface analysis is required. SEM and AFM images were acquired on
a selected set of samples to characterize the MgO top surface morphology, i.e. to determine the facet
length and facet height in dependence of the MgO film thickness. For the MgO nucleation layer AFM
and SEM results are shown in Fig.6.2a and b and for a well-textured 2 µm thick MgO film in Fig.6.2c
and d, respectively. Quantitative analysis of AFM and secondary electron images revealed that at 100 nm
MgO layer thickness no faceted structure was visible (nucleation layer). Only in MgO films with layer
thicknesses exceeding 800 nm, the surface appeared to be well-faceted (as can be seen Fig.6.2c and d).
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Figure 6.2.: Surface analysis of the MgO nucleation layer by AFM (a) and SEM (b) and of a well-textured 2 µm
thick MgO film by AFM (c) and SEM (d).
Figure 6.3.: (a) SEM plan-view image of an ISD MgO surface. The white arrow shows a typical area from which
line scans were acquired to determine the facet length. (b) Facet height (extracted from AFM images not shown
here) and facet length for different MgO layer thicknesses.
Along the white arrow inside Fig.6.3a an intensity profile was acquired. From this intensity profile a
mean facet length was determined. A similar procedure was applied to the AFM images from which
a height profile was obtained to determine the facet height. Both results are plotted together inside
Fig.6.3b. Note that the profile direction in both cases was along the cross-sectional direction of the
tape. The error bars in Fig.6.3b denote the standard deviations determined from several facet length
measurements.
For MgO film thicknesses less than 800 nm no facet structure was visible. At an MgO layer thickness of
800 nm a facet length of 71 nm and a facet height of 18 nm were measured, whereas at an MgO layer
thickness of 5 μm a facet length of 230 nm and a facet height of 64 nm were found. Consequently, the
MgO film roughness, i.e. facet height, and facet length both increase with the MgO film thickness as
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can be seen in Fig.6.3b. At MgO film thicknesses larger than 2 μm also a facetted fine structure was
observed.
6.3.2. Volume structure of ISD MgO films
TEM cross-section analysis of MgO thin films was applied to understand the initial steps of MgO growth.
For this a thin film of 100 nm thickness was selected that represents the MgO nucleation layer. Fig.6.4a
and b are dark-field images of the MgO nucleation layer obtained with (002) reflections (Fig.6.4a) and
(220) reflections (Fig.6.4b) as in indicated in the corresponding diffraction pattern shown in Fig.6.4c.
From both dark-field images a grain size of 20 nm was determined. False colors were applied to enhance
contrast and the visibility of the highly dynamic diffraction pattern shown in Fig.6.4c. The diffraction
pattern clearly shows a poly-crystalline MgO reflection rings. The radial and the (002) polar intensity
profile are shown in Fig.6.4d and e. The inhomogeneously distributed reflections show that the MgO
nucleation layer is slightly textured. We also found an MgO grain size of 20 nm in a 100 nm thick
semi-processed film. This suggests that the growth for all ISD MgO films follows a common model.
Figure 6.4.: TEM dark-field images of the MgO nucleation layer showing individual grains acquired with (a) (002)
spots, (b) (220) spots, (c) corresponding diffraction pattern in false colors of the polycrystalline MgO layer, (d)
radial intensity of the diffraction pattern shown in (c) and (e) polar intensity distribution of the (002) ring.
The MgO texture evolution is of crucial importance since it influences severely the subsequent super-
conductor growth. The choice of growth parameters controls totally the overall tape quality within the
ISD buffer-layer growth. For texture analysis electron diffraction techniques were applied for both well-
textured and poorly textured samples.
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Figure 6.5.: Texture analysis of a well-textured sample by electron diffraction in the TEM. (a) Low magnification
bright-field image. (b) Diffraction pattern displayed in false colors acquired at area (b). (c) Radial intensity profiles
of (b) and (d) (002) polar intensity profiles of (b). Subfigures (e) to (g), (h) to (j) and (k) to (m) show similar images
as subfigures (b) to (d). The red arrow indicates the starting point and direction of the polar intensity profiles.
Fig.6.5a shows a cross sectional TEM bright-field image of the MgO buffer layer of a well-textured
sample. The dashed white circles indicate the position and size of the selected area aperture used for
acquiring the diffraction patterns shown in Fig.6.5b, e, h, and k. All diffraction patterns were analyzed
with respect to radial and (002) polar intensities. The results are shown in Fig.6.5c-m. It was expected
that with increasing distance from the Hastelloy/MgO interface the texture would increase. As a conse-
quence the (002) reflection gets more and more pronounced in the diffraction patterns whereas the (111)
reflection decreases in intensity. The radial intensity profiles in Fig.6.5 nicely prove this. At the same
time in the polar intensity profiles the intensity of all reflections except the (002) reflections decrease.
This indicates that for a well-textured sample the only slightly textured structure in the nucleation layer
changed into an almost single crystalline one. Fig.6.5d, g, i and m show this transition very clearly.
Fig.6.6 shows the same contents as Fig.6.5 but for a poorly textured sample. These results were, however,
very different from those shown in Fig.6.5. The radial intensity profiles in Fig.6.6 show a significant
amount of (111) intensity still present at a distance of 1500 nm from the Hastelloy/MgO interface. In
the (002) polar profiles more than two strong reflections were observed at the same thickness indicating
a poor texturing. This is in contrast to the (002) polar profile acquired at the same MgO thickness in
well-textured samples where only two strong reflections were present.
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Figure 6.6.: Texture analysis of a poorly textured sample by electron diffraction in the TEM. a) Low magnification
bright-field image. (b) Diffraction pattern displayed in false colors acquired at area (b). (c) Radial intensity profiles
of (b) and (d) (002) polar intensity profiles of (b). Subfigures (e) to (g), (h) to (j) and (k) to (m) show similar images
as subfigures (b) to (d). The red arrow indicates the starting point and direction of the polar intensity profiles.
MgO film thickness [nm] Well-textured Poorly textured
100 2.5 1.1
200 5.2 2.4
400 7.0 3.1
1500 9.1 3.3
Table 6.1.: Background corrected (002)/(111) ratios indicating the texture
development with increasing MgO film thickness.
The (002)/(111) peak ratio was
calculated as function of the dis-
tance from the interface and quan-
tifies the MgO texture. It is
large for well-textured MgO films
and small for poorly textured
MgO films. Tab.6.1 summarizes
the (002)/(111) peak ratio results
obtained from the well textured
and the poorly textured sample.
For the well-textured sample the
(002)/(111) peak ratio increased with the distance from the interface from 2.5 to 9.1. In contrast for
the poorly textured sample it increased only slightly from 1.1 to 3.3.
Diffraction contrast techniques were also applied to determine grain and defect structures within the
MgO layer. Fig.6.7a shows a low-magnification bright-field image. The large crack is a preparation
artifact. The small inset shows a diffraction pattern acquired in this sample area. Fig.6.7b shows the
corresponding (002) dark-field image. In these images it was observed that the MgO layer consisted of
(002) oriented columnar grains rotated by a maximum of 16° with respect to each other. Also a large
amount of extended defects was observed within single columns due to the diffraction contrast present
in Fig.6.7b.
Fig.6.7c and d show high magnification dark-field images of single MgO grains located in the MgO
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cap layer. Several areas within Fig.6.7c and d are indicated by numbers and will be addressed in the
following: #1 denotes Moiré fringes present at grain boundaries. #2 shows dislocations within the MgO
and #1+2 indicates Moiré contrast due to overlapping grains with overlying dislocation contrast, i.e.
dislocations lie very close in this region. #3 shows dislocation loops with 5 nm in diameter and #4
denotes dislocations in weak-beam contrast. #5 shows MgO facets in cross-sectional view on the MgO
top surface. As can be seen dislocations also run through the facet surface. #6 indicates grain boundaries.
As can be seen from the images the grain boundaries are curved. They tend to tilt away from the [002]
direction. From Fig.6.7d a dislocation density of 2×109 cm-2 was determined.
Figure 6.7.: TEM diffraction contrast images of the MgO ISD layer and the MgO cap layer. (a) Bright-field
image with inset color-coded diffraction pattern, (b) corresponding (002) dark-field image to (a), (c) and (d) are
high-magnification dark-field images in the MgO cap layer showing a large density of extended crystal defects.
6.4. Discussion
For coated conductor growth it is necessary to biaxially align the single ReBCO (Re = rare earth barium
copper oxide) grains avoiding large angle grain boundaries, which dramatically reduce the amount of
current being transported [64]. There are three major methods to obtain this biaxial texturing. First,
there is the RABiTS method in which a Ni substrate is biaxially textured by thermo-mechanical process-
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ing [163]. Second, there is IBAD method where a stack of buffer layers is deposited on an untextured
substrate e.g. a Ni-based alloy with the help of an ion source [68]. The biaxial texture originates from the
buffer layer and is transferred to the subsequently grown superconducting layer. A third way to obtain
biaxially textured superconducting layers is the ISD method [160, 116, 135]. Here, MgO is thermally
evaporated and then grown on an inclined untextured substrate. Thermally activated directional diffusion
and shadowing of slowly growing crystallites creates a columnar-grown biaxially textured MgO buffer
layer. The surface of this buffer layer is sharply faceted. On each MgO facet a biaxially oriented Re-
BCO grain can grow epitaxially yielding small-angle ReBCO grain boundaries and high critical currents.
ReBCO thin films grown on (001) oriented MgO single crystals were reported in literature showing epi-
taxial growth. However, high critical currents can only be obtained if the deposition angle has the correct
value. Too large or too small deposition angles yield no regularly faceted surface [79] and thus no bi-
axial texture and low critical currents. Each of the three methods described above has its advantages
but also its disadvantages. The first two methods i.e. RABiTS and IBAD are unstable with respect to
a-axis growth. The ReBCO growth direction has no component in the (a,b)-plane for both technologies.
In ISD technology this issue is different. Due to the tilted geometry the ReBCO growth direction has
a component in the (a,b)-plane suppressing a-axis growth. The driving force behind this growth type is
the inclination of the MgO facets, which is due to the anisotropy of the MgO surface energies. A more
detailed analysis of the MgO/DyBCO interface is present by Aabdin et al. [136].
From TEM diffraction patterns it is possible to extract crystal orientation data. For ISD grown MgO
layers qualitative TEM data [79, 164] and also quantitative X-ray and AFM data [79, 165] already exist
showing the texture development in the ISD MgO layer. Within this work it was possible to systemati-
cally quantify TEM diffraction data via the Digital Micrograph script DiffTools [162], i.e. it was possible
to easily obtain radial and polar intensity profiles. The background subtracted (002)/(111) intensity ratio
extracted from radial intensity plots increased with increasing distance from the Hastelloy/MgO interface
for a well-textured sample (see Fig.6.5). This is consistent with the observations of Xu et al. [79] and
Koritala et al. [164]. Both found also an increase of MgO texturing with increasing distance from the
substrate/MgO interface. Data evaluation of the same diffraction data by two different people yielded
similar results for the (002)/(111) intensity ratio. Our AFM measurement of a MgO facet height of
around 35 nm corresponding to a Root Mean Square (RMS) value of 12.8 nm which fits well to a RMS
value of about 10 nm measured by Koritala et al. [165]. Both measurements were obtained for a 2 µm
thick MgO film.
The nucleation layer is polycrystalline and consists of 20 nm sized nano-crystallites having arbitrary
orientations as shown in Fig.6.4. The surface of this nucleation layer is still unfaceted. Thermally
activated directional diffusion of the MgO vapor and the fact that MgO (002) planes decrease the surface
free energy [164] yielding a (002) faceted surface. The growth of other directions e.g. the (111) direction
is suppressed as can be seen from Figs. 6 and 7. The facet inclination angle depends on the substrate-
tilting angle α as shown by Xu et al. [79]. It linearly increases with α. As predicted by the van der Drift
theory [166] the facet width (i.e. grain size) and facet height (i.e. surface roughness) increase both with
the film thickness according to a power law as shown in Fig.6.3b. The van-der-Drift theory predicts in
three dimensions an exponent of 0.40 for both facet width and height on a uniformly smooth substrate
and a flat geometry [167]. For tilted geometries theoretical exponential values of 0.5 were predicted
[168]. However, we found in our experiments exponents of 0.63 and 0.67 being significantly larger than
both theoretical values. As mentioned in the introduction part, the substrate surface and its roughness
will influence the thin film growth i.e. also larger values than 0.5 for the exponents are possible depending
on the substrate surface properties [169]. Especially the “noise level” present at the substrate surface will
increase the exponents. The Hastelloy substrates used in this work have a RMS surface roughness of >
0.15 nm [157] forming this “noise level”. Koritala et al. [164] experimentally observed an increase of
MgO grain size from 20 nm in a 50 nm thick MgO film to 100-200 nm for a MgO film of 3 µm thickness.
This fits very well to our own observations shown in Fig.6.3 showing that ISD growth follows a common
model.
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Monte Carlo calculations of ISD growth were carried out by Bauer et al. [78]. It was found out that MgO
columns with (002) terminated surfaces grew faster than any other. The influence of several parameters
was carefully analyzed. It was found out that thermally activated directional diffusion is not necessary
for a biaxially textured growth process but has a positive influence on it and thus cannot be neglected to
explain the experimental observations. Within the Monte Carlo simulations following parameters were
varied: (i) the layer thickness and (ii) the crystal orientation. For point (i) Bauer et al. [78] found a good
agreement between simulation and experiment. In addition, our measurements confirm his findings. We
also find the same column orientation and an increase in column diameter with increasing film thickness.
In a second step (ii) Bauer et al. [78] varied the texture angle, the rotation of the texture around the
substrate normal, and the rotation around the (001) texture axis. The simulations showed that for a sub-
strate tilting angle of 40° which is the value used in our samples the texture angle has a maximum around
30°. This value was also observed for example in well-textured samples. Furthermore, the simulation
predicted perpendicular growth of the columns for these values. Again the experimental column-tilting
angle of 3-5° is very close to that prediction. For the rotation around the substrate normal the simulations
showed for a substrate tilting angle of 40° a slight maximum for the [001](110) orientation which was
observed in all our experiments. The same is valid for the rotation around the (001) texture axis.
6.5. Summary/Conclusions
The surface structure of ISD grown MgO films were studied by SEM, AFM, and TEM. Only for MgO
films thicker than 800 nm surface faceting was observed by SEM and AFM. At a MgO layer thickness
of 800 nm a facet length of 71 nm and a facet height of 18 nm were measured, whereas at a MgO layer
thickness of 5 μm a facet length of 230 nm and a facet height of 64 nm were found. The MgO facet
evolution could be explained by the van-der-Drift model. The (002)/(111) peak ratio obtained from TEM
diffraction experiments revealed the amount of texture present in ISD MgO films. It was shown that all
observations fit perfectly to the ISD growth model and the Monte Carlo simulations of Bauer et al.

7. DyBa2Cu3O7-x thin films grown on biaxially
textured MgO buffer layers
7.1. Introduction
Coated conductors are the most promising material to meet the challenges imposed by energy technolo-
gies for applications at 77 K and higher magnetic fields [170]. In order to foster commercial applications
of coated conductors the main focus of industrial research is directed towards increasing tape length,
demonstrating perspectives of low production cost, improved superconducting properties (jc, anisotropy
of jc etc.), and reduced AC losses. Coated conductors are today the most promising candidates for su-
perconducting wires for magnet and energy technology. They will substitute Bi-2223 tapes and open the
door for new applications of superconductivity.
During the last years several applications of HTS (high-temperature superconductors) were successfully
realized in RABiTS or IBAD coated conductor technology [156, 155]. ISD is another promising tech-
nique for coated conductor fabrication offering both fast processing and excellent biaxial texture of the
HTS [159, 78, 171]. Latest progress in ISD technology offers a serious and economic fabrication route
for coated conductors. Together with specialized evaporation techniques ISD is a viable and economic
way to produce second-generation HTS tapes for commercial applications [135]. The most important
and technically challenging steps for the fabrication of coated conductors are the deposition of a biax-
ially textured buffer layer and the superconductor film in a reel-to-reel configuration. Since reference
[78] was published great progress has been achieved.
TEM analysis of ReBCO (rare earth barium copper oxide) thin films has turned out to be of great im-
portance for understanding structure-property correlations [172]. ISD grown coated conductors have not
been investigated so far. Detailed studies on the growth of buffer layers for RABiTS coated conductors
and a description of the used methodology were reported in [173]. Great progress has also been achieved
in FIB preparation of coated conductor cross-sections ready for TEM [174]. The inclined orientation of
the superconducting layer yields new microstructural features and, therefore, different superconducting
properties as compared to RABiTS or IBAD grown films.
7.2. Experimental
7.2.1. Thin film deposition
The non-magnetic Ni-based alloy Hastelloy® C276 was used as substrate. After electro-polishing an
ISD MgO layer was deposited as it is schematically shown in Fig.7.1a using high deposition rates (> 5
nm s-1). The tape was inclined by an angle α of 25°-30° towards the direction of the incoming MgO vapor.
It is important to note especially for the interpretation of current measurements that the inclination angle
is towards the side of the tape and not along its length. On top of the 2.4 µm thick ISD buffer layer, a 200
nm thick MgO cap layer was grown homoepitaxially at 720°C in an untilted configuration and with a
smaller deposition rate. Subsequently, a DyBCO layer was deposited by continuous flash evaporation of
granular stoichiometric material with a deposition rate of 1 nm s-1. The substrate temperature was 650°C
and an oscillating shuttle supplied the required oxygen for the cube-on-cube growth of the DyBCO phase.
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In a final step, before the coated conductor was annealed in a tube furnace at 800 mbar oxygen pressure,
a 500 nm thick Ag layer was deposited on top of the HTS. Further details of the processes are described
in [175].
7.2.2. Basic characterization
Superconducting critical current densities were measured either resistively for short samples or by a
reel-to-reel Hall sensor measurement [176] for longer samples applying a 1 µV cm-1 criterion. The
critical current density of the coated conductor was measured for different magnetic field strengths and
directions. For this, a DyBCO bridge was chemically etched such, that it was 40 µm wide and 1 mm
long. The critical current density jc was measured by a 4-point method with a field criterion of 7.5
µV cm-1 using a high-resolution two-axis goniometer [177]. It was mounted in a variable temperature
insert placed in the bore of an 8 T superconducting magnet. By tilting the substrate, the critical current
density can be determined for different angles between magnetic field and substrate normal. The current
direction was always perpendicular to the magnetic field. The texture of the ISD-MgO was investigated
by standard X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) for examining of the
surface structure.
7.2.3. TEM sample preparation and analysis
Element X-ray line energy [keV] X-ray line series Cliff-Lorimer k-factor
Dy 6.495 L 2.304
Ba 4.446 L 2.050
Cu 8.048 K 1.457
Ag 2.984 L 1.756
Table 7.1.: Data used for the quantification of EDX spectra.
The TEM sample preparation was done in a FIB workstation (Zeiss Crossbeam 1540). A TEM lamella
was cut out by the ion beam, lifted out, and finally attached to the TEM sample holder. The quality of
the sample was documented by TEM images, but also by Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectra. FIB
sample preparation for TEM of ISD grown coated conductors is demanding, because (i) they consist
of materials with different sputtering rates, e.g. MgO and DyBCO (ii) large film thicknesses, especially
of the MgO buffer layer, and (iii) strain present in the films. The TEM experiments were carried out
in a Zeiss EM912 Omega transmission electron microscope, operating at 120 kV acceleration voltage,
equipped with an Oxford EDX detector. For the analysis energy-filtered bright and dark-field images,
selected area diffraction patterns, and EDX spectra were acquired. Bright and dark-field images were
acquired under two-beam (systematic row) conditions 10-20° off the [110] zone axis of the DyBCO. The
EDX acquisition time was 50 to 150 seconds. Spectra were quantitatively analyzed by the Cliff-Lorimer
k-factor method. Details are listed in Tab.7.1.
7.3. Results
7.3.1. MgO texture
The basic mechanism for texturing during the ISD process was already described in [78] and is schemat-
ically shown in Fig.7.1a. Due to the high deposition rate (> 5 nm s-1) and growth selection by shadowing
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effects, only MgO grains with in-plane alignment yield a substantial growth rate, and thus the necessary
texture for subsequent HTS crystal growth is formed. The result is a columnar structure with tilted end
planes. The surface plane of each column is oriented towards the incoming MgO vapor, whereas the
columns themselves tend to bend away from the deposition direction. The inclination angle α is yet not
fully preserved, so that the [002] direction of the MgO is tilted by about β = 25° with respect to the
substrate normal. This can also be seen in the X-ray pole figure of the MgO ISD layer (Fig.7.1b). MgO
cubes grow under 45° with respect to the tape direction yielding a faceted surface. The geometric scheme
of the ISD MgO growth is shown in Fig.7.1c.
With this technique well-textured buffer and HTS layers can be obtained. X-ray pole figures prove the in-
plane texture of the ISD MgO and the HTS layer, respectively. The full width at half maximum (FWHM)
was 10° and 8°, respectively.
Figure 7.1.: (a) Geometry of the ISD deposition process, (b) a MgO (200) X-ray pole figure and (c) schematics
of the MgO orientation on the substrate. Note that substrate normal, [001] direction of MgO and flux direction of
evaporation lie in one plane.
7.3.2. Superconducting properties
Critical temperatures for DyBCO coated conductors can reach values up to 92 K. Critical current densi-
ties up to 2.5 MA cm-2 were reached at 77 K and zero external magnetic fields in short samples [178].
Fig.7.2a shows a reel-to-reel Hall sensor measurement yielding a critical current density of 1.2 MA cm-2
at 77 K and in self-field for a 10 m long tape. In Fig.7.2b the critical current density dependence on the
angle between magnetic field and the substrate normal is shown for a sample grown under similar condi-
tions. A peak was found in Fig.7.2b at 70° tilt of the magnetic field direction with respect to the substrate
normal. It corresponds to the measured inclination angle found in X-ray pole figures (see Fig.7.1b). Ad-
ditionally, the center of the maximum jc value in Fig.7.2b roughly coincides for all measured magnetic
field values. Critical current densities were measured with the magnetic field being perpendicular to the
c-axis of DyBCO and the following values were obtained at a temperature of 77 K and a 1 µV cm-1
criterion: 3.0× 105 A cm-2 (1 T), 1.1× 105 A cm-2 (4 T). This peak is related to intrinsic pinning and
allows high critical current densities even for high magnetic fields as can be seen from Fig.7.2b. Fig.7.2c
shows the pinning anisotropy with respect to the external magnetic field. It is found that the anisotropy
in ISD films is strongly depending on the external magnetic field. The pinning anisotropy (pa) is defined
here by Eq. 7.1.
pa =
jmaxc − jminc
jminc
(7.1)
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Figure 7.2.: (a) Critical current density at 77 K and self-field of a 10 m long ISD coated conductor measured by
a continuous Hall sensor measurement. (b) Angular dependence of the critical current density jc. (c) Amount of
anisotropy in dependence of the external magnetic field determined from (b). The data presented here was acquired
by J. Durrell (University of Cambridge, UK) in cooperation with Theva Duennschichttechnik GmbH (Ismaning,
Germany).
According to Eq. 7.1 values were extracted from Holesinger et al. [170] and Gutierrez et al. [47] and
summarized along with our ISD values in Tab.7.2. The amount of anisotropy is for the ISD samples
less than for RABiTS samples except for RABiTS grown by PLD. According to Tab.7.2 the anisotropy
of jc increases from (i) YBCO films including nano-composites yielding the smallest anisotropy to (ii)
ISD prepared pure DyBCO films and (iii) RABiTS prepared pure YBCO films showing the strongest
anisotropy.
7.3.3. SEM and TEM analysis
Fig.7.3a shows a secondary electron image of the MgO cap layer in plan-view. Note the sharp tile-like
microstructure, which is important for subsequent HTS growth. The facets of the tiles are perpendicular
to the [002] direction in MgO. Each facet row is about 170 nm wide, including also a fine structure.
Fig.7.3b shows a secondary electron image of an ISD coated conductor sample in cross-section. The
columnar ISD MgO layer is about 2.5 µm thick and results from the ISD growth. The MgO columns
tend to tilt away from the incoming MgO vapor as can be seen in Fig.7.3b. The DyBCO layer was found
to be 857 nm thick and the Ag top layer had a roughness of about 100 nm.
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Author jc criterion[µV cm-1] B [T] Tc [K]
Growth
method
Angle of
jc, max [°]
Anisotropy
value
Holesinger et
al. [170]
1 5 75
RABiTS
(MOD)
90 21
Holesinger et
al. [170]
1 5 75.5 RABiTS (PLD) 90 5.7
Gutierrez et
al. [47]
1 1 65 RABiTS (TFA) 90 2.2
This work 7.5 1 77.35 ISD 70 1.8
This work 7.5 5 77.35 ISD 70 12
Table 7.2.: Comparison of anisotropy data of the three different ReBCO growth models.
Figure 7.3.: SEM secondary electron image of (a) the MgO cap layer surface in plan-view and (b) the coated
conductor layer architecture in cross-section.
Number Structural feature Value
1 Thickness of the MgO buffer layers 3085 nm
2 Width of the MgO columnar grains 107 nm
3 MgO facet width 154 ± 37 nm
4 MgO facet height 115 nm
5 MgO facet angle type 1 29 ± 2°
6 MgO facet angle type 2 57 ± 3°
7 DyBCO grain boundary tilt 41 ± 11°
8 Thickness of the DyBCO layer 935 nm
9 Wavelength of the DyBCO/Ag interface 398 ± 200 nm
10 Interface height of the DyBCO/Ag interface 200 nm
Table 7.3.: Structural parameters determined by electron microscopy.
During TEM analysis the sample was tilted and the faceted interface is in projection, i.e. the DyBCO
c-axis direction lies in the plane of the image. Only in this tilting position reliable values for the struc-
tural parameters such as layer thicknesses and interface properties can be obtained. Fig.7.4a shows a
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low-magnification TEM image of the ISD coated conductor sample in cross section, i.e. a cut perpen-
dicular to MgO facet being present at the tile-like surface. Layer thicknesses extracted from Fig.7.4a
are summarized in Tab.7.3. The rough and faceted MgO/DyBCO interface can be identified within the
image. We calculated an aspect ratio (layer thickness 3085 nm divided by column diameter 107 nm) of
29 for the MgO columnar grains indicating a fast growth of the MgO columns. A schematic drawing of
the ISD coated conductor is shown in Fig.7.4b. The numbers being present correspond to those in the
first column of Tab.7.3. The facets have an average facet width of 154 nm and an average height of 115
nm. An average facet inclination angle (feature #5) of 29° was determined being close to the angle β =
25°. One can assume that the MgO facets have nearly the shape of a right-angled triangle as the value of
feature #6 shows. These values are in good agreement with our SEM measurements. Thus, one can state
that ISD technology yields samples with reproducible nanostructure.
Figure 7.4.: (a) Low-magnification TEM image, (b) schematic layout of (a) including graphical representations of
the structural parameters listed in Tab.7.3. (c) TEM bright-field image at the MgO/DyBCO interface. The numbers
indicate the microstructural features addressed in the text. Selected area diffraction pattern of (d) the DyBCO layer
and (e) the MgO cap layer.
Fig.7.4c shows a TEM bright-field image of the MgO/DyBCO interface area. Both, the c-axis orientation
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and the tape direction are also indicated. Several microstructural features are addressed by numbers in
the image since they are relevant for the pinning behavior: #1 is a grain boundary. In the left grain strain
contrast from dislocations was observed and no defects were seen in the right grain under the applied
imaging conditions. #2 shows two precipitates of about 100 nm in diameter in the grain. Both show a
brighter diffraction contrast than the surrounding grain. #3 marks several threading dislocations by white
arrows resulting from the MgO/DyBCO lattice misfit. The threading dislocations are running perpen-
dicular to the MgO/DyBCO interface. Superimposed to the strain contrast of threading dislocations is a
strain contrast of sections of dislocation loops lying parallel to the (001) planes of DyBCO in the lower
part of the micrograph. This dislocation contrast (#4) is typically about 200 nm long and about 20 nm
wide. In the upper part of the grain they are tilted with respect to those in the lower part by an angle of
about 12.5° as indicated by the black dotted line. These lines have in most cases a distance to each other,
which is smaller than 30 nm. Sometimes it is possible to resolve a fine structure within these lines. The
origin of these dislocations is unclear at present time. #5 indicates a dislocation loop of about 70 nm in
diameter.
Selected area diffraction patterns along the [110] zone axis of DyBCO and MgO in the same tilting
position are shown in Fig.7.4d and Fig.7.4e, respectively. The two diffraction patterns prove that the
MgO (001) planes are parallel to the DyBCO (001) planes, i.e. the biaxial texture of the DyBCO film.
Characteristic angles can be extracted from TEM selected area diffraction patterns and can be compared
to X-ray diffraction results and jc anisotropy measurements.
Grain Cu [at%] Ba [at%] Dy [at%]
1 55.4 27.2 17.4
2 60.1 26.2 13.7
Table 7.4.: Quantitative X-ray analysis of two DyBCO grains.
The c-axis of the DyBCO encloses an an-
gle of 25° with the surface normal as de-
termined by TEM diffraction. The X-ray
measurements provide about the same angle.
Both measurements are consistent with the jc
anisotropy measurements shown in Fig.7.2.
EDX spectra were acquired to determine the
stoichiometry of the superconducting layer.
EDX spectra of two DyBCO grains were quantified by the Cliff-Lorimer method. The results are shown
in Tab.7.4. The Cu mole fraction ratio is larger than expected, which is due to stray radiation from the
FIB Cu sample holder and non-stoichiometric powder used for DyBCO growth. Thermal evaporation
controls the chemical composition very well and no larger fractions of secondary phases could be iden-
tified via EDX within the DyBCO layer. Implanted Ga was not observed in a single EDX spectrum
documenting the high sample quality.
7.4. Discussion
A detailed understanding of the structure-property-chemistry relationship in any type of HTS material is
the key for upscaling to industrial length scales. In the following the most significant differences of ISD
technology compared to well-known technologies, e.g. RABiTS or IBAD are being discussed.
The pinning behavior of HTS coated conductors strongly depends on their microstructure, i.e. defects.
It is believed that due the small in-plane coherence length of YBCO (~ 2 nm) point defects such as
vacancies or interstitials are able to pin fluxons but also higher-order defects such as grain boundaries,
threading dislocations or planar defects suppress the superconducting order parameter due to their strain
field such that they are effective pinning centers [179, 46]. According to Gutierrez et al. [179] vacancies
and secondary nanophases are pinning isotropically, whereas extended defects such as grain boundaries
or threading dislocations pin anisotropically. According to Foltyn et al. [180] also the shape and orien-
tation of defects determines the angular dependence of the critical current. Statistically oriented defects
like point defects create “random or isotropic pinning” whereas extended linear or planar defects pin in a
“correlated or anisotropic” way, i.e. if the magnetic field is aligned with the defect their pinning potential
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has its largest value [180]. In Fig.7.4c pinning relevant defect types were addressed by the numbers
#1 (grain boundaries), #3 (threading dislocations) and #4 (dislocations). All these defects are linearly
shaped as for example threading dislocations. Their pinning behavior is thus being anisotropic. The
origin of these dislocations is, however, not clear at present time. The grain size in RABiTS deposited
superconducting layers is about 40 µm, whereas it is only about 1 µm for DyBCO films prepared by ISD.
In addition, the large density of small-angle grain boundaries in ISD samples yields a contribution to
pinning and increase the residual resistivity of the films due to the larger amount of electronic scattering
centers, i.e. dislocations.
The influence of extended crystal defects on pinning was also discussed by Holesinger et al. [170]
yielding significant deviations from random pinning due to twin boundaries and other extended defects
if the magnetic field is parallel to the c-axis. In RABiTS or IBAD coated conductors the c-axis is aligned
parallel to the substrate normal. Therefore, the maximum in jc appears if the magnetic field lies in the
(001) lattice planes corresponding to an angular value of 90°. Since the DyBCO (001) lattice planes are
inclined with respect to the surface normal, for ISD coated conductors this maximum in jc is shifted by an
angle corresponding to the inclination angle (Fig.7.2b). Due to the tilt of the DyBCO (001) lattice planes
the pinning relevant defects (Fig.7.4c) are also tilted by the same angle. The higher density of small-angle
grain boundaries in ISD samples yields additional pinning, which does not appear in RABiTS prepared
thin films due to the significantly larger grain size explaining the results summarized in Tab.7.2.
The MgO/DyBCO interface was found to be strongly faceted. The MgO facets appear to be flat (rough-
ness < 10 nm) and together with diffraction patterns shown in Fig.7.4d and Fig.7.4e this indicates epitax-
ial growth of the DyBCO on the MgO buffer layer. Threading dislocations were observed by diffraction
contrast TEM indicating the presence of misfit dislocations at the MgO/DyBCO interface. A more de-
tailed defect analysis as well as a growth model for ReBCO films is presented elsewhere [136].
The observed microstructure is governed by interface and surface energies as well as volume energy
due to tensile strain in the film induced by the misfit with respect to the substrate. The strongly faceted
inclined MgO surface forces the DyBCO film to grow in an inclined orientation and yields a significantly
increased contribution of surface area and energy. This together with the anisotropy of surface energy of
DyBCO might be the reason for perfect c-axis growth and suppressed a-axis growth. ISD grown films
with different thicknesses offer unique possibilities to study the interplay of surface vs. volume energy
contributions and thickness dependent microstructures.
7.5. Summary/Conclusions
DyBCO films grown on biaxially textured MgO buffer layers deposited by ISD technology on Hastelloy
substrates were analyzed. ISD coated conductor samples yielded maximum critical current densities up
to 2.5 MA cm-2 in short samples and 1.2 MA cm-2 for tapes exceeding a length of 10 m both measured at
77 K and self-field. The critical current density was measured for different orientations of the magnetic
field and showed a significantly different behavior as compared to RABiTS and IBAD prepared films:
(i) the maxima of jc occurred when the magnetic field was perpendicular to the inclined c-axis of the
ReBCO film and (ii) the jc anisotropy was significantly reduced. The MgO buffer layer microstructure
and orientation, the MgO buffer layer ReBCO interface, the microstructure and orientation of the su-
perconducting film, and its surface structure were analyzed. The relation of the microstructure and the
electric properties was discussed and significantly differences compared to RABiTS and IBAD prepared
films were found.
For ISD films the increased surface area due to the sharply faceted MgO surface yields a larger surface
energy contribution to the total free enthalpy. Thermal evaporation controls the chemical composition
very well and no larger fractions of secondary phases could be identified within the DyBCO layer.
8. DyBa2Cu3O7-x coated conductors with criti-
cal currents exceeding 1000 A cm-1
8.1. Introduction
ReBa2Cu2O7-x (Re: rare earth) coated conductors are up to date the most promising high temperature
superconducting (HTS) wires for applications in energy technology [181]. They are the key device
for implementing superconductivity in the magnet and energy technology for reducing electrical losses.
They consist of biaxially textured HTS thin films deposited on metal substrate tapes using oxide buffer
layers [181]. The critical current density, jc, of coated conductors is in the range of 105-107 A cm-2 and
is one key property of the superconducting material used, depending on temperature and magnetic field
[182]. Critical currents are relevant for technological applications and are obtained by multiplying jc
with the cross-section of the superconducting film. Note that for coated conductors the critical currents
per width of the tape are specified in A cm-1. Coated conductors are being commercialized, however,
their maximum critical currents are still limited to about 300-400 A cm-1 at 77 K and zero magnetic field
[183].
Most of the relevant applications (motors, transformers etc.) for superconducting wires are operated
at a magnetic field between 2-6 T. In the presence of a magnetic field the critical current density of
superconducting wires decreases due to flux flow [184]. Inserting nano-inclusions into the supercon-
ducting material is one possibility to pin magnetic vortices and reach higher critical current densities
[185, 47, 186] . Record values of 1010 A cm-1 were reported at 75.6 K and self-field for a 2 µm thick
film with BaZrO3 nano-rods and Y2O3 nano-particles [185]. For another coated conductor with nano-
inclusions critical current densities were 1×106 A cm-2 for a magnetic field of 2 T and 1.8×105 A cm-2
for 6 T, respectively [47].
The critical current of coated conductors could be increased by increasing the thickness of the supercon-
ducting layer. However, a scale-up of the thickness is limited to about 2 µm by fundamental issues related
to the thin film growth process of rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates (RABiTS) [187] and ion
beam assisted deposition (IBAD) [188, 189, 190, 191]. More recently, PLD deposited GdBa2Cu2O7-x
thick films [192] and SmBa2Cu2O7-x thick films deposited by reactive co-evaporation on IBAD sub-
strates [193] yielded critical currents up to 1000 A cm-1. In this paper we will report results with much
thicker DyBCO films grown by ISD [116].
8.2. Experimental
In ISD technology biaxially-textured MgO buffer layers are deposited at room temperature on untextured
Hastelloy tapes. MgO is evaporated by an e-gun source and the Hastelloy tape is tilted with respect to
the incoming MgO flux (tilting axis parallel to the width of the tape). The anisotropy of the MgO surface
energy and the thermally-activated directional diffusion yields the biaxial texture and a faceted surface
of the MgO buffer layers [78]. For the sample studied here a 5.9 µm thick DyBCO layer was deposited
at 700°C in untilted geometry after MgO buffer layer deposition, the length of the samples was 3 cm.
The ISD MgO buffer layer was grown using standard deposition conditions in our reel-to-reel ISD sys-
tem on electro-polished Hastelloy substrates. For this special experiment the substrate was not moved
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and we used a fixed substrate tilting-angle of 36°. The first 400 nm of the DyBCO layer were grown
under untilted conditions and at elevated temperatures with our standard setup and standard deposition
conditions in the HTS reel-to-reel system [116, 135]. The deposition temperature of the DyBCO seed
layer is hard to measure precisely. It is in the range between 600°C to 800°C. After this an additional
layer of DyBCO was deposited in a different HTS chamber yielding a total thickness of 5.9 µm.
For measuring the critical current a 2 mm long and 1.1 mm wide bridge was etched using standard
photolithography. We determined the critical current of the sample using a 1 µV mm-1 electric field
criterion by a four-probe measurement. The usual 1 µV cm-1 could not be applied because the signal
noise exceeded the threshold voltage of 200 nV for this criterion. However, n values [60] of these
materials are about 32 [116] and thus only a small error (about 7%) is introduced with respect to the 1
µV cm-1 criterion.
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) cross-section samples were prepared by mechanical grinding and
polishing. SEM images were acquired with a Jeol 6500F SEM equipped with a backscattered electron
(BSE) detector. TEM samples were prepared in cross-section by the Focused Ion Beam (FIB) method
using a Zeiss AURIGA® - CrossBeam® Workstation. A thin TEM lamella was cut out by the ion beam,
lifted out, and finally attached to a TEM grid. For image acquisition in the TEM, samples were oriented
such that the c-axis of the DyBCO was lying in the image plane, i.e. the MgO/DyBCO interfaces were
parallel to the electron beam.
Images and diffraction patterns were acquired in a Zeiss 912Ω operated at 120 kV using a 5 or 10 eV
energy slit aperture of the Omega energy filter to reduce inelastically scattered electrons contributing to
the image background. Diffraction patterns were acquired with a 700 nm selected area electron diffrac-
tion (SEAD) aperture. The MgO/DyBCO interface roughness was measured from SEM cross sectional
images and the DyBCO surface roughness was measured from TEM cross sectional images.
8.3. Results
Figure 8.1.: Critical current per cm tape width vs. DyBCO film
thickness of ISD coated conductors. The red asterisk indicates
the sample investigated by SEM and TEM.
A record critical current of 112 A or 1018
A cm-1 was measured at 77 K and self-field
for the bridge. As the thickness of the su-
perconducting layer was 5.9 µm, this cor-
responds to a critical current density of 1.7
MA cm-2. Several coated conductors with
increasing film thickness were measured in
this way. Fig.8.1 shows the critical current
measured as function of the DyBCO film
thickness. An almost linear increase of the
critical current with film thickness was ob-
served up to 7.5 µm. The critical current den-
sity of DyBCO films with a thickness of 6
µm is close to that of thinner DyBCO films
(DyBCO thicknesses up to 2 µm) for which
jc ranges from 1.6 to 2.6 MA cm-2. This in-
dicates the critical current density does not decrease significantly with thickness. A detailed analysis of
the microstructure of such coated conductors was carried out for understanding the growth mechanism.
Fig.8.2a shows a secondary electron image of the MgO surface in plan-view after the ISD deposition of
MgO and prior to the deposition of the DyBCO film. The MgO surface consists of sharp and flat facets
about 230 nm in size arranged in a tile-like structure, the edges of the facets appear in bright contrast. The
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Figure 8.2.: (a) Plan view image of MgO facets prior to DyBCO deposition. (b) Backscattered electron image of
the layer structure of a fully processed sample in cross sectional view. In the inset arrows are pointing to the MgO
facets. (c) Schematic image showing the facets at the MgO/DyBCO interface.
facets were found to be parallel to (002) planes of the MgO and their surface normal is almost parallel
to the direction of the incoming vapor during ISD deposition. Fig.8.2b shows a BSE image of the layer
structure in cross-section after the DyBCO deposition. The MgO layer thickness and the DyBCO film
thickness were 2.25 µm and 5.9 µm, respectively. The areas of different contrast are secondary phases
namely copper oxides (dark) and dysprosium oxides (bright). These secondary phases appear due to Ba
deficient powder used for the DyBCO growth. An enlarged view of the MgO/DyBCO interface is shown
in the inset in Fig.8.2b, some edges of the MgO facets are marked by black arrows. The DyBCO surface
had a roughness of less than 200 nm measured over a length of 12 µm of the film. XRD data documenting
the biaxial texture of both the ISD and the DyBCO layer are presented elsewhere [135].
A schematic drawing of the MgO/DyBCO interface is shown in Fig.8.2c based on our results of a large
number of cross-sections investigated by TEM [194]. The growth directions as well as the crystallo-
graphic axes of the DyBCO film are indicated. The (001) direction of DyBCO encloses an angle of 24°
with the substrate normal. As a consequence the growth direction has a non-zero component parallel to
the crystallographic (a,b)-plane of the DyBCO for the ISD geometry. Note that the DyBCO (a,b)-plane
is parallel to the MgO (200) plane. In Fig.8.2b arrows point to edges of facets from which grain bound-
aries emerge into the DyBCO film. The grain size in the lower part of the DyBCO film correlates with
the facet size (230 nm). Grain boundaries are tilted with respect to the substrate normal in a direction
opposite to the (001) direction of DyBCO.
Fig.8.3 shows a low-magnification TEM bright-field image of the top part of the DyBCO layer in cross-
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section. A DyBCO grain size of 500-600 nm was measured in the upper part of the DyBCO film and
a DyBCO surface roughness of 140 nm was determined. Therefore, we observed an increase of the
DyBCO grain size with increasing film thickness. The orientation of the DyBCO c-axis was found to
be fixed throughout the film thickness. The diffraction pattern is shown in false color to highlight the
splitting of reflections due to DyBCO small-angle grain boundaries. The small inset in Fig.8.3a shows
three DyBCO (00l) reflections separated by a maximum angle of 4°. Therefore, the DyBCO grains of
the investigated area are separated only by small-angle grain boundaries, this was found to be true for all
analyzed areas.
Figure 8.3.: (a) Cross sectional TEM bright-field image of the top 3 µm of a 5.9 µm thick DyBCO film. The inset
displays the diffraction pattern DP2 in false color. Diffraction patterns DP1 and DP3 are not shown here. The
white circles mark the size of the selected area aperture used for acquiring diffraction patterns. (b) TEM (002)
dark-field image of the topmost part of (a). The white arrows indicate DyBCO grain boundaries.
Fig.8.3b shows a (002) dark-field image of the top part of the DyBCO film close to the surface, grain
boundaries are marked by white arrows. Consistent with the schematic drawing (Fig.8.2c) the DyBCO
grain boundaries (Fig.8.3b) were found to be tilted with respect to the substrate normal opposite to the
(001) direction.
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8.4. Discussion
It was shown that ISD technology offers unique possibilities to grow monolithic thick films, exceeding
2 µm in thickness. In ISD technology sharp and well-defined MgO (002) facets [164] (their width is
about 230 nm) provide a tilted (about 25°) surface for the growth of the superconducting layer. Despite
the large lattice misfit (8.5% between MgO and DyBCO), the DyBCO film grows epitaxially on top
of the MgO buffer layer, i.e. the (hk0) directions of MgO are parallel to the (hk0) directions of the
DyBCO. The DyBCO (001) direction was found to be always parallel to the MgO (002) direction. As
a consequence ISD deposited DyBCO films have a non-zero component of the growth direction parallel
to the (a,b)-plane of the DyBCO grains, as shown in Fig.8.2c. This makes the c-axis growth very stable
suppressing a-axis growth and yields a perfect transfer of the biaxial texture of the MgO buffer layer
into the DyBCO layer. A-axis grains would form large-angle grain boundaries and, therefore, would
dramatically reduce the critical current density within the tape [64]. In contrast, the growth direction does
not have a component parallel to the (a,b)-plane of YBa2Cu3O7-x (YBCO) for the RABiTS and IBAD
growth process. As a consequence, thick films grown by these technologies show a-axis growth and
porosity (dead layer effect) [187, 191, 170, 83]. Coated conductors fabricated by the RABiTS and IBAD
technology can carry the same amount of critical current, however, a more complicated architecture in
the superconducting layer is required yielding an increase in processing cost and time.
For ISD technology, the individual grains retained their biaxial texture over the total film thickness (5.9
µm, Fig.8.3) and neither porosity nor a-axis growth was observed. Critical currents exceeded 1000 A
cm-1 at a temperature of 77 K and self-field.
8.5. Conclusions
In summary, ISD technology yields significant advantages since (i) DyBCO films can be grown as mono-
lithic thin films avoiding a-axis growth and (ii) yield larger critical currents as compared to IBAD and
RABiTS for monolithic films. ISD yields highly biaxially textured DyBCO films at all thicknesses and
no significant decrease of the critical current density with film thickness. This is due to the growth pro-
cess on a faceted MgO surface yielding a non-zero component of the growth direction parallel to the
(a,b)-plane of the DyBCO. A maximum critical current of 1018 A cm-1 was measured for a DyBCO film
with 5.9 µm thickness showing that in ISD technology critical transport currents exceeding 1000 A cm-1
can be realized by simply increasing the HTS film thickness.

9. Development of innovative, layered super-
conductors for energy technology (ELSA)
9.1. Introduction
High-temperature superconductors (HTS) technology is due to its unique properties a key technology
of the 21st century. HTS coated conductors are revolutionizing energy-technological applications like
motors, generators, transformators, and cables, as well as applications using magnet technology like
induction heaters, nuclear magnet resonance (NMR), and magnet resonance imaging (MRI).
Before starting the project there were world-wide intentions to grow YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO) layers us-
ing chemical solution deposition (CSD). At that time, the metal-organic decomposition (MOD) by using
trifluoroacetate-based precursors (TFA) was applied to grow YBCO layers. It was already proven that
by this method YBCO layers may be prepared in long lengths having high critical currents. However,
the manufactured lengths were test lengths (few cm to few m) and the industrial length scales are in the
range of 100 m to 500 m. Often single layers were deposited by using a physical technology (e.g. e-
beam evaporation), which hampered a direct comparison of performances. In 2006 the world-leader in
rolling-assisted biaxially textured substrate (RABiTS) coated conductor technology was American Su-
perconductor, which produced RABiTS-based HTS tapes having critical currents exceeding 150 A/cm.
The final goal in coated conductor reasearch was to develop a tape that is grown by solution-based
methods under ambient pressure. Several groups in the US, Japan, and Europe tried to develop solution-
based deposition methods for buffer layers. However, before project begin all buffer layers except doped
SrTiO3 were grown by using vacuum technologies.
The project “Development of innovative, layered superconductors for energy technology (ELSA)” is
dealing with the production of coated conductors on basis of epitaxial growth of YBCO HTS thin films on
buffered, textured metallic substrates by asing CSD technology. In the ELSA project several groups and
institutions were involved: Zenergy Power GmbH (now Deutsche Nanoschicht GmbH and former Trithor
GmbH, Rheinbach), the Institute of Bio- and Nanosystems-2 (Forschungszentrum Juelich), the Institute
of Electronic Materials II (RWTH Aachen), the Institute of Anorganic Chemistry (RWTH Aachen), GTT
Technologies in Herzogenrath, as well as the Institute of Applied Physics (Eberhard Karls University
Tuebingen). The project was devided into four main tasks:
1. An appropriate material selection should initially met with computational methods for the basics
of innovative buffer layer systems and then be verified in practice.
2. Basic research on high-performance superconducting films for practical applications in magnetic
fields carried out by the selection and synthesis of suitable pinning centers and their incorporation
into the superconducting layer.
3. The development and optimization of the complex coating process involved the further develop-
ment of the coating solutions in terms of wetting and drying properties using additives. The Opti-
mization of individual crystallization processes based on thermodynamic and quantum mechanical
calculations to stability ranges.
4. The pilot production and testing of the HTS conductor included the scaling of the developed
laboratory-scale coatings on lengths of 100 m and more. This includes providing the coating
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solutions in suitable quantities and the development of the required reel-to-reel process plant gen-
eration. With such a tape should be manufactured and tested finally a coil.
The Institute of Applied Physics focused on structural and chemical analyses of the tapes provided by
Zenergy Power GmbH and correlating them to electrical data provided by e.g. the Institute of Bio- and
Nanosystems-2 (Forschungszentrum Juelich) in terms of a structure-property-chemistry relationship.
9.2. Experimental
Parameter Zeiss 912Ω Jeol 3000F
Electron Source LaB6 Field emission
Acceleration Voltage 120 kV 300 kV
Objective lens CS,3 2.7 mm 1 mm
Objective lens CC 2.7 mm 1.8 mm
Point resolution 0.32 nm (elastic), 0.8 nm (inelastic) 0.17 nm
Energy filter type in-column post-column
Energy Resolution max. 1 eV max. 0.7 eV
STEM unit no yes
ADF detector no yes
Table 9.1.: Microscope data extracted from the corresponding manuals.
Almost all plan-view samples were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy-
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis. We used a Jeol 6500F equipped with an Oxford EDX detector.
Focused ion beam (FIB) cuts were prepared using a Zeiss Auriga Crossbeam system.
In total nine plan-view samples have been prepared successfully by conventional grinding and polishing
for transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Out of these nine samples only three samples have been
analyzed in great detail. Eleven cross-sectional samples were prepared for TEM. Out of these eleven
samples only five samples survived the preparation process including the etching process in a Baltec Res
100 or a Fischione 1010 ion mill. All five samples have been analyzed in detail by using an analytical
Zeiss 912Ω transmission electron microscope. However, the TEM results were not satisfying except that
of the La2Zr2O7 (LZO) sample (no YBCO film on top).
Due to the poor internal connectivity of YBCO layers delamination occured making sample preparation
very difficult. The large surface roughness of ELSA samples caused a large glue thickness (10-30 µm),
whereas for other technologies the glue thickness was 2 µm at worst. Thus, in the ion etching process
the samples were lost or were etched not very smoothly.
Since almost no useful YBCO cross-section sample could be obtained due to poor adhesion, TEM anal-
ysis was carried out only for plan-view samples. Two TEM’s were used for the characterization: (i) the
Zeiss 912Ω and (ii) the Jeol JEM 3000F. The Zeiss 912Ω has only a limited resolution in energy and
space (see Tab.9.1) due to the LaB6 emitter and its objective lens. Thus, only conventional techniques,
i.e. diffraction contrast imaging, diffraction, EDX, and energy-loss spectroscopy were applied. For any
question beyond this resolution a field emission microscope is necessary. The Jeol 3000F is equipped
with a Schottky field emission gun allowing higher spectral and spatial resolution than the Zeiss 912Ω.
The Jeol JEM 3000F was used for high-resolution imaging and spectroscopy.
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9.3. Results and Discussion
9.3.1. Layer defect analysis by SEM/EDX
Figure 9.1.: Flow diagram for the SEM analysis of ELSA plan-view samples.
Fig.9.1 shows the approach for analyzing ELSA plan-view samples in the SEM. Cross-sections are
only prepared for specific issues that cannot be answered by the plan-view approach. First overview
images are acquired to assess the sample quality on the 100 µm level. In the next step a chemical map
is acquired on the 20-30 µm level to indentify the phase distribution. The film quality of CSD-grown
films is documented by EDX analyses. This includes the determination of a mean YBCO film thickness
by acquiring EDX area scans on a 20-30 µm area as well as the determination of a local YBCO film
roughness by EDX point spectra on the 1 µm scale. The difference between an EDX chemical map and
an EDX area scan is that in the first a pixel-by-pixel map of EDX spectra is acquired and in the latter
an integral spectrum is acquired from an area. Finally, the obtained microstructural and chemical data
is compared to electrical measurements carried out by the project partners, yielding a structure-property
correlation.
Figure 9.2.: (a) Secondary electron image of a typical CSD YBCO surface and (b) chemical surface map of the
same area as imaged in (a) acquired by EDX. The surface map combines three 8 bit gray scale images into one 24
bit color image using the following setting: for the red channel the Ba-L signal is used, for the green one the Cu-L
signal, and for the blue one the Y-L signal.
An important technique used for CSD-prepared coated conductors is EDX mapping. It is used to deter-
mine the chemistry near the YBCO surface. A crucial parameter is the choice of the primary electron
energy. The smaller the energy the better the spatial resolution but the harder the element identification
may be, since in the low energy region many X-ray lines can overlap. For CSD coated conductors typi-
cal candidates for severe X-ray line overlap are the two pairs Y-L/Zr-L and Ba-L/La-L since both pairs
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contain elements that are next to each other in the periodic table. For CSD YBCO 5 keV electron energy
was used for all EDX mappings to obtain a good spatial resolution.
Fig.9.2a shows a typical secondary electron image of the rough YBCO surface. The structures marked
by white arrows are copper oxide secondary phases. They have a size of 2 to 3 microns and a density
of 0.007 µm-2. In the chemical map in Fig.9.2b they have a green color. For µm-sized copper oxide
particles, shadowing is observed in the map, since they are sticking out the surface so far that they absorb
the X-rays emerging from the material behind them in direction towards the detector. Thus, these areas
have a black color in the EDX map. A second type of secondary phase can also be observed. In the EDX
map in Fig.9.2b it has a blue color and a size less than 500 nm. Unfortunately, the spatial resolution
is not high enough to clearly separate each particle. Together with TEM experiments it was possible to
identify those particles as Y2O3. The advantage of this method is that secondary phases larger than the
typical extension of the excitation volume (here about 1 µm) can be clearly identified since they can be
separated from the matrix. For any more advanced analysis of the secondary phases contained in the
matrix the TEM is the machine of choice since the spatial resolution is much better than in the SEM.
On a CSD coated conductor surface 30 µm sized defective areas were observed by plan-view SEM
(Fig.9.3a). However, the origin of those defects strongly disturbing the YBCO growth could not be found
by plan-view SEM. Therefore, cross-sectional samples were prepared using a FIB system. Fig.9.3b
shows such a defective area from Fig.9.3a in cross-section. A crater in the Ni substrate of about 3 µm in
width and depth is observed. Already the LZO buffer layer is strongly disturbed in this region, i.e. it is
untextured in the crater region. As a consequence the growth of the following YBCO layer is disturbed
in a significantly larger area (about 30 µm). The origin of the crater-like defects lies in the manufacturing
and the processing of the Ni substrate tapes. It was also found out that craters only appear at Ni grain
boundaries.
Fig.9.4a shows a FIB-prepared cross-section of an undamaged sample area of Fig.9.3a. The large film
roughness, i.e. a film thickness difference of 250 nm in the YBCO layer, is documented by two film thick-
ness measurements 500 nm seperated from each other. Ba-L/Cu-K X-ray correlation diagrams (Fig.9.4b)
using the normalized integral counts from the Ba-L and Cu-K peak of EDX point spectra yield a large
scatter confirming the observation of a large film roughness in Fig.9.4a. The Ba/Cu correlation is posi-
tive, because both elements are contained in the YBCO layer. Variations in the chemical composition of
the YBCO film can be excluded, because they would destroy the linear relationship of the Cu-K/Ba-L
ratio and yield uncorrelated agglomerations of points in the Ba-L/Cu-K X-ray correlation diagram. The
Ba-L/Cu-K correlation of a sample grown by inclined substrate deposition (ISD) is provided for com-
parison (Fig.9.4c), showing significantly less scatter in the data, which indicates a low surface roughness
and a homogeneous film thickness.
The YBCO tape showed strong fluctuations in its strucural and superconducting film properties. On a
100 µm length scale coarse inhomogeneities were detected by secondary electron images in the SEM.
On 300 µm×300 µm areas EDX area scans were acquired using 10 keV primary electron energy. In
area (1), the good area, (see Tab.9.2a) the standard deviations of the X-ray intensities are in the 1-
2% range, whereas in area (2), the poor area, (see Tab.9.2b) they can reach up to 9%, i.e. significantly
larger. Correlation diagrams of X-ray intensities showed that the standard deviations in Tab.9.2 are due
to variations in the film thickness. That means the film homogeneity was poorer in area (2) than in area
(1). The inhomogeneities were analyzed by acquiring X-ray point spectra at 20 keV electron primary
energy on the µm scale using the same analyzation procedure as for the area scans. It could be shown
using this procedure that two length scales exist, which have an influence on the X-ray intensities: (i)
300 µm, (ii) 1 µm. Both can be captured by using SEM-EDX and yield relevant statements on the sample
quality correlating with the superconducting properties. The measurement data can be obtained quickly
and reliably and allow to probe the layer homogeneity at different length scales, which is of crucial
importance for CSD-prepared coated conductors.
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Figure 9.3.: (a) Plan-view SEM image of a CSD-YBCO layer containing defect areas (marked by the white arrows)
and (b) Cross-sectional FIB cut across one of the a defective areas marked in (a).
Figure 9.4.: (a) FIB cross-section of an undamaged sample region documenting the large variation in film thickness
in CSD coated conductors. Ba-L/Cu-K X-ray correlation diagrams of normalized integral X-ray counts obtained
from X-ray point spectra at 20 keV primary electron energy for (b) CSD coated conductors and (c) ISD coated
conductors. The large difference in the scatter between the two coated conductor growth methods is clearly visible.
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(a) Superconducting area.
O-K [cts] Cu-Lα [cts] Y-Lα [cts] Ba-Lα [cts]
Mean 4665 3888 1501 872
Std. dev. 53 43 31 7
Norm. mean 0.99 1.01 0.99 1.01
Norm. Std. dev. 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01
(b) Non-superconducting area.
O-K [cts] Cu-Lα [cts] Y-Lα [cts] Ba-Lα [cts]
Mean 3775 3418 1463 830
Std. dev. 364 290 40 61
Norm. mean 0.94 0.94 0.97 0.93
Norm. Std. dev. 0.09 0.08 0.03 0.07
Table 9.2.: X-ray counts acquired in area scans for (a) a superconducting area and (b) a non-superconducting area
of a YBCO coated conductor tape. Please note that the standard deviations from the normalized intensities (max.
measured intensity equals 1) are significantly smaller in (a) than in (b).
9.3.2. Advanced TEM and STEM analyses
Conventional TEM analyses of LZO buffer layers and EFTEM imaging of CSD YBCO layers with and
without artificial pinning centers are summarized in [23].
9.3.2.1. O2p pre-peak spectroscopy on CSD coated conductor samples
The short superconducting coherence length in high-Tc materials makes them extremely sensitive to
the strain field introduced by defects on the atomic scale. Perhaps the most important of these defects
for large-scale technological applications are grain boundaries [195]. Since STEM and EELS can be
acquired simultaneously a direct correlation between the structural images and the local electronic struc-
ture information in the spectrum can be achieved. A detailed high-resolution STEM and EELS analysis
of grain boundaries has already been carried out in YBCO grown on SrTiO3 bi-crystal substrates [195].
For 2G coated conductors a similar analysis has not been carried out yet. It is known since 20 years
that in YBCO the strain field of grain boundary dislocations will lead to a de-oxygenation in the strain
field area [64]. The same issue should also hold for other types of defects observed in YBCO coated
conductors such as dislocations or precipitate-matrix interfaces. These defects are of great importance
for the pinning of magnetic flux lines and thus for applications in magnetic fields up to several Tesla.
EELS can be used to probe the density of states near the Fermi level.YBa2Cu3O7−δ has unoccupied O2p
states right above the Fermi level. An increasing oxygen deficiency δ of the YBCO structure decreases
the amount of unoccupied O2p states. EEL spectra are highly sensitive to changes of δ and thus to the
change in unoccupied O2p states [196]. The oxygen concentration directly influences the superconduct-
ing properties of the material. O2p spectroscopy with high spatial and spectral resolution is an excellent
method to reveal, e.g. pinning relevant defect structures.
Fig.1.6b shows the scattering triangle for any type of inelastic scattering. The scattering angle q has
a component parallel q|| and a component perpendicular q⊥ to the incident electron beam. For CSD
YBCO plan-view samples the main momentum transfer will be in the (a,b)-plane of YBCO, i.e. in the
CuO planes. This determines the form of the EEL spectrum due to the different binding energies of
the O1s level of the four different O lattice sites and/or due to the symmetry (2px,y and 2pz) of the O2p
final states [197]. In case of total momentum transfer along the YBCO c-axis the O pre-peak is less
pronounced in the EEL spectrum than it is if the total momentum transfer is in the (a,b)-plane.
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Figure 9.5.: TEM plan-view image in (a) bright-field and (b) dark-field mode. In (b) number 1 indicates an a-
axis grain and the numbers 2-10 denote secondary phases. (c) Diffraction pattern in false color. The white circle
denotes the reflection used in (b). (d) Plasmon image displaying the secondary phases in a greyish to pink color.
The YBCO matrix yields a green color. (e) High magnification dark-field image of a matrix/secondary phase
interface showing Moiré contrast. (f) High-resolution phase contrast TEM image in the [001] pole of a similar
interface as shown in (e).
High-resolution STEM combined with atomically resolved EELS helps to put forward a structure-
property relationship of atomically scaled defects (grain boundaries, dislocations, precipitate-matrix in-
terfaces...) in YBCO coated conductors. A basic characterization of the sample including diffraction
contrast imaging, diffraction, EDX, EELS and low-loss EFTEM was carried out using the Zeiss 912Ω.
Fig.9.5a shows a typical YBCO area of a CSD processed sample in bright-field condition. The corre-
sponding dark-field image is shown in Fig.9.5b. The reflection used for the dark-field image is indicated
by the white circle in the diffraction pattern in Fig.9.5c. A false color table was applied to the diffrac-
tion pattern to increase the contrast. In the dark-field image (1) denotes an a-axis grain and the other
numbers indicate secondary phases. In dark-field mode secondary phases can be distinguished from the
matrix since they do not show diffraction contrast. Fig.9.5d was obtained by using the plasmon imaging
technique. Three energy-filtered images were acquired at energy-losses of 13 eV, 26 eV, and 37 eV using
a 5 eV slit aperture. The advantage of this method is that it provides not only a size information but
also a chemical fingerprint of the single phases being present in the sample. The YBCO matrix yields a
greenish color and the secondary phases appear in pink or pink/gray color due to their different plasmon
energy. EDX measurements (not shown here) revealed that pink-colored phases in Fig.9.5d are Y2O3.
The Y2O3 phase has a typical size of 100-300 nm and a density of ~3 particles per µm2. Besides the
Y2O3 and the copper oxide phase also other phases are thermodynamically allowed but were not con-
firmed here. Fig.9.5e is a high-magnification dark-field image of a secondary phase. The inset shows
a magnified part of the matrix/particle interface region of Y2O3 particle #4. Moiré fringe contrast was
identified due to the lattice mismatch of the YBCO matrix and the Y2O3 particle. A high-resolution
phase contrast image (Fig.9.5f) was also acquired using the Jeol JEM 3000F in the [001] pole showing
the same kind of Moiré fringe contrast. The YBCO [100] and [010] directions are indicated within the
figure. In the diffractogram of Fig.9.5f (not shown here) it can be seen that the YBCO and Y2O3 reflec-
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tions are slightly rotated by about 8° with respect to each other. Thus, the particle is at maximum partially
coherent. Pinning relevant defects could not be identified within the image. High-resolution HAADF
STEM images should be acquired for projecting interfaces to ease the image analysis and interpretation.
The experiments were carried out using a Jeol JEM 3000F TEM at 300 keV primary electron energy
(further details see Tab.9.1). The sample was tilted into the [001] pole. Zero-loss EEL spectra were
acquired in the image mode and core-loss EEL spectra in the diffraction mode using the convergent
beam electron diffraction (CBED) mode. The STEM unit was not used during these experiments. Further
acquisition details for the O2p spectroscopy were:
1. Camera length: 30 cm
2. Spectrometer entrance apertures: 0.6 mm, 2 mm, and 3 mm
3. Energy dispersion: 0.3 eV
4. Acquisition time: 6.4-12.8 s
Figure 9.6.: Effect of the (a) used acquisition conditions and (b) sample thickness on the O2p pre-peak. Data
evaluation using multi-Gaussian least-square fits for a spectrometer entrance aperture of (c) 2 mm and (d) 3mm.
Please note that a 30 cm camera length and a 3 mm entrance aperture correspond to a collection angle
of roughly 10 mrad. This is about 10 times the characteristic angle for the O-K edge at 300 keV primary
electron energy. The energy resolution of the O-K EEL spectra was estimated by analyzing the Ba-M45
edge (not shown here). An energy resolution of 2.05 eV and 2.56 eV was found for an entrance aperture
of 0.6 mm and 3 mm, respectively. The further analysis of the single spectra was carried out considering
the following issues:
1. Dependence on the acquisition conditions, i.e. spectrometer entrance aperture
2. Dependence on the sample thickness
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3. Results of data evaluation using a Gaussian method similar to that of Browning et al. [198]
4. Evaluation of O2p spectra with respect to beam sensitivity at 300 keV electron energy.
One O-K EEL spectrum was acquired for each spectrometer entrance aperture (Fig.9.6). The spectra
were energetically calibrated such that the center of the O2p pre-peak had a value of 528.5 eV [198].
The intensity of all spectra was normalized on the O-K edge of the 3 mm EEL spectrum. On the one
hand, it was found that the spectrum acquired with the 0.6 mm entrance aperture had the best energy
resolution, i.e. the O2p pre-peak is separated the farthest from the O-K main edge but had the poorest
signal-to-noise ratio and the lowest total counts in the spectrum. On the other hand, the spectrum acquired
with the 3 mm entrance aperture showed the poorest energy resolution but the best signal-to-noise ratio
and the highest total counts in the spectrum. Furthermore, a fine structure could be identified within
the O-K edge. The spectrum acquired with the 2 mm entrance aperture had a similar energy resolution
and had a better signal-to-noise ratio as the spectrum acquired with the 0.6 mm aperture. Additionally,
the fine structure observed in the 3 mm spectrum was also observed. It is a good compromise between
energy resolution, counts, and noise. Thus, for further O2p analysis it is recommended to use the 2 mm
spectrometer entrance aperture to obtain high-quality results.
Fig.9.6b shows four O-K EEL spectra all acquired with a 2 mm spectrometer entrance aperture and at
different sample areas. The acquisition time was 6.4 s explaining the low signal-to-noise ratio in these 4
spectra. Spectrum 1, 3, and 4 have a similar height in the O2p pre-peak whereas spectrum 2 has a smaller
one. This can either be due to the sample area, i.e. part of the illuminated area is non-superconducting
or due to noise in the spectrum. The main O-K edge is for all spectra similar but exact conclusions are
hard to state due to the high noise level. Spectrum 4 has an increasing intensity level starting about 20
eV above the O-K edge indicating a thick sample area. All other spectra do not show this feature, i.e. the
intensity is almost constant. The O2p pre-peak intensity of spectrum 4 is the same as for spectrum 1 and
3 indicating that there is no thickness dependence of the O2p pre-peak.
Fig.9.6c and d show two O-K EEL spectra acquired for 12.8 s using a 2 mm and a 3 mm spectrometer
entrance aperture, respectively. Both spectra were evaluated using a multi-Gaussian least-square fit.
The obtained R2 value of the resulting sum curve was larger than 0.997 for both spectra. In Fig.9.6c
six Gaussian functions were used due to the higher energy resolution revealing a more extended fine
structure than in Fig.9.6d where only four Gaussian functions were used. The errors of the O2p/O-K
ratio were calculated using the propagation of errors. Tab.9.3 shows the results of the O2p pre-peak data
evaluation according to the approach of Browning et al. [198]. Similar values for the O2p/O-K ratio were
obtained. If the O2p/O-K ratio is converted into an O stoichiometry value using Fig. 3 of Browning et
al. [198] as reference we obtain an oxygen stoichiometry value larger than 6.9 for our sample. However,
the errors in our O2p/O-K ratio are quite large for the 2 mm entrance aperture data.
Quantity 2 mm 3 mm
O2p pre-peak area [cts] 18622 ± 6305 89383.14 ± 3219
O-K edge area [cts] 146898 ± 64202 613128 ± 26004
O2p/O-K 0.13 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.01
Corresponding O stoichiometry [198] > 6.9 > 6.9
Table 9.3.: Evaluation of the O2p pre-peak data evaluation using multi-Gaussian least-square fits.
At 300 keV electron energy it is also reasonable to consider knock-on damage. Especially oxidic samples
like YBCO will be affected by a decrease in their oxygen content at high electron energies. Thus, two
time series of several O2p EEL spectra were acquired at two different sample areas and evaluated with
respect to the O2p/O-K ratio. The following acquisition conditions were used at the Jeol 3000F:
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1. Electron energy: 300 keV
2. EELS acquisition mode: diffraction
3. Camera length: 250 mm
4. Illumination mode: TEM
5. GIF aperture: 2
6. EELS dispersion: 0.2 eV
7. EELS acquisition time: 25.6 s
8. Estimated energy resolution: 1 eV
A multi-Gaussian least-square fit was applied to all acquired EEL spectra. The resulting sum curve
had always a R2 value larger than 0.99. O2p and O-K peak areas were calculated from the fit values
resulting in the O2p/O-K ratio. The errors of the O2p/O-K ratio were calculated using the propagation of
errors. Afterwards, they were plotted according to their acquisition time with respect to the first acquired
spectrum. The results are shown in Fig.9.7. No significant decrease of the O2p/O-K ratio was observed
in both graphs indicating that the sample is stable with respect to its oxygen content at these acquisition
conditions in contrast to earlier experiments carried out by Browning et al. [198]. However, the amount
of sample drift could not be specified and thus, sample drift cannot be excluded.
Figure 9.7.: Time series of O2p EEL spectra documenting the stability of the sample against knock-on damage.
(a) Area 1 and (b) Area 2.
9.4. Summary
The layer thickness and the homogeneity of CSD coated conductors was determined on different length
scales by using SEM-EDX and yielded relevant statements on the sample quality correlating with the su-
perconducting properties. X-ray correlation diagrams showed that the measured effects are mainly due to
YBCO film roughness, chemical variations in the layer would yield a decorrelation. Bright-field images
revealed that the YBCO layer was heavily twinned and contained a considerable amount of secondary
phases. The advanced analysis mainly focused on the determination of the oxygen stoichiometry by O2p
EEL spectroscopy. A nearly optimum oxygenation of the sample was found. Another important find-
ing was that there was no knock-on damage at 300 keV primary electron energy up to several minutes,
however, the amount of sample drift was not determined.
Appendix
The Product of two infinite sums
Evaluation of the product of two infinite sums is of great relevance for electrons Ψ(r) in a periodic
potential V (r) described by the Schrödinger equation:
V (r)Ψ(r) = ∑
g
Ug∑
g′
Cg′ e2pii(k+g+g
′)·r
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= ∑
g′′
∑
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′′)·r
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)
DTSA-II documentation
Typical input parameters:
Property Value Comment
Window
Moxtek AP3.3
manufacture’s table
Included in
DTSA-II
Elevation angle 35°
Azimuthal angle 130°
Optimal working distance 10 mm
Sample to detector
distance
57.5 mm
Detector area 10 mm2
Aluminum layer 20 nm Estimated
Dead layer 0.1 µm Estimated
Detector crystal thickness 5 mm Estimated
Energy resolution (@
Mn-Kα)
133 eV
# of simulated electrons 10-10000
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Property Value Comment
Ionization cross section Bote et al. [89]
Mass absorption
coefficients
Chantler et al. [105]
Angular distribution of
Bremsstrahlung
Acosta et al. [199]
Quantitative correction
algorithm
PAP – Full φ(ρz)
Typical script of a DTSA-II simulation, here the LZO thickness series:
1 # DTSA−I I / NISTMonte s c r i p t − Michae l D u e r r s c h n a b e l
2 import j a v a . u t i l a s j u
3 import gov . n i s t . m i c r o a n a l y s i s . U t i l i t y a s u t
4 import j a v a . l a n g as ma
5
6 s c a l e =1 .0 e−6
7 f o r t_LZO in [ 0 . 0 8 e−6 ,0.134 e−6 ,0.263 e−6 ,0.32506 e−6]:
8 # E l e c t r o n pr imary en er g y i n keV
9 f o r e0 in [ 1 0 , 2 0 , 3 0 ] :
10
11 # I d e n t i f y a u s e r d e f i n e d d e t e c t o r and i n i t i a l i z e c o n f i g u r a t i o n p a r a m e t e r s
12 d e t = f i n d D e t e c t o r ( " P e n t a f e t _ 6 5 0 0 F " ) # D e t e c t o r o f Jeo l6500F U n i v e r s i t y Tübingen
13 d e t . r e s e t ( )
14 p r i n t " S t a r t i n g : "+"%s "%e0+" kV"
15 p r i n t " S t a r t i n g : "+"%s "%t_LZO+" m LZO"
16 n T r a j =1000 # e l e c t r o n s
17 i f t_LZO ==0.08 e−6:
18 i f e0 ==30: dose =208 # nA* s e c
19 i f e0 ==20: dose =141.2 # nA* s e c
20 i f e0 ==10: dose =64 # nA* s e c
21 i f t_LZO ==0.134 e−6:
22 i f e0 ==30: dose =228 # nA* s e c
23 i f e0 ==20: dose =153.6 # nA* s e c
24 i f e0 ==10: dose =66 .4 # nA* s e c
25 i f t_LZO ==0.263 e−6:
26 i f e0 ==30: dose =216 # nA* s e c
27 i f e0 ==20: dose =147 # nA* s e c
28 i f e0 ==10: dose =66 .2 # nA* s e c
29 i f t_LZO ==0.32506 e−6:
30 i f e0 ==30: dose =220 # nA* s e c
31 i f e0 ==20: dose =152.2 # nA* s e c
32 i f e0 ==10: dose =73 .8 # nA* s e c
33 # i m a g e s i z e & s c a l e
34 imgSize =512 # p i x e l s
35 imgSca le =3 .0 e−6 # m
36 # D e f i n e t h e m a t e r i a l s
37 NiW=epq . M a t e r i a l ( epq . Compos i t ion ( [ epq . Element . Ni , epq . Element .W] , [ 8 5 . 8 4 7 7 , 1 4 . 1 5 2 3 ] ) , epq
. ToSI . gPerCC ( 9 . 0 ) )
38 LZO=epq . M a t e r i a l ( epq . Compos i t ion ( [ epq . Element . O, epq . Element . Zr , epq . Element . La
] , [ 1 9 . 5 7 1 , 3 1 . 8 8 2 3 , 4 8 . 5 4 6 7 ] ) , epq . ToSI . gPerCC ( 6 . 0 ) )
39 # C re a t e a s i m u l a t o r and i n i t i a l i z e i t
40 monte=nm . MonteCarloSS ( )
41 monte . se tBeamEnergy ( epq . ToSI . keV ( e0 ) )
42 # S e t o r i g i n
43 o r i g i n =epq . S p e c t r u m U t i l s . g e t S a m p l e P o s i t i o n ( d e t . g e t P r o p e r t i e s ( ) )
44 p r i n t " C o o r d i n a t e−O r i g i n : [ "+"%s "%o r i g i n [ 0 ] + " , "+"%s "%o r i g i n [ 1 ] + " , "+"%s "%o r i g i n [ 2 ] + " ] "
45 # B u i l d up t h e sample
46 monte . addSubRegion ( monte . getChamber ( ) ,NiW, nm . M u l t i P l a n e S h a p e . c r e a t e S u b s t r a t e
( [ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , − 1 . 0 ] , o r i g i n ) )
47 monte . addSubRegion ( monte . getChamber ( ) ,LZO, nm . M u l t i P l a n e S h a p e . c r e a t e F i l m ( [ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 , 1 . 0 ] ,
o r i g i n , t_LZO ) )
48 # Add e v e n t l i s t e n e r s t o model c h a r a c t e r i s t i c r a d i a t i o n
49 x r e l =nm . XRayEven tL i s t ene r2 ( monte , d e t )
50 monte . a d d A c t i o n L i s t e n e r ( x r e l )
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51 # Add e v e n t l i s t e n e r s t o model B r e m s s t r a h l u n g
52 brem=nm . B r e m s s t r a h l u n g E v e n t L i s t e n e r ( monte , d e t )
53 monte . a d d A c t i o n L i s t e n e r ( brem )
54 # Determine E l e c t r o n ran ge s
55 rSub=epq . E l e c t r o n R a n g e . KanayaAndOkayama1972 . compute (NiW, epq . ToSI . keV ( e0 ) ) /NiW .
g e t D e n s i t y ( )
56 rObj =epq . E l e c t r o n R a n g e . KanayaAndOkayama1972 . compute (LZO, epq . ToSI . keV ( e0 ) ) /LZO .
g e t D e n s i t y ( )
57 sc =ma . Math . min ( s c a l e , rObj ) +ma . Math . max ( (1 .1− s c a l e / rObj ) * rSub , rObj / 1 0 . 0 )
58 p r i n t " Sc="+"%s "%sc
59 # Produce XRay E m i s s i o n images
60 e i =nm . Emiss ionImage . w a t c h D e f a u l t T r a n s i t i o n s ( x r e l , imgSize , 2 * sc , o r i g i n )
61 # C a l c u l a t e Phi−Rho−Z
62 p r z s =nm . P h i R h o S t a t s . w a t c h D e f a u l t T r a n s i t i o n s ( x r e l ,−0.2* sc + o r i g i n [ 2 ] , s c + o r i g i n [ 2 ] )
63 # Produce t r a j e c t o r y image
64 img=nm . T r a j e c t o r y I m a g e (4* imgSize , 4 * imgSize , s c )
65 img . setXRange (−1.25* sc + o r i g i n [ 0 ] , 1 . 2 5 * sc + o r i g i n [ 0 ] )
66 img . setYRange (−0.75* sc + o r i g i n [ 2 ] , 1 . 7 5 * sc + o r i g i n [ 2 ] )
67 img . s e t M a x T r a j e c t o r i e s ( n T r a j )
68 monte . a d d A c t i o n L i s t e n e r ( img )
69 # Run t h e e l e c t r o n s
70 d e t . r e s e t ( )
71 monte . r u n M u l t i p l e T r a j e c t o r i e s ( n T r a j )
72 # Get t h e s p e c t r u m and a s s i g n p r o p e r t i e s
73 d e s t = D e f a u l t O u t p u t + Pa thSep +"%s "%t_LZO+"m LZO"
74 nm . Emiss ionImage . dumpToFi les ( e i , d e s t + Pa thSep +"%s "%e0+" kv "+ Pa thSep +"EMIMG" )
75 nm . P h i R h o S t a t s . dumpToFi les ( p rz s , d e s t + Pa thSep +"%s "%e0+" kv "+ Pa thSep +"PHIRHOZ" )
76 img . dumpToFile ( d e s t + Pa thSep +"%s "%e0+" kv "+ Pa thSep +" T r a j e k t o r " )
77 spec = d e t . g e t S p e c t r u m ( dose * 1 . 0 e−9/( n T r a j * epq . P h y s i c a l C o n s t a n t s . E l e c t r o n C h a r g e ) )
78 # S e t s p e c t r u m p r o p e r t i e s
79 p r o p s = spec . g e t P r o p e r t i e s ( )
80 p r o p s . s e t N u m e r i c P r o p e r t y ( epq . S p e c t r u m P r o p e r t i e s . BeamEnergy , e0 ) ;
81 p r o p s . s e t N u m e r i c P r o p e r t y ( epq . S p e c t r u m P r o p e r t i e s . Work ingDis tance , 1 . 0 e3 * o r i g i n [ 2 ] ) ;
p r o p s . s e t N u m e r i c P r o p e r t y ( epq . S p e c t r u m P r o p e r t i e s . LiveTime , dose )
82 p r o p s . s e t N u m e r i c P r o p e r t y ( epq . S p e c t r u m P r o p e r t i e s . FaradayBegin , 1 . 0 )
83 p r o p s . s e t N u m e r i c P r o p e r t y ( epq . S p e c t r u m P r o p e r t i e s . BeamEnergy , e0 )
84 p r o p s . s e t T e x t P r o p e r t y ( epq . S p e c t r u m P r o p e r t i e s . SpectrumDisplayName , " S i m u l a t i o n o f LZO−
f i l m by S c r i p t ( t_LZO=%s "%t_LZO+" , e0=%s "%e0+" ) " )
85 p r o p s . s e t D e t e c t o r ( d e t )
86 # W r i t e t h e s p e c t r u m t o d i s k and d i s p l a y
87 f o s = j i o . F i l e O u t p u t S t r e a m ( d e s t + Pa thSep +"%s "%e0+" kV_Simula t ion . t x t " )
88 n o i s y =epq . S p e c t r u m U t i l s . addNoiseToSpect rum ( spec , 1 . 0 )
89 epq . S p e c t r u m U t i l s . renameSpect rum ( spec , " S i m u l a t i o n S k r i p t " )
90 e p t . WriteSpectrumAsCSV . w r i t e ( no i sy , f o s )
91 f o s . c l o s e ( )
92 d i s p l a y ( n o i s y )
93 p r i n t "−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−"
94 p r i n t " Done ! "
List of source code files from the EPQ library:
File # File name Size [kB]
1 AbsoluteIonizationCrossSection.java 12
2 AbsorptionCorrection.java 7
3 Acosta2002.csv 5
4 AlgorithmClass.java 3
5 AlgorithmUser.java 10
6 Armstrong1982Base.java 6
7 Armstrong1982Correction.java 3
8 Armstrong1982ParticleCorrection.java 36
9 Armstrong1982ParticleMC.java 4
10 AtomicShell.java 24
11 AtomicWeights.csv 1
12 AverageSpectrum.java 4
13 BackscatterCoefficient.java 5
14 BackscatterFactor.java 15
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15 BaseSpectrum.java 6
16 BergerSeltzer64.csv 0
17 BergerSeltzer83.csv 1
18 BetheElectronEnergyLoss.java 7
19 Bremsstrahlung.java 21
20 BremsstrahlungAnalytic.java 32
21 BrowningEmpiricalCrossSection.java 3
22 CaveatBase.java 3
23 CharacteristicXRayGeneration.java 4
24 CITZAF.java 65
25 Composition.java 44
26 CompositionFromKRatios.java 27
27 CompositionOptimizer.java 8
28 ComputeZAF.java 7
29 CorrectionAlgorithm.java 31
30 CzyzewskiMottCrossSection.java 11
31 CzyzewskiMottScatteringAngle.java 9
32 DerivedSpectrum.java 5
33 deslattes.csv 163
34 DuaneHuntLimit.java 7
35 EdgeEnergies.csv 6
36 EdgeEnergy.java 15
37 EditableSpectrum.java 6
38 ElectronConfig.csv 6
39 ElectronRange.java 7
40 Element.java 27
41 EPMAOptimizer.java 39
42 EPQException.java 1
43 EPQFatalException.java 1
44 ExtremumSpectrum.java 9
45 FFastEdgeDB.csv 9
46 FFastMAC.csv 895
47 filelist.csv 2
48 FilteredSpectrum.java 8
49 FilterFit.java 40
50 FittingFilter.java 8
51 FlourescenceYield.csv 2
52 Fluorescence.java 19
53 FluorescenceYield.java 23
54 FluorescenceYieldMean.java 9
55 FromSI.java 4
56 Gas.java 4
57 GasMixture.java 5
58 GasScatteringCrossSection.java 6
59 Heinrich Fluorescence.csv 2
60 IonizationCrossSection.java 5
61 IonizationEnergies.csv 1
62 ISpectrumData.java 2
63 ISpectrumTransformation.java 1
64 IterationAlgorithm.java 12
65 ITransform.java 2
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66 JumpRatio.java 22
67 Kissel1983.csv 9
68 KRatioOptimizer.java 8
69 KRatioSet.java 14
70 Krause1979.csv 6
71 LeseOrdner.vbs 1
72 LinearSpectrumFit.java 6
73 LineEnergies.csv 28
74 LineWeights.csv 29
75 MACCache.java 3
76 MapImage.java 10
77 MassAbsorptionCoefficient.java 92
78 Material.java 9
79 MaterialFactory.java 39
80 MeanIonizationPotential.csv 1
81 MeanIonizationPotential.java 11
82 MicrocalSpectrumFitter.java 28
83 MuCal.java 31
84 NISTMottScatteringAngle.java 8
85 NISTXRayTransitionDB.java 10
86 NISTxrtdb.csv 3
87 NoisySpectrum.java 3
88 Oz1999.csv 1
89 PandPDatabase.java 4
90 PandPdb.csv 23
91 PAP1991.java 11
92 ParticleSignature.java 8
93 PeakFit.java 13
94 PeakFitter2.java 8
95 PeakIntegral.java 4
96 PeakROISearch.java 12
97 PeakStripping.java 7
98 PhysicalConstants.java 5
99 ProportionalIonizationCrossSection.java 5
100 Proza96Base.java 16
101 Proza96Ext.java 6
102 QualEngine.java 21
103 QuantifySpectrumUsingStandards.java 45
104 RandomizedScatter.java 2
105 RandomizedScatterFactory.java 1
106 Reference.java 18
107 RegionOfInterestSet.java 28
108 relax.csv 898
109 ROISpectrum.java 11
110 SampleShape.java 19
111 ScreenedRutherfordScatteringAngle.java 3
112 SogutEtAl2002.csv 3
113 SogutEtAl2002_Corrected.csv 3
114 SpectrumFitResult.java 16
115 SpectrumFitter8.java 46
116 SpectrumMath.java 6
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117 SpectrumProperties.java 75
118 SpectrumSimulator.java 13
119 SpectrumSmoothing.java 9
120 SpectrumUtils.java 90
121 StageCoordinate.java 6
122 StandardsDatabase2.java 18
123 StoppingPower.java 15
124 Strategy.java 5
125 SurfaceIonization.java 8
126 ToSI.java 5
127 TransitionEnergy.java 13
128 TransitionProbabilities.java 11
129 VectorSet.java 9
130 XPP1989Ext.java 7
131 XPP1991.java 17
132 XRayEvents.java 2
133 XRaySource.java 1
134 XRayTransition.java 46
135 XRayTransitionSet.java 38
Atomically resolved high-angle annular dark-field imaging with
QSTEM
QSTEM’s structure input file [200] Bi8Sb32Te60.cfg of the p-type (Bi0.26Sb0.74)2Te3 bulk compound:
1 Number o f p a r t i c l e s = 21
2 A = 1 . 0 Angstrom ( b a s i c l e n g t h−s c a l e )
3 / / Components o f t h e pseudo−h e x a g o n a l l a t t i c e v e c t o r s
4 H0 ( 1 , 1 ) = 4 .395 A
5 H0 ( 1 , 2 ) = 0 A
6 H0 ( 1 , 3 ) = 0 A
7 H0 ( 2 , 1 ) = −2.1975 A
8 H0 ( 2 , 2 ) = 3 .80618 A
9 H0 ( 2 , 3 ) = 0 A
10 H0 ( 3 , 1 ) = 0 A
11 H0 ( 3 , 2 ) = 0 A
12 H0 ( 3 , 3 ) = 30 .44 A
13
14 . NO_VELOCITY . e n t r y _ c o u n t = 5
15 / / f a c t i o n a l c o o r d i n a t e s o f t h e s i n g l e a t om ic p o s i t i o n s i n s i d e t h e u n i t c e l l ( column 1−3) ,
Debye−W al l e r f a c t o r ( column 4) , and s i t e occupancy ( column 5)
16
17 127 .6 Te / / Atomic we i gh t and c h e m i c a l symbol
18 0 0 0 0 . 5 1 . 0
19 0 .666667 0 .333333 0 .333333 0 . 5 1 . 0
20 0 .333333 0 .666667 0 .666667 0 . 5 1 . 0
21 0 0 0 .7903 0 . 5 1 . 0 0 0 0 .2097 0 . 5 1 . 0
22 0 .666667 0 .333333 0 .123633 0 . 5 1 . 0
23 0 .666667 0 .333333 0 .543033 0 . 5 1 . 0
24 0 .333333 0 .666667 0 .456967 0 . 5 1 . 0
25 0 .333333 0 .666667 0 .876367 0 . 5 1 . 0
26
27 208 .98 Bi / / Atomic w e ig h t and c h e m i c a l symbol
28 0 0 0 .40046 0 . 5 0 . 2
29 0 0 0 .59954 0 . 5 0 . 2
30 0 .666667 0 .333333 0 .733793 0 . 5 0 . 2
31 0 .666667 0 .333333 0 .932873 0 . 5 0 . 2
32 0 .333333 0 .666667 0 .067127 0 . 5 0 . 2
33 0 .333333 0 .666667 0 .266207 0 . 5 0 . 2
34
35 121 .76 Sb / / Atomic w e ig h t and c h e m i c a l symbol
36 0 0 0 .40046 0 . 5 0 . 8
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37 0 0 0 .59954 0 . 5 0 . 8
38 0 .666667 0 .333333 0 .733793 0 . 5 0 . 8
39 0 .666667 0 .333333 0 .932873 0 . 5 0 . 8
40 0 .333333 0 .666667 0 .067127 0 . 5 0 . 8
41 0 .333333 0 .666667 0 .266207 0 . 5 0 . 8
Screen shot of the QSTEM home screen (upper image) and of the advanced probe configuration window
(lower image):
All calculations were carried out without using thermal diffuse scattering (TDS), yielding a calculation
time of about 1.2 h for the Bi2Te3-related materials. If TDS is included in the QSTEM calculations, then
no Debye-Waller factor fDW = exp
(−Bs2) will be applied to the atomic potentials, but instead the atoms
will be displaced by a 3D Gaussian-distributed position offset u such that B= 8pi2 〈u2〉, where 〈u2〉 is the
mean of the squared displacements [11]. This is also known as frozen phonon approximation. However,
including TDS yields a dramatic increase of calculation time to several hours or even days, but more
accurate results will be obtained with respect to the experiment.
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Direct and reciprocal lattices in BoltzTraP
The structural parameters and symmetry operators of Bi2Te3 are given in the “Bi2Te3.struct” file, using
hexagonal lattice parameters a = 8.28834 bohr and c = 57.63098 bohr. However, symmetry operators in
the file “Bi2Te3.struct” as well as the k-point coordinates in the band structure file “Bi2Te3.energyso”
are related to the rhombohedral lattice. BoltzTraP reads the “Bi2Te3.struct” file in the subroutine
“wien_structfile” in the file “wien_band.f90”. Then the subroutine “latgen2” in file “latgen2.f90” is
called for calculating the coordinate matrices and the volume of the unit cell as described in [146]. In
case of Bi2Te3 the following four matrices are generated within the subroutine “latgen2”:
Matrix Name inBoltzTraP Interpretation a −a2 00 √3a2 0
0 0 c
 aac_dir Direct lattice base vectors inside the columns in hexagonalnotation with a1 ‖ x-axis. All lengths are multiples of the
Bohr radius (≈0.53 A˚). 23 −13 −131
3
1
3 −23
1
3
1
3
1
3
 p2c_dir Converts the direct hexagonal lattice base vectors in
aac_dir into trigonal ones. 1a 0 01
a
√
3
2
a
√
3
0
0 0 1c
 aac_rec Reciprocal lattice base vectors inside the columns inhexagonal notation. The matrix aac_rec is the inverse of
the matrix aac_dir. 1 −1 00 1 −1
1 1 1
 p2c_rec Converts the reciprocal hexagonal lattice base vectors in
aac_rec into trigonal ones.
The trigonal base vectors in matrix form in real space can be calculated by
aac_trig_dir = aac_dir · p2c_dir =
 a −a2 00 √3a2 0
0 0 c
 ·
 23 −13 −131
3
1
3 −23
1
3
1
3
1
3
=
 a2 −a2 0a
2
√
3
a
2
√
3
− a√
3
c
3
c
3
c
3

aac_trig_rec= aac_rec· p2c_rec=
 1a 0 01
a
√
3
2
a
√
3
0
0 0 1c
·
 1 −1 00 1 −1
1 1 1
=
 1a −1a 01
a
√
3
1
a
√
3
− 2
a
√
3
1
c
1
c
1
c

The reciprocal lattice vectors can be calculated using
VEZh = (a1h×a2h) ·a3h =
√
3a2c
2
a∗1h =
a2h×a3h
VEZh
=
2√
3a2c

√
3ac
2
ac
2
0

a∗2h =
a3h×a1h
VEZh
=
2√
3a2c
 0ac
0

a∗3h =
a1h×a2h
VEZh
=
2√
3a2c
 00√
3a2
2

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The matrix p2c_dir can be obtained for the BoltzTraP by using the following construction (trigonal
Bi2Te3 unit cell (blue) used in BoltzTraP with hexagonal lattice vectors (red)):
1. Write the hexagonal lattice vectors in terms of the trigonal ones:
a1h = a1t −a2t
a2h = a2t −a3t
a3h = a1t +a2t +a3t
2. Calculated trigonal lattice vectors in dependence of the hexagonal ones:
a1t =
1
3
[2a1h+a2h+a3h]
a2t =
1
3
[−a1h+a2h+a3h]
a3t =
1
3
[−a1h−2a2h+a3h]
3. Get the coefficients from the equations in 2. and write them in form of a matrix. p2c_dir is then
just obtained by transposing this very matrix:
p2c_dir =
 23 13 13−13 13 13
−13 −23 13
T (9.1)
The real space lattice gets generated inside the subroutine “gen_lattpoints” in the file “gen_lattpoints.f90”.
For the further calculation only the trigonal integer indices are used. These real space lattice vectors are
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sorted according to their length and only one vector per length is stored in the lattice field “latt_points”,
the others can be obtained using the star function implemented in the subroutine “stern1” in the file
“stern1.f90” and are assigned to the first one.
The numerical values for each matrix are:
aac_dirhex =
 8,28833900000000 −4,14416950000000 00 7,17791212917731 0
0 0 57,6309790000000

aac_rechex =
 0,120651435709857 0 00,0696581388852007 0,139316277770401 0
0 0 0,0173517788063257

aac_dirtri =
 4,14416950000000 −4,14416950000000 02,39263737639244 2,39263737639244 −4,78527475278487
19,2103263333333 19,2103263333333 19,2103263333333

aac_rectri =
 0,120651435709857 −0,120651435709857 00,0696581388852007 0,0696581388852007 −0,139316277770401
0,0173517788063257 0,0173517788063257 0,0173517788063257

Symmetry operators and their interpretation for Bi2Te3
ID
Real space symmetry
operator in trigonal
base
Reciprocal space
symmetry operator in
trigonal base
Interpretation
1
 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
  1 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
 Unity matrix, transfers a point intoitself: [u,v,w]⇒ [u,v,w], (h,k,l)⇒
(h,k,l)
2
 −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
  −1 0 00 −1 0
0 0 −1
 Inversion
3
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1
  0 1 01 0 0
0 0 1
 Mirror matrix (m[1-10]): [u,v,w]⇒
[v,u,w], (h,k,l)⇒ (k,h,l)
4
 0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1
  0 −1 0−1 0 0
0 0 −1
 Rotation by 180° (2fold axis), 2[1-10],
[u,v,w] [-v,-u,-w], (h,k,l) (-k,-h,-l)
5
 1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
  1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
 Mirror matrix (m[01-1]): [u,v,w]⇒
[u,w,v], (h,k,l)⇒ (h,l,k)
6
 −1 0 00 0 −1
0 −1 0
  −1 0 00 0 −1
0 −1 0
 Rotation by 180° (2fold axis), 2[01-1],[u,v,w]⇒ [-u,-w,-v], (h,k,l)⇒
(-h,-l,-k)
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7
 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
  0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0
 Mirror matrix (m[-101]): [u,v,w]⇒
[w,v,u], (h,k,l)⇒ (l,k,h)
8
 0 0 −10 −1 0
−1 0 0
  0 0 −10 −1 0
−1 0 0
 Rotation by 180° (2fold axis), 2[-101],[u,v,w]⇒ [-w,-v,-u], (h,k,l)⇒
(-l,-k,-h)
9
 0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
  0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
 Clockwise Rotation by 120° along thetrigonal [1,1,1]-Axis, (u,v,w)⇒
(v,w,u), (h,k,l)⇒ (l,h,k)
10
 0 −1 00 0 −1
−1 0 0
  0 0 −1−1 0 0
0 −1 0
 Clockwise Rotation by 120° along thetrigonal [1,1,1]-Axis + Inversion,
(u,v,w)⇒ (-v,-w,-u), (h,k,l)⇒
(-l,-h,-k)
11
 0 0 11 0 0
0 1 0
  0 1 00 0 1
1 0 0
 Counterclockwise Rotation by 120°along the trigonal [1,1,1]-Axis, (u,v,w)
⇒ (w,u,v), (h,k,l)⇒ (k,l,h)
12
 0 0 −1−1 0 0
0 −1 0
  0 −1 00 0 −1
−1 0 0
 Counterclockwise Rotation by 120°along the trigonal [1,1,1]-Axis +
Inversion, (u,v,w)⇒ (-w,-u,-v), (h,k,l)
⇒ (-k,-l,-h)
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